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Executive Summary 
In 2016 the city of Philadelphia announced an ambitious climate goal; Mayor Kenney 

committed the city to an 80% reduction in citywide carbon dioxide equivalent (“CO2e”) 
emissions relative to 2006 levels by the year 2050.1 A year later, Philadelphia released the 
Powering Our Future report, outlining the policies and strategies the City plans to pursue to 
achieve this and other intermediate goals. Our client, the Clean Air Council, believes that the 
policies and strategies outlined in Powering Our Future are insufficient to achieve these goals. 

We conducted a modeling effort to understand whether our client’s concern was 
warranted. The team relied upon the City’s proprietary emission projection model, with one 
critical aspect altered; we replaced an arguable underlying assumption that projected the carbon 
intensity of the electricity grid serving Philadelphia. Using a state-of-the-art integrated 
assessment model, GCAM, the team generated scenarios which represented a range of potential 
carbon intensity trajectories through 2050.  

Our modeling suggests that the city will achieve somewhere between 27% to 38% CO2e 
emission reductions in 2050, relative to 2006, through the Powering Our Future policies. This 
would constitute a sizable achievement gap on the order of 8 to 11 million metric tons (“MMt”) 
CO2e between the net emissions and the reduction target of 3.7 MMt CO2e in 2050. Thus, 
consideration of additional emission reduction policies is merited.   

The city’s Office of Sustainability expressed interest in analysis of three potential new 
policies: a policy or programmatic response to enabling state legislation for community solar; a 
formalized offset program; and supplying renewable natural gas through the city’s municipally 
owned natural gas provider. Given the existing interest in these policies from city stakeholders, 
we explored these three policies using cost-benefit analyses, to assess whether any of these 
programs merit further consideration. The results of the cost-benefit analyses, cost-effectiveness 
analysis, and the estimated CO2e reduction potential of these programs is numerated in Table 
ES-1. 

A hypothetical community solar program was constructed, in which the City offered a 
municipal owned rooftop, located at the Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility, at no- or low-
cost to community solar developers. In this scenario, the City acts as an “anchor tenant” who 
mitigates the financial risk associated with programs oriented to serve low-income subscribers.2 
The program was found to be net beneficial but results in the fewest CO2 emission reductions in 
2050. In order to see sizable reductions, the City would likely have to repeat this project at 
several facilities. 

A cost benefit analysis of two offset program options were explored; one in which the 
City purchases offset credits equivalent to 10% of net city-wide emissions each year from the 
voluntary market, and a second in which the City acts as a project developer to generate carbon 
offsets from the urban forest. The program in which the City purchases offset credits results in 

 
1 The City of Philadelphia Office of Sustainability. (2018). Powering Our Future: A Clean Energy Vision for 
Philadelphia. Philadelphia: Greenworks Philadelphia. Retrieved from 
https://www.phila.gov/media/20180821150658/Powering-Our-Future-Full-Report.pdf 
2 Heeter, J., Bird, L., O’Shaughnessy, E., Koebrich, S. (2018). Design and Implementation of Community Solar 
Program for Low-and Moderate-Income Customers. National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/71652.pdf 
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the most cost-effective strategy of all, as well as the greatest overall impact in terms of 
mitigating the city’s contribution to climate change. However, the offset program generates 
almost no local co-benefits. In contrast, the urban forest offset program yields comparatively 
little CO2 reductions, but is associated with significant co-benefits for the city and its residents. 

The renewable natural gas analysis considered capturing and refining fugitive methane 
emissions from state landfills. The program examines the value of the City establishing its own 
renewable natural gas facility, and assesses three project flow rate outcomes. The cost benefit 
analysis ultimately results in mid-level returns.  The net present value is based largely in the 
benefit of capturing methane, and even then, the program does not have as great an emissions 
reduction impact as does purchasing offset credits. The project itself, as modeled, also yields a 
negative revenue stream for the utility in all facility options analyzed. 

Table ES-1. Summary of Cost Benefit, Cost-effectiveness Analysis and Projected Emissions Reductions  

Policy 

Cost-Benefit 
Analysis 
Net Present 
Value 

Cost-
Effectiveness 
Ratio ($/MtCO2e 
avoided) 

Emissions 
reduction in 2050 
(MtCO2e) 

Community Solar Project $1,200,116 $375 187 

Offset Credit Purchasing $1,505,564,870 $8.76 1,318,183 

Urban Forest Offset 
Development 

$7,460,597,005 $1,597 601 

RNG Capture - medium flow 
facility 

$ 253,466,501  $1,074 478,037 

The transportation sector also presents an untapped opportunity for reducing emissions. 
Our model projects that emissions from the transportation sector in 2050 will constitute roughly 
2 MMtCO2e. At present though, the City has no plans for policies to meaningfully address 
transportation sector emissions. We modeled the emission reduction impact of two transportation 
policies: a congestion pricing scheme in the Greater Center City and a city-wide parking 
reduction policy. In 2050, based on our model, these policies would have the effect of reducing 
emissions by 99,293 and 891,852 MtCO2e, respectively.  

Finally, we conducted a landscape analysis to synthesize for our client what policies other 
cities around the world are implementing. Many of these policies are not possible in Philadelphia 
today given legislative limitations in Pennsylvania. This synthesis is meant to serve as a jumping 
off point for further policy consideration and analysis. 

Ultimately, this analysis reveals that achieving an 80% emissions reductions target will 
be a challenging, monumental task. Policies available to cities have promise, but absent 
aggressive state- and federal-level policies, are somewhat stunted in terms of their impact. 
Moreover, implementing the many policies necessary to cumulatively reach emissions goals may 
not be feasible given resource constraints that may cities and municipalities face. However, 
based on our analysis, some of policies we explore could be deployed in Philadelphia that are 
both cost-effective and will augment Philadelphia’s ability to reduce emissions.  
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1. Introduction 
In 2016 the city of Philadelphia announced an ambitious set of climate change policies, 

beginning with Mayor Jim Kenney’s declaration of the city’s commitment to an 80% reduction 
in citywide carbon dioxide (“CO2”) emissions relative to 2006 levels by the year 2050.3 
Following the U.S. withdrawal from the Paris Agreement in June 2017, Mayor Kenney became 
the nation’s 100th mayor to sign Sierra Club’s “Ready for 100” campaign, pledging to transition 
Philadelphia to 100% renewable energy by 2050.4 In September 2017, the Office of 
Sustainability announced the City’s intention to purchase 100% renewable energy for all 
municipal operations by 2030, reduce the city’s built environment energy use by 20% by 2030, 
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the city’s built environment by 50% by 2030.5  

Urban environments are responsible for 70% of global CO2 emissions and use two-thirds 
of the world’s energy.6 As such, cities have an important role to play in transforming their local 
energy, transportation and consumption systems to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.7 City governments with the political autonomy and 
popular support to carry out reforms in favor of adopting policies to mitigate and adapt to climate 
change can make meaningful reductions in their greenhouse gas emissions. However, cities often 
have limited resources to explore and select the right combination of carbon reducing policies for 
their city. In light of these limitations, this project seeks to aid the city of Philadelphia’s effort to 
meet their ambitious climate and energy goals.  

Our client is the Clean Air Council of Philadelphia (“CAC”), the city’s oldest 
environmental non-profit.8 CAC is an advocacy organization that envisions a future where the 
Mid-Atlantic region has the cleanest air and lowest carbon footprint in the country.9 CAC has 
consistently worked with Philadelphia’s Office of Sustainability (“OOS”) and the Office of the 
Mayor to encourage the city to adopt policies that improve air quality, promote sustainability, 
and protect public health. For example, our client informed us that CAC played a critical 
advocacy role in pushing for legislation that enabled the city to enter into solar power purchase 
agreements, which will enable the city to meet 22% of its municipal electricity demand with 

 
3 The City of Philadelphia Office of Sustainability (“OOS”). (2018). Powering Our Future: A Clean Energy Vision 
for Philadelphia. Philadelphia: Greenworks Philadelphia. Retrieved from 
https://www.phila.gov/media/20180821150658/Powering-Our-Future-Full-Report.pdf 
4 The Sierra Club. (2017, June 21). Mayor Kenney Becomes 100th Mayor to Pledge Support for 100% Clean 
Energy. Retrieved from https://content.sierraclub.org/press-releases/2017/06/mayor-kenney-becomes-100th-mayor-
pledge-support-100-clean-energy 
5 The City of Philadelphia Office of Sustainability. (2017). Municipal Energy Master Plan for the Built 
Environment. Philadelphia, PA: Greenworks Philadelphia. Retrieved from 
https://www.phila.gov/media/20170927092513/ 
MunicipalEnergyMasterPlan.pdf 
6 C40. (n.d.). Why Cities? Retrieved from https://www.c40.org/why_cities 
7 Deetjen, T. A., Conger, J. P., Leibowicz, B. D., & Webber, M. E. (2018). Review of climate action plans in 29 
major U.S. cities: Comparing current policies to research recommendations. Sustainable Cities and Society, 41, 711–
727. doi: 10.1016/j.scs.2018.06.023 
8 Clean Air Council. (2019). Retrieved from https://cleanair.org/. 
9 Clean Air Council, 2019.  
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renewable, local energy.10 CAC plans to continue to work with the city council to identify and 
enact strategies for meeting the city’s renewable energy and greenhouse gas reduction goals. 

A year after announcing their ambitious climate and energy goals, Philadelphia released 
the Powering Our Future report, outlining potential policies and strategies the city and its 
residents could pursue to meet these goals. In the report, the policies and strategies are organized 
by five general categories: clean electricity supply, city wide solar, energy-efficient homes and 
businesses, low-carbon thermal energy, and low-carbon economy.11 The greenhouse gas 
reduction potential for each of these categories and the projection of their combined effect is 
shown in Figure 1. This waterfall chart implies that the city’s policies outlined in Powering Our 
Future will achieve the 80% reduction target from the built environment relative to 2006 levels. 

12 Even so, CAC was doubtful that these policies and strategies would be sufficient to make the 
depicted reductions a reality. For this reason, the project team was engaged to explore additional 
policies the city of Philadelphia could pursue to bolster the city’s chances of achieving this 
target.   

Figure 1 - CO2 reduction potential for Philadelphia's policy strategies in 2050 

 
 

 
10	Office of Sustainability, Office of the Mayor. (1, November 2018). City Moves Forward with Large-Scale 
Purchase of Renewable Energy. City of Philadelphia Press Releases. Retrieved from https://www.phila.gov/2018-
11-01-city-moves-forward-with-large-scale-purchase-of-renewable-energy/		
11 The City of Philadelphia Office of Sustainability (“OOS”). (2018). Powering Our Future: A Clean Energy Vision 
for Philadelphia. Retrieved from https://www.phila.gov/media/20180821150658/Powering-Our-Future-Full-
Report.pdf 
12 OOS, 2018. 
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Opportunities to Augment Philadelphia’s Climate Planning  
Upon closer examination of the Powering Our Future report, the project team saw 

several opportunities to add value to Philadelphia’s existing climate and energy policies and 
strategies.  
 

The project team noted that many of the policies that will be most effective at enabling 
the City to reach its climate goals are not within the City’s authority to implement. In Powering 
Our Future, the City outlined advocacy activities for the city to conduct at the state level, for 
policies such as the Community Choice Aggregation programs, which are currently prohibited 
by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Public Utilities Commission, and strengthening the 
Alternate Energy Portfolio Standard, which can be updated by the governor.13 There are further 
policies outlined in Powering Our Future that are not even within the state’s purview to enact, 
but are dependent on private sector and market forces. These include expanding the 2030 District 
and encouraging large institutions to aggregate their renewable power purchasing strategies.14 
Further, other policies outlined in the report that are highly dependent on the City acquiring 
additional resources to oversee their implementation, such as energy code compliance 
enforcement and PACE financing management.15 In sum, the Powering Our Future represents an 
impressive example of a city plan to reduce GHG emissions; however, many of the 
recommendations are not totally within the City’s authority to see enacted.   

 
The project team also noted that in order to meet the 2050 emissions target, the Powering 

Our Future plan indicates that the city’s energy supply will need to come entirely from clean 
energy by 2050. Barring energy efficiency measures, the report calculates that this could result in 
a 5.1 MMt reduction of CO2.16 However, the City acknowledges that it has limited authority and 
influence over the energy mix in the regional electricity grid and that local action through power 
purchase agreements, institutional renewable power aggregation, and consumer choice options, 
will not be sufficient to transition all of Philadelphia’s grid to entirely clean energy.17 Action at 
the state and federal level will be necessary to achieve further reductions, including joining the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (“RGGI”), strengthening the state’s Alternative Energy 
Portfolio Standard (“AEPS”), maintaining existing nuclear generation, and lobbying for federal 
action on climate change.18  Many of the emissions reduction strategies outlined in Powering Our 
Future involve lobbying for policy action at the state and federal level, because the City lacks the 
authority to enact the particular legislation.  

 
The project team also noted that the vast majority of the strategies outlined in Powering 

Our Future revolve around addressing emissions from the city’s building sector. This makes 
sense, as Philadelphia’s emissions profile is dominated by building energy consumption. The 
City’s 2012 GHG inventory indicated that roughly 80% of emissions came from buildings.19  
However, we noted a lack of cohesive strategies to address transportation emissions, which 

 
13 OOS, 2018. 
14 OOS, 2018. 
15 OOS, 2018. 
16 OOS, 2018. 
17 OOS, 2018. 
18 OOS, 2018. 
19 OOS, 2018. 
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account for approximately 17% of the city’s emissions.20 In CONNECT: Philadelphia’s Strategic 
Transportation Plan, reducing emissions is only one strategic priority of many others. 
CONNECT’s only climate goals are focused on reducing emissions from transportation in the 
near term via transit mode shift and vehicle electrification, with no goals outlined beyond 2025.21  

 
We believe the transportation sector in Philadelphia represents untapped opportunity to 

achieved additional emission reductions owing to several reasons: the city has an extensive 
public transit system which likely possesses capacity to absorb higher rates of ridership; a sizable 
dent can be made to transportation emissions largely agnostic to what happens to the carbon 
intensity of the electricity grid; and finally, because it is an area over which the City may have 
more authority over and policy options within its disposal. 

Project Components 
In light of the precursory insights on the city’s existing plans, our project team sought to: 

(1) provide CAC with a more detailed evaluation on the effectiveness of the city’s existing 
strategy to reach their 80% reduction goal by 2050 (“80x50”); (2) explore the economic, social, 
and environmental merit of a set of three policies in which the City expressed interest; (3) 
explore three potential transportation sector policies; and, (4) provide a menu of additional 
emission reduction policy options pursued by other cities for consideration in Philadelphia. 

 
 The paper is divided into four primary sections. Section 2 evaluates the City’s proprietary 
emissions projection model to understand the range of possible reduction outcomes between now 
and 2050. By altering one critical assumption in the model – the carbon intensity of the grid 
serving Philadelphia – we hypothesize that the city is unlikely to meet its 2050 climate goal with 
the Powering Our Future strategies alone. This analysis quantifies the magnitude of the city’s 
likely emissions gap, or “stabilization triangle,” representing the remaining emissions the City 
will need to address to meet their reduction target. This analysis highlights the need for 
additional policy action.   

 Section 3 details an investigation into three policies in which the Philadelphia OOS 
indicated interest: community solar, a citywide carbon offsets program, and capturing renewable 
natural gas (“RNG”). The team designed hypothetical projects that the city of Philadelphia could 
implement and conducted cost benefit and cost-effectiveness analysess, and quantified the scale 
of potential emissions reduction for each.  
 
 In light of the dearth of existing plans or policies to address transportation sector 
emissions, Section 4 discusses three transportation sector policies Philadelphia could implement 
and quantified their respective potential reductions. The policies explored include a sales tax to 
fund additional public transit infrastructure, congestion pricing, and a parking maximum policy.   
 

 
20 OOS, 2018. 
21 City of Philadelphia. (2018). CONNECT: Philadelphia’s Strategic Transportation Plan. Retrieved from 
http://www.phillyotis.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Connect_9.8_11-09-18_sm.pdf 
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 Section 5 provides a literature review of some of the most promising climate and energy 
policies being executed by cities throughout the United States that could be considered for 
implementation in Philadelphia.  
 

The results of this work support the case for further policy action in Philadelphia. We 
hope that the analysis herein will bolster advocacy efforts for more aggressive policies as well as 
provide initial directionality regarding which additional climate policies are economically, 
environmentally, and socially sound.  
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2. Philadelphia’s Emission Reduction Model 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the city’s existing plan, the project team needed to 

establish an understanding of the city’s current emissions trajectory, as well as a more detailed 
understanding of the emission reduction potential of the strategies outlined in Powering Our 
Future.  Philadelphia’s OOS shared a proprietary and rigorous model with the project team that 
the City developed with a consulting firm. The model helps the City simulate the emissions 
impacts of differing city policies and future scenarios. While the model is proprietary, it was 
shared with the project team to help inform this project’s analyses.22 The City’s model 
incorporates a detailed projection of citywide and municipal strategies, as outlined in Powering 
Our Future, and the effects of these policies on reducing city business as usual emissions 
through 2050. 

 
In the model, emissions are forecasted for the residential and commercial/industrial 

sectors of the city, as well as varied sectors under the municipal purview. The model includes a 
business as usual (“BAU”) transportation projection through 2050 based on an analysis 
conducted by Drexel University researchers.23 The transportation projection does not include 
reductions from any explicit strategies undertaken by the City, which aligns with our initial 
observation that the City currently has no long-term plans to address transportation emissions. 

 
In the version provided to the team, the model simulates a 2017-based city-wide BAU 

emissions trajectory, which projects 16.2 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
(“MMt CO2e”) in 2050.  Through a combination of electric grid improvements, city strategies, 
and municipal strategies, the model predicts a 16.5% decrease in city emissions in 2050 relative 
to 2006 emissions, achieving 15.7 MMt CO2e. This means that with the city’s current policies 
and projected changes to the electricity supply mix, the City expects that it will be emitting 
roughly 12.0 MMt CO2e in excess of the 80x50 reduction target of 3.7 MMt CO2e.  

 
Though emissions are reduced overall, the model predicts an uptick in emissions in the 

decade following 2040, growing from 14 to 15.7 MMt CO2e in 2050. The project team 
discovered that the intermediate decline, followed by an uptick in projected city emissions, 
observed in the model’s projection is attributable to the carbon intensity of the grid forecasted in 
the model. This assumption is examined further in the following section. 

Model Assessment  
The project team identified a fundamental risk associated with the City’s model. When 

examined closely, the team discovered that the forecast of carbon intensity for the electricity grid 
is an out of date and unrealistic projection.  

 

 
22 Information shared herein reflects only topline values and results from the model and only minimally discusses 
calculations and inputs related to the projection for grid carbon intensity. Any information published herein relating 
to the model was reviewed and approved for publication by the City’s Office of Sustainability.  
23  Drexel University Institute for Energy and the Environment. (2015). Options for Achieving Deep Reductions in 
Carbon Emissions in Philadelphia by 2050. Retrieved from https://drexel.edu/now/archive/2015/November/IExE-
Phila-80-50/  
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The inputs that influence the model’s carbon intensity projections show growth in the 
quantity of electricity coming from fossil-fuel generation sources into the future. Table 1 shows 
the projection from the City’s model regarding the percentage of electricity generated by 
different sources. The percentages through 2040 were calculated based on the 2017 Annual 
Energy Outlook (“AEO”) Electric Power Projections for the RFC-East Region electricity market 
from the U.S. Energy Information Agency (“EIA”).24 For 2050, City modelers forced a 100% 
renewable energy mix. It’s upon these grid mix percentages that the model’s grid intensity 
projections are predicated. 

 
Table 1 - Projected Grid Mix in Philadelphia's Proprietary Model in Billion KWh 

Adjusted Grid Mix 2016 2018 2020 2030 2040 2050 
Coal 17.6% 18.2% 22.5% 23.0% 22.0% 0.0% 

Petroleum 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 
Natural Gas 38.0% 39.1% 38.9% 39.5% 45.9% 0.0% 

Nuclear 40.5% 38.1% 33.4% 32.6% 27.2% 0.0% 

Pumped Storage/Other 0.0% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 
Renewable Sources 4.2% 4.2% 4.7% 4.5% 4.5% 100.0% 

 
The City’s modeled projection for the grid carbon intensity based on the assumptions in 

Table 1 is demonstrated in Figure 2. The projection clearly reflects an intermediate net increase 
in output from fossil-fuel generation between 2020 and 2040, and then a drop to zero carbon 
intensity between 2040 and 2050 when the grid is served entirely by renewables.  

 
Figure 2 - CO2 Intensity of the Grid Intensity Assumption made by the City 

 
 
Though the AEO is an authoritative source for projections, the EIA’s projections have 

changed considerably since 2017. The 2020 AEO presents a vastly different vision of the future. 
As synthesized in Table 2, the new AEO projects a 51% decline in output from coal compared to 

 
24	The Generation by Fuel type can be retrieved from	https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/data/browser/#/?id=62-
AEO2017&region=3-9&cases=ref_no_cpp&start=2015&end=2050&f=A&linechart=ref_no_cpp-d120816a.5-62-
AEO2017.3-9&map=&sourcekey=0		
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a 9% increase from the 2017 AEO, and used by the City’s model. Though the 2020 AEO still 
projects an increase in natural gas, it is much more modest than 2017’s projection. There is also a 
less dramatic decline in electricity output from nuclear sources than previously projected. 
Finally, the updated projection for renewables growth is significantly larger than in the 2017 
AEO.25  
 

Table 2 - Comparison of % Change Projected in the 2017 & 2020 AEO  
 2017 AEO Projection 

(% change in billion KWh 
in 2050 relative to 2016) 

2020 AEO Projection 
(% change in billion KWh 
in 2050 relative to 2016) 

Coal +9% -51% 

Petroleum -16% -62% 

Natural Gas +54% +12% 

Nuclear -36% -7% 

Pumped Storage/Other +1% -30% 

Renewable Sources +44% +627% 

 
Though not pictured in the table, it is important to note that notwithstanding the high 

growth projection for renewables in the 2020 AEO, the projected output in billion KWh still only 
constitutes 25% of the output from all electricity generation sources in 2050.  

 
Thus, the grid intensity forecasts used in the City’s model are problematic for two 

reasons: first, they are based on outdated projections for the electricity generation portfolio 
through 2040; and second, they force a growth in electricity output from renewables - from 4.5% 
in 2040 to 100% in 2050 – that is inharmonious with either the 2017 or 2020 AEOs. Thus, the 
trajectory of the carbon intensity of the grid used in the model is similarly flawed.  
 

Not only is this trend no longer indicative of the most recent EIA projections, it is 
discordant with the decline in coal in recent years in the PJM market; since 2005, the carbon 
intensity in the 13-state region has decreased each year, and overall by 28%.26,27 Even 
Philadelphia’s regional transit authority SEPTA, in its own forecasts, projects an average annual 
1.5% improvement in the grid’s carbon intensity from 2016 through 2021.28   
 

The model’s trajectory for the carbon intensity is a point of concern because it is an 
underlying input to many subsequent, complex model calculations. Thus, a problematic grid 

 
25 This paragraph and Table 2 were calculated from data in the US EIA’s 2020 AEO, Table 54.10, Electric Power 
Projections by Electricity Market Module Region, Reference case for the:PJM / East region 
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/data/browser/#/?id=62-AEO2020&region=5-10&cases=ref2020  
26 PJM. (2019). Response to House Committee on Energy and Commerce Climate Inquiry on Greenhouse Gas 
Regulation. PJM Testimony. Retrieved from https://www.pjm.com/-/media/library/reports-
notices/testimony/20191011-pjm-response-to-house-ec-climate-inquiry-on-greenhouse-gas-regulation.ashx?la=en  
27 PJM is a regional transmission organization responsible for the management and coordination of a wholesale 
electricity market spanning 13 states across the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions. Pennsylvania is one of the states 
that participates in this market.  
28 SEPTA. (2018). 2018 Energy Action Plan. Retrieved from http://www.septa.org/sustain/2018-energy-action-
plan.pdf 
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intensity projection renders similarly unlikely predictions for the BAU emissions projection, 
which in turn muddies the discourse of whether or not the city is on track to meet its goal.  

 
Thus, it is important to consider alternative scenarios for how the carbon intensity of the 

grid serving Philadelphia might evolve. This will foster enhanced understanding of the range of 
the potential reductions achieved by the City’s planned reduction strategies, as well as the top 
line value of how much Philadelphia will be emitting in 2050 relative to its reduction goal.   

 
The project team decided to devise three alternate scenarios in which grid intensity 

improvements represent a range of reasoned trajectories informed by a variety of potential policy 
outcomes.  More about how these scenarios were derived and the impact of using them in the 
model is discussed after a brief introduction to the concept of wedge analysis. 

Introduction to Wedge Analysis 
The concept of the “stabilization triangle” was first introduced in 2004 by Pacala and 

Socolow in the journal Science. As then conceived, the stabilization triangle represented the 
difference between a global emissions trajectory that would limit atmospheric concentrations of 
CO2 to being doubled, relative to pre-industrial levels, and a business-as-usual growth 
projection.29 The space on the graph between the two trajectories, as seen in Figure 3, represents 
the stabilization triangle, upon which, Pacala and Socolow overlaid seven “wedges” representing 
“an activity that reduces emissions to the atmosphere that starts at zero today and increases 
linearly until it accounts for 1 GtC/year of reduced emissions in 50 years”.30  

 
Figure 3 - The Stabilization Triangle & Wedge Model as Conceived by Pacala and Socolow31 

 
  
Since 2004, the scientific community’s understanding of what is required to avoid a 

doubling of atmospheric carbon concentrations has evolved substantially. It is now almost 
universally accepted that stabilization of emission at 2004 levels is inconsistent with achieving 
atmospheric concentrations at or below 500 parts per million (ppm) or a 2◦C global temperature 

 
29 Pacala, S., & Socolow, R. (2004). Stabilization Wedges: Solving the Climate Problem for the Next 50 Years with 
Current Technologies. Science, 305, 968–971. Retrieved from https://science.sciencemag.org/content/305/5686/968  
30 Pacala & Socolow, 2004, p. 968. 
31 Pacala & Socolow, 2004, p. 969. 
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change.32 However, what is important is that the concept of the stabilization triangle, and creating 
“wedges” that will help reduce the magnitude of the triangle, has become a ubiquitous tool for 
analyzing the potential of different combinations of technologies, policies, and strategies that can 
be deployed to achieve emission reduction goals.33  

 
In following section, we emulate the stabilization triangle concept to explore the 

difference between the interpolated 80x50 goal line for the emission trajectory, and three 
projected impact of three alternate scenarios for the carbon intensity on net emissions. 

Crafting Alternate Scenarios for the Grid Carbon Intensity 
 As described previously, the City’s model uses outdated projections and makes an 
unsupported assumption between 2040 and 2050 regarding the carbon intensity of the grid 
(Figure 2). Thus, we posit that the carbon intensity of the grid is unlikely to follow this 
trajectory, and that there is inherent benefit in considering a range of possible trajectories rather 
than just one. We also posit that the ramifications of a more realistic carbon intensity projections 
will yield insight into a range of total reduction that can be associated with the city’s current 
policies to reducing CO2 emissions. 
 
 To craft a range of realistic alternate scenarios for the trajectory of the grid, the project 
team used the Global Climate Assessment Model (“GCAM”). GCAM is one of the leading 
integrated assessment models utilized by academia, researchers, and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. GCAM is an integrated tool for exploring the complicated dynamics of the 
human-Earth system and the response of this system to global changes. GCAM is maintained 
and distributed by Pacific Northwest National Labs and the University of Maryland. GCAM 
represents the interrelatedness and complex interactions between energy, water, agriculture and 
land use, the economy, and the climate.34 
 
 Using GCAM, the project team modeled six scenarios in which a) New Jersey and 
Pennsylvania do not join RGGI, b) New Jersey and Pennsylvania do join RGGI and there are 
constant emissions after RGGI’s current 2030 “end-point,” and c) New Jersey and Pennsylvania 
join RGGI, and RGGI institutes a declining cap on emissions beyond 2030. For each of these 
three primary scenarios, an alternate scenario was run in which the default coal retirement 
assumptions inherent in GCAM were altered with a “coal fix” – created by the U.S. EPA’s 
Office of Research and Development – that better reflects recent trends in coal retirement.  

 
The outputs from GCAM represent the tons of carbon emitted from Pennsylvania’s 

electricity sector through 2050 because GCAM does not have the functionality of modeling at a 

 
32 Davis, S. J., Cao, L., Caldeira, K., & Hoffert, M. I. (2013). Rethinking Wedges. Environmental Research Letters, 
8, 1–8. doi:10.1088/1748-9326/8/1/011001  
33 Davis et al., 2013. 
34 Joint Global Change Research Institute. (n.d.). Global Change Assessment Model. Retrieved from 
http://www.globalchange.umd.edu/gcam/  
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more granular unit than the state. These values were converted to MMt CO2e and then divided by 
GCAM’s projection for the quantity of electricity consumed through 2050.35  

 
Generally, the coal fix scenarios resulted in significantly lower CO2 intensities in 2050 

under the no-RGGI and RGGI with constant emissions post-2030 scenarios. For the declining 
cap beyond 2030 scenario, there was virtually no difference between the coal-fix and no coal-fix 
scenarios in 2050. However, there is a near and intermediate-term difference in the trajectories. 
The full spectrum of possible scenarios is presented in Figure 4. 
 

Figure 4 - Alternate Carbon Intensity Scenarios for Pennsylvania 

 
*indicates that the scenario was the output of GCAM model runs. 

 
 Because it appears likely that Pennsylvania and New Jersey will end up joining RGGI, 
the project team decided to exclude the grid intensity scenarios in which they do not from the 
analysis.36 Instead, the team down-selected to the following three scenarios to incorporate into 
the City’s model as representatives of a conservative, moderate and best-case outcome: the 
continuous 1.5% reduction assumption used by SETPA and extended out through 2050, the 
RGGI constant emission post-2030 with coal fix, and the continued reduction beyond 2030, 
respectively. The team’s decision to use the continued reduction beyond 2030 scenario as 
opposed to the same one with the coal fix is due primarily to the fact that, though the coal fix 
scenario achieves more aggressive reductions in the near- and intermediate-term, the carbon 
intensity of the scenario without the coal fix is actually lower in 2050 than with the coal fix.  

 
35 If desired, an excel based model depicting the calculations for grid intensity can be retrieved by emailing Dr. 
Betsy Albright at elizabeth.albright@duke.edu.  
36 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. (2020). Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Retrieved 
from https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/climate/Pages/RGGI.aspx; New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection. (2020). The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative in New Jersey. Retrieved from 
https://www.state.nj.us/dep/aqes/rggi.html 
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Grid Intensity Scenario Comparisons  
 When the alternate scenarios for grid intensity above are incorporated into the City’s 
model, there is a dramatic change to the 80x50 stabilization triangle. Figure 5 and Table 3 both 
demonstrate the ramification of the conservative, moderate, and best-case grid intensity scenarios 
on the magnitude of emissions not reduced over time and the difference between net emissions 
and the 80x50 target.  

 
Figure 5 - Comparison of Stabilization Triangles Under Alternate Grid Intensity Scenarios 

A) 

 

B)  

 
C) 

 

D) 

 
 
The best-case scenario yields a stabilization triangle that is two thirds the size of the 

city’s projection in 2050. It is also of interest that in all scenarios but the best-case, the 
magnitude of the stabilization triangle decreases initially and then rebounds in out years. This 
may be due in part to the best-case grid intensity scenario being the only one that decreases 
dramatically enough to counter other factors modeled by the City that may be upward drivers of 
emissions. Nonetheless, even if the carbon intensity of the grid follows the most ambitious 
projection, the city will only achieve a 38% reduction relative to 2006 baseline.37 Thus, the City 

 
37 This projection incorporates the policies currently in place or planned for the future, per the city’s proprietary 
model (v1.28.2020).   
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will likely need to identify and enact more impactful emission reduction strategies at the city 
level, or advocate strongly for them at the state and federal levels, in order to avoid to an out-
year increase in the magnitude of the stabilization triangle.  

 
Table 3 - Quantity of Emissions in Excess of the 80% Reduction Target (the Stabilization Triangle)  

GHG Emissions (MMt CO2e) % Reduced in 
2050 relative 
to 2006 

Scenario 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Philadelphia's Grid Intensity 
Assumptions 0.61 3.58 6.86 11.95 16.5% 
Conservative Grid Intensity 
Scenario 0.00 2.62 6.28 10.01 26.8% 
Moderate Grid Intensity Scenario 0.00 1.93 5.61 9.42 30.0% 
Best Case Grid Intensity Scenario 0.22 2.27 4.82 7.99 37.6% 

 
Another insight revealed by this analysis is that the City’s current and planned strategies 

for reducing emissions yield the greatest reductions when the carbon intensity of the grid is at its 
dirtiest (Figure 6). Since a majority of the City’s current policies are focused on reducing 
building energy consumption, these interventions and programs yield fewer reductions as the 
grid becomes cleaner. However, a more aggressive scenario for grid intensity reduction is still 
preferable because the overall avoided emissions from a cleaner grid are substantial enough to 
make up for the fact that the City’s polices become less effective over time at avoiding 
emissions. 

 
Figure 6 - Reduction Strategy Efficacy 

 
 
The conservative and best-case intensity scenarios represent the possible upper and lower 

bounds on the range of carbon intensity outcomes for the grid serving Philadelphia.  Based on 
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this model, these alternate grid intensity scenarios from GCAM, and the policies and programs 
the City intends to implement between now and 2050, Philadelphia is projected to achieve 
anywhere from a 27% to 38% emission reductions relative to 2006.  

 
This quantity of reductions, if achieved, will be a significant accomplishment. However, 

based on the city’s GHG inventory from 2016, the city has already reduced emissions by 
approximately 26% relative to 2006. Thus, the potential reductions of 27% to 38% in 2050 are 
less impressive. Regardless, the city will be anywhere from 8 to 11 MMt CO2e away from 
meeting its reduction target in 2050, leaving a significant achievement gap to be addressed via 
other policies.  
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3. Cost Benefit Analyses  
When the project team met with the city of Philadelphia’s OOS in September 2019, the 

project team posed the question: “if you had more resources to explore additional emission 
reduction policies, beyond those outlined in the Powering Our Future and other city plans, what 
policies would you start with?” Representatives from the OOS responded with several ideas. 
First among them was a question; what would the City’s role be if enabling legislation was 
passed at the Pennsylvania Legislature that legalized community solar in the state? The second 
concept of interest was regarding the capture of fugitive methane emissions throughout the city 
for use as renewable natural gas. The third concept related to the potential for carbon offsets. 

 
 With the goal of providing analysis and information that would be useful in vetting whether 

the City should further consider any of these policies and programs, the project team conducted a 
cost-benefit analysis (“CBA”) on each one. This section is dedicated to describing the context of 
each policy, summarizing other cities’ experiences with similar policies, describing the design of 
a hypothetical program for Philadelphia, and quantifying the societal benefits and Philadelphia 
that would result from these programs.  

 
CBAs take a social perspective to determine the net weight of the tradeoffs from a 

potential project and quantifies the net present value (“NPV”) of the costs and benefit streams 
that may result from a project. If a project has a positive NPV, it is determined to be socially net 
beneficial for society. The project team used Crystal Ball software to conduct Monte Carlo 
sensitivity simulations that explored the probability of net beneficial outcomes given the range of 
potential values for each of the input parameters. 38   

 
The final portion of this section is a cost-effectiveness analysis (“CEA”) that compares the 

costs of the three programs against one another for cost per metric ton of CO2e reduced. CEAs 
have a narrower scope than CBAs and ignore other social benefits from projects. CEAs are 
designed to help decision makers pick interventions that deliver some result at lowest cost. 

3.1 Community Solar  

Introduction  
Community solar, also known as shared solar or community solar gardens, is a form of 

distributed electricity generation that allows multiple people to own or lease portions of a 
typically offsite PV solar project. Community solar programs come in a diverse array of sizes 
and models. Projects in the United States range anywhere from a few kilowatts to several 
megawatts in size.  As of July 2019, the total U.S. capacity of all community solar projects 
clocks in at 1.3 GW.39 

  

 
38 Crystal Ball is a software produced by Oracle. It is the leading spreadsheet-based application for predictive 
modeling, forecasting, simulation and optimization. 
39 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2019). Community Solar. Retrieved from https://www.nrel.gov/state-
local-tribal/community-solar.html 
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In its most basic design, a solar developer or utility constructs an offsite solar array. 
Program participants pay a participation fee to the developer, whether upfront or monthly, to 
own or lease a portion of the project. Program participants then see reductions on their electricity 
bill that are proportional to their share of the project. For example, if a household uses 1,000 
kWh of electricity in a month and their share of the community solar project produces 300 kWh, 
then they will be charged for the use of 700 kWh at the end of the month rather than 1000 kWh. 
This process is known as virtual net metering, and mimics net metering, where residential 
owners of solar panels are able to sell their electricity back to the grid. 

 
Unfortunately, no enabling legislation for community solar currently exists in the state of 

Pennsylvania. This section of the project (1) examines the advantages of community solar, in 
light of the City’s emissions targets and renewable energy goals, (2) provides state level policy 
design recommendations the City should advocate for, and (3) presents recommendations for 
how the City should respond in the event that enabling legislation is successfully passed, 
including a cost-benefit analysis on a hypothetical project involving city property.  

Why should the city of Philadelphia consider community solar? 
Within the City’s broader goals of reducing citywide GHG emissions to specific targets, 

there is a pair of additional goals related to clean energy: (1) transition the entire city’s energy 
use to carbon-free energy by 2050; and (2) meet municipal government electricity needs with 
100% renewable energy by 2030.40 An important distinction between these two goals is that the 
municipal government’s 2030 goal relates only to electricity consumption and must be met with 
renewable energy, while the citywide 2050 goal applies to the entire energy system, including 
thermal energy systems which heat buildings, and can be met with “clean” energy. As of 2016, 
40% of the electricity supplied to Philadelphia’s grid is from nuclear generation, which produces 
no GHG emissions and thus is considered “clean” though not renewable. 41 However, one of 
Pennsylvania’s five nuclear power plants shut down in September and a second plant is 
scheduled to close in 2021.42 As of 2018, fossil fuels supply 56% of the regional grid’s 
electricity, and renewables supply 4% (Figure 7).43 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
40 OOS, 2018.  
41 OOS, 2018. 
42 Sholtis, B. (2019, September 20). Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant Shuts Down. Retrieved from 
https://www.npr.org/2019/09/20/762762962/three-mile-island-nuclear-power-plant-shuts-down; Catalano, E. (2018, 
November 30). Two PA nuclear power plants scheduled to close. Retrieved from 
https://www.wearecentralpa.com/news/local-news/two-pa-nuclear-power-plants-scheduled-to-close/ 
43 OOS, 2018. 
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Figure 7 - Philadelphia Regional Grid Mix 201644 

 

 
 

In light of the shifting generation portfolio that supplies Philadelphia with power, the City 
will need to invest in substantial renewable energy projects if it wants to meet its targets. The 
City is doing just that. In October 2019, the municipal government and the Philadelphia Energy 
Authority (“PEA”) signed a power purchase agreement (“PPA”) for a 70-megawatt (“MW”) 
photovoltaic (“PV”) array with Adams Solar, LLC. The project is expected to provide up to 22% 
of the municipal government’s electricity. As of 2019, 7% of the municipal government’s energy 
is supplied by renewables and the Adams Solar project is scheduled to come online in 2021.45 
Barring additional renewable energy projects, that will bring the municipal government’s total 
renewable energy supply to approximately 29% by 2021. As noted previously, as of 2016 
Philadelphia’s regional grid mix was only 4% renewables.46 Thus, the City will need to continue 
to seek renewable project opportunities for public investment while finding ways to encourage 
private investment in renewable energy projects.  

 
Though cities have limited influence and authority over the energy mix of regional grids, 

they can encourage and incentivize the development of distributed solar generation projects 
among and for city residents. One way to encourage distributed solar generation is through the 
development of community solar arrays. On average, community solar arrays are 100 times 
larger than residential solar systems. The average community solar array is approximately 1,000 
kW, compared to the average residential system of 6.1 kW.47 Community solar is unique in its 

 
44 OOS, 2018. 
45 OOS. (2020). Municipal Energy Master Plan 2020 Update. Retrieved from 
https://www.phila.gov/media/20200123082439/MunicipalEnergyMasterPlan_2020Update.pdf . 
46 OOS, 2018. 
47 US Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]. (2016). An Opportunity to Enhance Sustainable Development on 
Landfills and Other Contaminated Sites. RE-Powering America’s Land Initiative. Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-
12/documents/epa_repowering_community_solar_discussion_paper_final_120716_508.pdf.  
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ability to address three significant issues: the high cost of residential solar, the lack of suitable 
residential rooftops for solar, and the high energy burden of low-income households.  

 
The high upfront cost of rooftop solar panel installation is a significant barrier to many 

households, with the average residential rooftop system costing anywhere from $15,000 to 
$28,000.48  Furthermore, approximately 75% of U.S. residential rooftop space is not suitable for 
solar panel installation, due to structural constraints or ownership issues.49 Community solar 
programs address both of these issues by allowing participants to receive the benefits of solar 
power generation without concerns about roof suitability, home ownership, or significant upfront 
personal investment. Participants thereby receive monthly or annual credits on their electricity 
bill that are proportional to the size of their subscription. This process mimics the mechanism 
known as net metering that owners of residential rooftop systems benefit from in many utility 
jurisdictions. Thus, by entering into a community solar agreement with others, the installation, 
operation and management cost of the array is distributed among members and the utility or 
other sponsoring host.50  

 
Community solar also represents a potential way that the city of Philadelphia can address 

distributional equity and reduce low-income residents’ electricity bills. As part of their “clean 
energy vision”, Philadelphia expressly wants to find ways to reduce utility bills of residents, 
particularly vulnerable Philadelphians, and address and eliminate inequities in the energy 
system.51 “Low- and moderate-income families pay a greater percentage of their income on 
utility bills than higher-wage earners. These customers will benefit the most from affordable 
solar power, allowing them to use savings from solar for other important necessities.”52   

 
While community solar has the specific advantage of increasing the accessibility of solar 

energy to a more diverse array of consumers, it also provides advantages associated with its 
status as a renewable energy source. Solar electricity production emits no harmful GHG, NOx 
and SO2 emissions compared to traditional fossil fuel electricity generation. Pollution from 
natural gas and coal plants cause approximately 2,300 premature deaths in Pennsylvania every 
year and are particularly bad for cities downwind from coal-burning plants, including 
Philadelphia.53 These air pollutants are also associated with a multitude of respiratory illnesses, 
including asthma and bronchitis.54  

 

 
48 Modernize. (2020). Solar Panel Installation Costs - 2020 Price & Buying Guide. Retrieved from 
https://modernize.com/solar/panel-cost-calculator.  
49 Denholm, P., & Margolis, R. (2008). Supply Curves for Rooftop Solar PV-Generated Electricity for the United 
States. National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Retrieved from https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy09osti/44073.pdf. 
50 Southern Environmental Law Center. (n.d.). Community Solar: Best Practices for Utilities in the South. Retrieved 
from file:///C:/Users/er157/Downloads/CommSolar_Utility_Best_Practices.PDF 
51 OOS, 2018, p. 7. 
52 Southern Environmental Law Center, n.d. 
53 PSE Healthy Energy. (2016). The Clean Power Plan in Pennsylvania; Analyzing Power Generation for Health and 
Equity. Retrieved from https://nextgenamerica.org/new-reports/our-air-pa-technical/ 
54 PSE Healthy Energy. (2016). Our Air: Health and Equity Impacts of Pennsylvania’s Power Plants. Retrieved from 
https://nextgenpolicy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/NGCA-PSE-Our-Air-Health-and-Equity-Impacts-PA-2016-
0710-2.pdf 
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Solar also provides benefits related to its status as a type of distributed generation.  
Community solar projects produce electricity close to the end use of the power compared to the 
traditional model of electricity generation that sources capacity away from population centers. 
Sourcing electricity generation close to its end use decreases losses along transmission and 
distribution lines, which in turn reduces the operating costs for existing sources of generation 
while simultaneously decreasing the volume of emissions from the grid’s fossil fuel fleet.55 
Distributed generation capacity also avoids future capital costs for expanding grid capacity, 
transmission, and distribution systems.56   

 
 Community solar’s unique ability to expand access to clean, renewable energy while 
concurrently reducing certain costly burdens on the existing electricity grid provides a strong 
argument as to why Philadelphia should consider and support community solar in Pennsylvania. 
Unfortunately, no enabling legislation for community solar currently exists in the state of 
Pennsylvania. City representatives can and should lobby state representatives to advocate for 
enabling legislation for community solar. The following section outlines a framework with 
which the city of Philadelphia may approach supporting community solar at the state level.  

 State Level Policy Framework for Community Solar in Pennsylvania  
As of March 2019, nineteen states and Washington, D.C. have established a diverse array 

of mandatory community solar programs through regulation or legislation, which provide 
valuable guidance and insight on best practices.57 According to a report by Shah and Cook, 
community solar policies at the state level can vary based on the capacity limit for community 
solar, the limitation of individual project size, subscriber location requirements, subscriber 
eligibility requirements, low- and moderate-income (“LMI”) stipulations, and subscriber 
compensation.58 If enabling legislation is passed in the state legislature, Philadelphia’s solar 
developers, non-profits, utilities, companies, and communities will be given the green light to 
begin implanting community solar projects. The characteristics of these projects and their 
associated costs and benefits will depend on the design of the policy passed at the state level, 
which ultimately influence the extent to which the municipal government can participate or 
encourage community solar.   
  

To offer a framework with which to develop and advocate for an approach to community 
solar in Pennsylvania, the following section examines H.B. 531, a 2019 bill that would have 
established community solar in Pennsylvania by amending the state’s Alternative Energy 
Portfolio Standards Act (“AEPS”), in light of a diversity of approaches to community solar seen 

 
55 Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]. (2018). Quantifying the Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Energy: A Guide for State and Local Governments. Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-07/documents/epa_slb_multiple_benefits_508.pdf.  
56 EPA, 2018. 
57 Coalition for Community Solar Access. (2019). Community Solar Policy Decision Matrix: Guidance for 
Designing Community Solar Programs, 3. Retrieved from http://www.communitysolaraccess.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/2019CommunitySolarPolicyMatrix-2.pdf.  
58 Cook, J. and Shah, M. (2018). Focusing the Sun: State Considerations for Designing Community Solar Policy. 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Retrieved from https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy18osti/70663.pdf 
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elsewhere in the United States. 59  The City should advocate for a statewide community solar 
policy that: (1) does not set a statewide cap for community solar, (2) sets a reasonable project cap 
for individual community solar projects so that developers and participants can take advantage of 
economies of scale, (3) allows for program administration flexibility, (4) expands the net 
metering policy for the state for distances greater than two miles, and (5) contains a low-and 
middle-income specific requirement. 
  
Program Structure: Statewide caps, project capacity limits, and other design details   
 

Some state community solar policies will put a cap on the total capacity of community 
solar or a net metering cap. For example, California has a statewide capacity cap for community 
solar of 600 MW, while Delaware, Vermont, and New Hampshire each have net metering caps.60 
Many states have no cap at all. It is not clear if H.B. 531 would have established a cap. The bill 
would have amended P.L.1672, No. 213, which is the act that established the state’s AEPS. The 
AEPS establishes “alternative” energy targets for the state’s electric distribution companies 
(“EDCs”) and electric generation suppliers (“EGSs”). EDCs and EGSs must source 8% of their 
electricity from “solar PV, solar thermal, wind, low-impact hydro, geothermal, biomass, 
biologically derived methane gas, coal-methane, and fuel cell resources” by 2021.61 Of this 8%, 
0.5% must be supplied from PV systems.62 As the expiration date for the AEPS is quickly 
approaching, Philadelphia must consider how any updates to this act will impact a community 
solar bill developed within the act. Some states establish community solar caps as a means to 
meet other state policy goals, as perhaps could be done with the AEPS. The Coalition for 
Community Solar Access (“CCSA”) recommends that states should establish a “permanent and 
uncapped” community solar program.63    
  

Other state’s community solar policies occasionally employ project capacity caps for 
individual community solar arrays. Vermont has the lowest project limit of all the states; 
community solar projects cannot exceed 500 kW, whereas California allows community solar 
projects as big as 20 MW.64 Generally speaking, developers of solar projects benefit from 
economies of scale, which lowers the price of solar for program participants.65 As such, capacity 
caps, when set too low, can be a hindrance for the growth of community solar projects.   
  

Many states community solar caps are dictated by their net metering policies. H.B. 531 
would have amended the section of the state’s law that established the net metering policy. 

 
59 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019). Retrieved from 
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/CFDOCS/Legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=PDF&sessYr=2019&sessInd=0&bil
lBody=H&billTyp=B&billNbr=0531&pn=0573 
60 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
61 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. (2020). Pennsylvania Alternative Energy Credit Program. Retrieved 
from https://www.pennaeps.com/aboutaeps/. 
62 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, 2020. Note: The AEPS also requires that EDCs and EGSs must supply 
10% of their electricity by 2021 from new and existing waste coal, distributed generation, demand-side 
management, large-scale hydro, municipal solid waste, wood pulping and manufacturing byproducts, and integrated 
gasification combined cycle (IGCC) coal facilities. 
63 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
64 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
65 Southern Environmental Law Center, n.d.. 
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Pennsylvania’s net metering policy has a 50 kw limit for arrays installed at residential sites and a 
3,000 kw limit for “other customer service locations”, but H.B. 531 established a specific limit of 
no more than 5,000 kw for nonutility community solar projects.66 Community solar projects of 
this size will be able to take advantage of economies of scale and potentially offer savings 
customers. However, it is worth noting that some policymakers limit the size of projects so that 
they retain a “community” aspect or so that they can still qualify as distributed generation.67 

  
There are other detailed policy components that vary across states and affect the program 

structure of community solar projects: who is permitted to own and develop projects, who is the 
program administrator, and who administers bill credits.68 H.B. 531 would have allowed any 
entity to own or operate a community solar facility. The bill defined “community solar 
organization” as “an entity that owns or operates one or more community solar facilities”. 
Community solar ownership and operation in some states is limited to utilities, while other states 
also allow special purpose entities and nonprofits. Special purpose entities include LLCs, for-
profit corporations, cooperatives, limited partnerships, and general partnerships.69   H.B. 531 
sought to take advantage of Pennsylvania’s deregulated electricity market, allowing for either a 
utility or special purpose entity to sponsor a project. This would have had the effect of increasing 
competition and lowering costs for consumers.70  
  

H.B. 531 would also have allowed community solar projects considerable flexibility 
when determining who the program administrator would be.71  A program administrator, or 
“subscriber administrator”, “recruits and enrolls subscribers, administers subscriber participation 
in community solar facilities and manages the subscription relationship between subscribers and 
an electric distribution company”.72 The role of program administration for community solar can 
also be taken on by utilities, third parties, or other groups.73 Most often, utilities administer 
community solar programs, as they are uniquely experienced at administering complex energy 
systems.74 To increase transparency, the CCSA recommends that third party, independent 
administrators overseen by a state agency take on the responsibility of program administration.75 
For example, Massachusetts’ MassACA is a third party administered application system that is 
not community solar specific, but helps manage projects seeking to partake in net metering 
capacity.76 If a community solar program seeks to target low-income households in particular, 
community solar developers may benefit from establishing program administrators outside their 
organization. “Programs are more effective when they coordinate with existing community 

 
66 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 2. 
67 Cook & Shah, 2018; Southern Environmental Law Center, n.d.. 
68 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
69 Coughlin, J. et al. (2010). A Guide to Community Solar: Utility, Private, and Non-profit Project Development. 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 6. Retrieved from https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/49930.pdf 
70 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
71 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 9(a)(2), “A community solar organization may serve as a 
subscriber administrator or may contract with a third party to serve as a subscriber administrator on behalf of the 
community solar organization”. 
72 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 2. 
73 Cleveland, Meghan. (2017). State Policies for Shared Renewable Energy. National Conference of State 
Legislatures. Retrieved from https://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/state-policies-for-shared-renewable-energy.aspx. 
74 Cleveland, 2017. 
75 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
76 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
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support organizations, like local governments and community action agencies, to reduce the 
administrative burden associated with recruiting and managing low-income subscribers”.77  
  

H.B. 531 would have required electric distribution companies to administer the bill 
credits of community solar programs.78 This aligns with the CCSA’s recommended approach, as 
it streamlines the customer experience and simplifies the calculation, particularly in a 
competitive electricity market.79 The bill credits would have been applied monthly.80 H.B. 531 
made no stipulations on the design of the participation fee structure for community solar 
projects, thus community solar developers, sponsors, and owners can design programs that best 
suit their project and the community. In general, community solar projects generally have two 
types of options for how customers can enroll: capacity offerings and rate offerings.81 Capacity 
offerings are the most popular, where participants pay an upfront fee to lease or own a set 
amount of panels and receive credit for their share’s electricity production. Capacity offerings 
offer the advantage of easy billing and a low financing risk for developers, but typically have a 
high upfront cost.82 Rate offerings allow participants to purchase kWh blocks of solar energy 
output to replace some of their home electricity use. Often the rate offering price is locked, 
which protects participants against future rate increases.83  While rate offering projects have low 
up-front costs for participants, they often have complex billing structures and a high financing 
risk for developers.84 

 
Compensation structure: subscriber eligibility, location requirements, and bill credits 
 

All states with mandatory community solar programs require community solar 
subscribers to be located within the same service territory as the facility, and H.B. 531 was no 
different.85 Colorado, Minnesota, and North Carolina are even more stringent; subscribers must 
be within the same or adjacent county as the project.86 But strict geographic limits may 
disadvantage dense urban areas like Philadelphia, where finding available land large enough to 
support a project can be challenging and expensive. H.B. 531 would have altered the state’s net 
metering program by allowing multiple people to lease or own an array, but it would have left 
intact the two-mile limit of Pennsylvania’s net metering policy. The city of Philadelphia will 
want to pay close attention to future attempts to enable community solar to ensure that projects 
can be sited further than two miles away from subscribers.   

  

 
77 U.S. Department of Energy. (n.d.). Clean Energy for Low Income Communities: Community Solar. Better 
Buildings Solution Center. Retrieved from https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/CELICA-
Toolkit/community-solar 
78 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 10(g)(2). 
79 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
80 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 10(g)(1). 
81 J.R. DeShazo, A. Turek, M. Samulon. (May 2015). Guide to Design Decisions for Utility-Sponsored Community 
Solar. UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs. Retrieved from 
file:///C:/Users/er157/Downloads/Guide_to_Design_Decisions_for_Utility-Sponsored_Community_Solar.pdf 
82 DeShazo et al., 2015. 
83 DeShazo et al., 2015. 
84 DeShazo et al., 2015. 
85 DeShazo et al., 2015. 
86 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
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State policies also establish minimum subscriber requirements for projects to prevent the 
benefits from concentrating to a small number of primary customers.111It is important that 
community solar projects are utilized by a variety of customers, including residential, 
commercial, and governmental, but developers are incentivized to pursue fewer, larger customers 
to reduce their financing costs.87 H.B. 531 set a minimum subscription size of two consumers, 
matching four other states’ policies.88 H.B. 531 also limited subscribers to projects larger than 
1,000 kw to subscribing to no more than 50% of facility capacity, which would have prevented 
large customers from taking the majority of outputs from facilities, with the exception of master-
metered multifamily residential and commercial buildings.89 

  
As one of the key benefits of community solar projects, the value of the bill credit will 

have a significant impact on the success of the project. Bill credit amounts vary across states and 
projects, depending on how the state values electricity generation and how it treats renewable 
energy certificates (“RECs”). Many states use the retail rate of electricity as the basis for the bill 
credit. Colorado’s bill credit is valued at the aggregated retail rate, but excludes transmission and 
distribution charges, while Maryland’s bill credits are valued at the full retail rate.90 Participants 
of the program will receive savings on their electricity bills that are proportional to their share of 
the solar array, valued at the retail price of electricity. In some states, the RECs generated by 
community solar projects stay in the hands of developers, in other states they are passed onto 
subscribers. Pennsylvania’s AEPS program is set to expire in 2021, rendering consideration of 
how to treat RECs obsolete unless the program is extended. 91  
  

H.B. 531 made no determination of the value of the bill credit for community solar, 
instead making it the responsibility of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (“PPUC”) to 
determine the value of the bill credit for each electric distribution company that “allows for the 
creation, financing, accessibility and operation of community solar facilities to maximize 
customer participation”.92 For states where solar is a small portion of the electricity profile, the 
CCSA recommends that community solar participants receive bill credits equal to the retail rate 
of electricity, as is done with net metering in Pennsylvania.93  As distributed solar grows and 
develops within a state, creating a value-based credit, informed by an analysis of the long-term 
benefits of solar, is recommended.94    

 
Low-to-Moderate Income Households Consideration   

 
As of 2017, eight states with community solar programs had statewide stipulations 

establishing certain thresholds or requirements for lower income customer participation.95 
Connecticut and Maryland created carve outs requiring 20% and 30%, respectively, of annual 

 
87 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
88 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
89 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 2. 
90 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
91 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, 2020. 
92 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 10 (a)(4). 
93 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
94 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
95 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
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community solar generation to benefit LMI households.96 Rhode Island took an alternative 
approach to encouraging LMI participation; public housing authorities are allowed to be 
subscribers to community solar projects, which then allows the developer of the community solar 
project to bypass other requirements, and ultimately allowing the developer to save money.97 If 
Pennsylvania extends its AEPS program, it could offer a low income community solar projects a 
higher REC rate, further encouraging low income participation and community solar program 
development.98 

  
H.B. 531 would have required the PPUC to establish specific community solar 

participation targets for low- and moderate-income customers, allowing for the use of additional 
funding to support their participation.99 The details of this requirement were never established, 
but CCSA recommends that states set overall program capacity requirements for LMI 
participation, rather than project-specific project requirements.100 However, the cost of 
community solar participation, whether through a one-time upfront participation fee or a monthly 
subscription, is a key challenge of providing LMI customers with access to community solar.     

  
One of the best ways to address the financial challenges of LMI participation in 

community solar is a state level policy that allows the community solar market to grow quickly 
and increase competition. A community solar market that grows rapidly is in Philadelphia’s best 
interest for meeting their climate change and clean energy goals. A state level community solar 
policy that does not set a statewide cap for community solar, sets a reasonable project cap for 
individual community solar projects that allows developers and participants to take advantage of 
economies of scale, allows for program administration flexibility, expands the net metering 
policy for the state for distances greater than two miles will help to encourage a community solar 
market that can serve as many customers as possible.  
  

If community solar enabling legislation is passed, the question of how the municipal 
government of Philadelphia should get involved in community solar projects arises. Given 
Powering Our Future’s clear goals relating to energy equity and justice and the PEA’s desire to 
invest in energy projects that improve air quality and social equity, the subsequent analysis 
explores how the city could potentially react to community solar enabling legislation, and 
explores whether a hypothetical community solar project that the municipal government could 
help implement is financially beneficial.  

A Community Solar Strategy for Philadelphia 
 If enabling legislation passes at the state level, city governments throughout 

Pennsylvania can encourage and facilitate community solar in their cities through several 
strategies. Philadelphia could consider adding community solar targets to their climate and clean 
energy goals, particularly goals with low-income household participation thresholds. 
Philadelphia could also consider offering city property at no- or low-cost to community solar 

 
96 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
97 Cook & Shah, 2018. 
98 Heeter et al., 2018. 
99 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 11 (3) - Section 11 (5). 
100 Coalition for Community Solar Access, 2019. 
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developers that have a low-income membership focus. Lastly, cities can offer financial security 
to community solar projects directed at low-income households by acting as an “anchor tenant”, 
subscribing to a large portion of the project’s capacity, which improves project economics, 
mitigates the financial risk associated with low-income subscribers and turnover, and further 
helps the city reach it’s renewable and clean energy goals.101  

 
Colorado in particular has been a leader in facilitating the development of community 

solar projects for low-income customers. In 2017, the Housing Authority of the City and County 
of Denver (“DHA”) launched the nation’s first community solar project that is entirely owned, 
developed, and operated by a housing authority.102 The project is 2 MW in size and all benefits of 
the project go towards low-income families and affordable housing developers. The project is 
expected to benefit between 500 to 700 families and will reduce their electricity bills by nearly 
20%.103   

 
To determine the extent to which Philadelphia would gain social benefits by actively 

participating in community solar projects, the project team calculated the costs and benefits 
associated with the City partnering with a solar developer to develop a community solar project 
dedicated to LMI customers, cited on City property. This analysis offers a precursory glimpse as 
to whether the municipal government should consider pursuing a project dedicated to LMI 
customers on City property from a social cost benefit perspective. The final NPV for this project 
is positive, suggesting that the project is socially net beneficial for society.  

Scope of Community Solar Cost-Benefit Analysis 
The municipal government of Philadelphia owns ample property throughout the City 

which could host potential rooftop community solar projects. The solar potential of each of these 
properties and the total rooftop area suitable for panels is available online through the City’s 
SOLARrooftops website, which used LiDAR imagery and solar radiation data to determine the 
solar potential of every building in Philadelphia.104 While the City could hypothetically carry out 
a wide range of varying sizes of community solar projects using municipal property, this analysis 
focuses on the potential cost and benefits of a single community solar project that is dedicated to 
low-income customers.  

 
One of the City’s largest properties, the Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility, was 

chosen as the host site for the hypothetical project. This location was chosen not only for its 
large, flat roof but its ample exposure to sunlight (Figure 8).  These characteristics would allow 
a potential developer to take advantage of economies of scale. The hypothetical project on the 
roof of this facility would be 992 kW and would provide bill savings to 333 low-income 
households in Philadelphia, with each household’s subscription totaling 8.5 panels. 
 

 
101 Heeter et al., 2018. 
102 U.S. Department of Energy. (2017). “Denver Housing Authority Launches Community Solar Garden”. Better 
Buildings Solution Center. Retrieved from https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/beat-blog/denver-
housing-authority-launches-community-solar-garden. 
103 U.S. Department of Energy, 2017. 
104 City of Philadelphia (n.d.). SOLARrooftops. Retrieved from 
https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=c1a5d30acec04aec8c4acfa4cc60a311 
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Figure 8 - The solar potential of the Curran-Fromhold correctional facility 105 

 
 

The community solar project for this analysis is constructed and owned by private 
developers, rather than the City. By partnering with a private, taxable entity, the program will be 
able to take advantage of the federal investment tax credit (“ITC”) and the Modified Accelerated 
Cost Recovery System (“MACRS”). These incentive programs allow the business that installs, 
develops, or finances the project to claim reductions on their income taxes, ultimately allowing 
the entity to recover some of the costs of the project, and further increasing the affordability of 
the projects to their subscribers.106    

 
The utility or solar developer that the City partners with would be responsible for all 

operation and maintenance costs. PECO, the electric distribution company that services 
Philadelphia, would be responsible for the billing costs associated with the community solar 
program. The Philadelphia municipal government would be responsible for all program 
administrative costs as they are likely best suited to recruiting, educating, and managing low-
income subscribers. The program administrator could either be the Philadelphia Housing 
Authority or the PEA. The municipal government, or perhaps PEA, would also pay program 
participation fees on behalf of the low-income households, so as to encourage participation. 
Participants in the program receive monthly bill credits that are equivalent to the difference 
between their electricity consumption for the month and the amount of electricity produced by 
their share of the array, charged at the retail rate. In order to qualify for the program, total 

 
105 The roof has total area of 157,140 ft2 but approximately 120,000 ft2 is suitable for rooftop panels.  Conservative 
estimates suggest that a project taking advantage of this space could generate 8,000 kwh a day. Source: City of 
Philadelphia (n.d.). SOLARrooftops. Retrieved from 
https://phl.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=c1a5d30acec04aec8c4acfa4cc60a311 
106 Solar Energy Industries Association. (2019).  Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC). Retrieved from 
https://www.seia.org/sites/default/files/2019-05/SEIA-ITC-Basics-Factsheet-2019-May.pdf; DeShazo et al., 2015. 
Note: The commercial ITC currently allows businesses a one-time 26% deduction of their solar investment costs for 
projects that began construction in 2020. The ITC will then step down 22% in 2021, and 10% in 2022. Tax-exempt 
organizations are unable to take advantage of these incentives, but if the program administer partners with a taxable 
entity – they will be able to use them by proxy.  
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household income must fall below the federal government poverty threshold, which varies 
depending on household size.107  
 

Standing in this analysis is granted to the utility/solar developer, PECO, the municipal 
government of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania residents, and society at large (due to avoided CO2 
emissions). Costs are accrued by the utility/solar developer, PECO, and the municipal 
government of Philadelphia. Benefits are accrued by utilities, PECO, community solar program 
participants, Pennsylvania residents, and society at large.  

Typology of Costs and Benefits  
The major costs of the projects are the capital expenditures associated with solar panel 

installation, fixed annual O&M costs, and program billing. The municipal government bears the 
program administration costs. Most of the benefits of distributed solar generation come in the 
form of avoided costs to the utility and society.  A summary of the calculated costs and benefits 
can be found in Table 4.  

 
Table 4 - Summary of Community Solar Program Costs and Benefits 

Benefits Description 
Climate & Public Health 

     Avoided CO₂ emissions The benefits to society in avoided damages associated with the carbon emissions that would have been 
produced to create an equivalent amount of electricity on PA’s grid. 

     Avoided morbidity and mortality  
     from air pollutants 

The benefits to society of avoided health impacts from the NOx and SO₂ emissions that would have been 
produced to create an equivalent amount of electricity on PA’s grid. 

Power Generation & Electricity Grid  
Avoided costs from displaced 
energy 

Avoided fuel and variable O&M costs from existing generators. 

Avoided costs in generation 
capacity expansion 

Project’s ability to reduce costs based on its ability to replace or defer capital investments in power 
generation or transmissions and distribution capacity.  
 

Resiliency value The reliability benefit to the host and direct consumer of the electricity provided by the community solar 
project. Refers to the value lost during a potential black out. Not monetized.  

Net revenue from electricity sales The net revenue created by the sale of the project’s electricity.  Priced at the difference between the retail 
rate and the levelized cost of electricity. 

Costs  
Direct Costs 

Installation Expenditures Includes the price of  modules, inverters, hardware, installation labor, and other soft costs. 
      Operations & Management  Includes module cleaning, system checkup, inverter servicing, wear and tear repairs, and monitor and meter 

calibration.108 
Administrative Costs 

      Program Administration  Customer acquisition and engagement, marketing, and education materials. 
      Program Billing Costs to the distribution company to provide bill credits to program participants. Typically involves new 

software and trained staff.  

 
Notably, the impacts of the program subscription cost, the tax credit deductions, and the 

bill credit savings are not included in the typology of costs and benefits. These are considered 
“transfers”, which are transactions where no new economic benefits are created but money 
moves from one stakeholder to another. These costs are considered in the distributional analysis 
but have no impact on the final net present value (“NPV”) of the project.  

 
107 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. (2018). 2018 Poverty Guidelines. Office of the Assistant 
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. Retrieved from https://aspe.hhs.gov/2018-poverty-guidelines.  
108 HelioPower. (2017). Operations and Maintenance Plans. Retrieved from https://heliopower.com/solar-
maintenance/operations-and-maintenance/.  
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Assumptions of Analysis 
Several assumptions were made to conduct this analysis. First and foremost, the project 

assumes that the Pennsylvania General Assembly passes enabling legislation to allow for the 
creation of community solar projects, particularly ones designed like the hypothetical project, 
which allows for virtual net metering and alternative program administrators.  
 
 One assumption is that the rooftops of the facility are structurally suitable to support solar 
arrays. Experts would need to scout potential host cites on City property to determine the 
physical eligibility for rooftop solar on top of the facility, but this analysis assumes that the data 
collected from LiDAR on the SOLARrooftops website is sufficient.   
 
 Another assumption is that the panels on the roof of the facility are 350 W commercially 
sized fixed solar panels installed with ballasted racking, which individually have an area of 21.2 
ft2, the average for panels of this type. Solar developers may want to consider alternative types of 
panels, which ultimately have different capacities, costs, and production potential depending on 
the host site location. For example, if vacant City land was used to host a community solar 
project, developers could use ground mounted fixed or tracking panels.  
 
 The project team also assumes that the project is developed and constructed in less than a 
year and that the community solar program maintains 100% customer participation throughout 
the project’s lifetime of 25 years. To calculate the benefits of the electricity revenues generated 
by the project, the team assumed that the average solar radiation for Philadelphia for each month 
would serve as a reasonable basis from which to calculate the project’s total electricity 
generation.     
 
 To calculate the benefits from avoided carbon dioxide, NOx, and SO2 emissions, the 
project team assumed a moderate rate of decarbonization for the state of Pennsylvania. The team 
used the emission intensity values generated by the “Moderate Rate of Decarbonization” 
trajectory developed by the team through GCAM, as summarized in Section 2 of this paper. This 
trajectory represents a scenario in which New Jersey and Pennsylvania join RGGI after 2030, 
there are constant emissions, and a speedier retirement of coal facilities. The team also assumed 
that every kWh of energy produced by the community solar project replaces a kWh and its 
associated carbon dioxide, NOx, and SO2 emissions rate.  

Results of CBA 
 Table 5 below represents the results of the analysis, using the base case parameters. With 
a positive NPV, this project passes the decision criterion for CBA, and suggests that the City 
should further consider the implementation of community solar projects on municipal property.  
 

Table 5 - CBA Results Community Solar Project 
Benefits NPV 

Avoided CO2 $272,187 
Avoided NOx $349,488 
Avoided SO2 $298,173 
Avoided Electricity Generation $840,730 
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Avoided Capacity Expenditures $243,247 
Net Electricity Revenues $1,277,862 

Subtotal $3,281,690 
Costs  

Capital $1,105,250 
O&M $309,903 
Program Administration $409,502 
Billing  $256,917 

Subtotal $2,081,574 
Total Net Present Value $1,200,116 

Sensitivity Analysis   
The Monte Carlo analysis for this project reveals that the NPV for the Curran-Fromhold 

community solar project as designed in this analysis has an 82% probability of being positive. 
Given 10,000 trials, the distribution of possible outcomes ranged from approximately -$597,500 
to $3,930,000.  

 
The NPV is most sensitive to the value of the retail rate of electricity, followed by the 

locational marginal pricing (“LMP”) of electricity. O&M costs, program administration costs for 
the first three years, and the amount of electricity generated by the project were the second, third, 
and fourth most influential variables respectively, but are ultimately negligible.  

 
The retail price of electricity exerts the most influence on the NPV of the projects 

because it dictates the degree to which project developers are able to cover their costs and 
generate a profit.  As the retail price of electricity approaches the project’s levelized cost of 
electricity (“LCOE”), the profit margin shrinks, thus significantly impacting the project’s NPV.  
In response to this finding, the team also ran a Monte Carlo analysis on the project using a 
commercial retail rate of electricity, held at $0.06/kWh (compared to the residential rate base 
case value of $0.14). Commercial rates are typically lower than residential rates. The Monte 
Carlo analysis found that the project has a 20% probability of a positive NPV using commercial 
electricity rates. This large discrepancy highlights the importance of generating revenue from the 
project.  

 
The LMP exerts the second most influence on the NPV. The LMP is the market clearing 

price for electricity sold in PJM , and is used in this CBA to quantify the value of avoided fuel 
and variable O&M costs for those units that run on the margin in the PJM territory, and thus the 
units that would be displaced by this project. LMP is a constantly changing value, and typically 
varies with respect to the time of day and season.  LMP is higher during peak demand hours, and 
even higher during peak demand hours during the summer. The LMP range tested for this CBA 
included the average LMP for 2018 as the base case value with a range that is approximately 
reflective of the average peak winter and peak summer LMP for the PJM territory, for which 
there can be significant range (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9 - RT, load-weighted, average LMP for the PJM territory, 1999 - 2018.109 

 
The tornado chart revealed that LMP has the biggest influence on NPV with a price that 

approximated the summer average, but a low LMP would still not drive towards a negative NPV. 
To see the tornado charts and Monte Carlo analyses for community solar, see Appendix A.  

Implications and Discussions 
Beyond considering whether the benefits of the project outweigh the costs, it is important 

to understand who stands to experience the biggest gains and losses.  Community solar projects 
require careful design to be financially viable for all project participants. Thus, beyond 
considering whether total benefits outweigh total costs, it important to consider who stands to 
experience the biggest gains and losses from this project.  

 
A distributional analysis examines additional stakeholders, costs, and benefits not 

examined by the cost benefit analysis, including the project participants, U.S. taxpayers, and 
additional benefits to the utility. Many exchanges of money occur throughout this project, known 
as transfers, preventing their inclusion in the cost benefit analysis. Transfers included in the 
distributional analysis include the bill savings accumulated by the program participants and 
subsequent losses to the utility from these savings, tax credits and deductibles for the solar 
developer, and program fees paid by the municipal government to the solar developer.  An 
undiscounted summary of these net impacts is presented in Table 6 below, and also include the 
impacts of the costs and benefits described earlier.  
 

 
109 Joe Bowring. (2019). 2018 State of the Market Report for PJM. Monitoring Analytics. Retrieved from 
https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/committees/mc/20190425-somr/20190425-2018-imm-state-of-
the-market-report-presentation.ashx 
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Table 6 - Summary of distributional analysis for Community Solar 
Stakeholder Losses Gains Net Impact 

Utility    ($ 4,780,732)  $ 4,473,037 ($233,294) 
PECO ($ 337,280) - ($ 337,280) 
Low-income 
participants 

 
- 

 
$ 10,776,973  

 
$10,776,973 

PEA ($ 2,227,040) - ($ 2,227,040) 
US taxpayer ($ 893,705)  - ($ 893,705) 

 
Nationally, low-income households spend a greater portion of their income on energy. 

The energy burden for low-income households in PA is between 8-10%.110 Thus, the electricity 
bill credits were calculated with an additional distributional weight, to reflect that dollars 
received by low-income persons has a greater weight than dollars received by high-income 
persons.111 The distributional weight calculations can be seen in Appendix A. Thus, low income 
households see the biggest gains from this project, outweighing the losses to all other 
stakeholders.  

 
The city of Philadelphia may decide that the impact on low income households makes the 

project valuable enough to continue. The losses experienced by the utility reflect the capital 
costs, operation and maintenance, billing costs, and lost revenue from the participants’ bill 
credits. PECO would also see losses associated with administering the program’s billing. Under 
the draft of H.B. 531, the electric distribution companies are able to “recover reasonable 
costs…to administer a community solar project”.112 While not included in this distributional 
analysis, billing costs could be covered by spreading the costs over all ratepayers in the 
distribution territory.  

 
There may also be financing options available to the developer of the community solar 

project beyond the Philadelphia Energy Authority, further softening the developer’s losses. The 
Denver Housing Authority’s community solar project dedicated to low income households 
partnered with GRID, National Housing Trust, Enterprise Community Loan Fun and Monarch 
Private Capital to develop an innovative financing structure, and the solar developer for the 
project, Xcel, was able to secure a higher value for the RECs generated from the project.113 DHA 
also received $500,000 from the U.S. Department of Energy.114A detailed explanation of the 
losses and gain computations can be found in Appendix A.  

 
110 U.S. Department of Energy. (December 2018). Low-Income Household Energy Burden Varies Among States – 
Efficiency Can Help in All of Them. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Retrieved from 
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/01/f58/WIP-Energy-Burden_final.pdf 
111 Boardman, A. E., Greenberg, D. H., Vining, A. R., & Weimer, D. L. (2018). Cost-Benefit Analysis: Concepts and 
Practice(5th ed.). Cambridge University Press. 
112 H.B. 531, 2019 Reg. Sess. (Penn. 2019), Section 10 (h)(2). 
113 Low Income Solar Policy Guide. (2019).  DHA’s Community Solar Project Keeps Housing Affordable. Retrieved 
from https://www.lowincomesolar.org/dha-community-solar-project-keeps-housing-affordable/. 
114 Hernandez, Lance. (2019). Denver Housing Authority wins top prize in Dept. of Energy's Solar in Your 
Community Challenge. Denver Channel 7 News. Retrieved from https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/our-
colorado/denver-housing-authority-wins-top-prize-in-dept-of-energys-solar-in-your-community-challenge 
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3.2 Offsets 

Introduction 
An offset represents one metric ton of verified carbon emissions (“MtCO2e”) that are 

avoided or reduced as a result of a discrete, external project.115,116 The certification confirming the 
emissions reduced or avoided can be sold allowing the purchaser to claim the reductions as their 
own, netting out or “offsetting” carbon emissions for which the purchaser is responsible.117 
Offsets are often used for meeting voluntary commitments when it is not feasible, either for 
technological or economic reasons, to lower direct or indirect emissions.118  

 
There are a variety of types of carbon offset projects: renewable energy, biological 

carbon sequestration (i.e. afforestation, reforestation, carbon density enhancement, and avoided 
deforestation), energy efficiency, methane capture and combustion, and industrial gas mitigation. 
While there is plenty of opportunity to generate offsets of all these types within Philadelphia, this 
CBA focuses exclusively on the costs and benefits for biological sequestration via urban 
reforestation within the city-limits and is compared to a program where offsets are purchased on 
the voluntary market  

Offsets are a frequently employed mechanism by cities because they can serve a variety 
of potential public objectives: offset programs can be a quick way to reduce emissions in the 
short-term; they can also serve as a reinforcing feedback strategy for the medium-term by using 
the proceeds from an offset program to finance future investments in long-term direct emissions 
reduction initiatives; and finally, offsets can be a last resort in the long-term to reduce residual 
direct emissions that hitherto could not be reduced or avoided (Figure 10).  

Figure 10 - Guiding Motivations for Offset Programs119 

 
 

 
115 Barreto, V., Gonzalez, A., Mate, R., & Zuk, E. (2018). A study of carbon offsets and RECs to meet Boston’s 
mandate for carbon neutrality by 2050. Boston, MA: MIT Sustainability Lab. Retrieved from 
http://sites.bu.edu/cfb/files/2018/06/MIT-S-Lab-Final-Report.pdf  
116 The standard unit for carbon offsets is one metric ton of carbon-dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e). 
117 Barreto et al., 2018. 
118 Barreto et al., 2018. 
119 Barreto et al., 2018. 
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Cities across the world are employing the use of carbon offsets to help them accomplish 
their emissions reduction goals: London, Melbourne, Copenhagen, Berlin, San Francisco, 
Boulder, Cambridge, Seattle, Palo Alto, and Austin, just to name a few.120   

 
Austin is an example of a city employing urban forest offsets. In 2007, Austin committed 

to achieving net carbon neutrality for municipal operations and fleets by 2020.121 Between then 
and 2016, the City reduced its municipal emissions by 75% from 2007 levels via two primary 
strategies: subscribing to 100% renewable energy sources for municipal electricity demand and 
by fuel-switching to biofuels for the City’s motor fleet. While working on emissions reductions 
through a combination of other activities, the City recognized that 100% reduction of emissions 
would not be possible for technological and economic reasons.122,123 Thus, carbon offsets were 
identified as an important component of the City’s strategy to reach net-zero. The Austin 
Community Climate Plan of 2015 allows for up to 10% of the city’s annual emissions to be 
offset.124 

 
In 2013 the City began purchasing offsets to reduce annual emissions by 5% each year – 

roughly equivalent to 5,000 MtCO2e reduced, annually.125  The first department to purchase 
offsets was the Austin Convention Center, with the intention that by 2020, all departments within 
the city would be responsible for purchasing offsets for its remaining emissions.126 The City 
devised a scoring matrix, that prioritized the purchase of offsets (from verified registries) from 
projects that are located close to Austin so that the city and its residents would reap any added 
co-benefits from the offset projects.127 As of 2018, the city’s Office of Sustainability released a 
memorandum to the Mayor and City Council indicating that the city was on track to meet its 
2020 goal of net-zero emissions from municipal operations pending the procurement of carbon 
offsets to “neutralize” the remaining emissions. They estimated then that this would cost the city 
a cumulative minimum of $200,000 (40,000 tons at $5 per ton) to as much as $900,000 (60,000 
tons at $15 per ton) over the successive three years.128 

 
Additionally, the city of Austin’s Office of Sustainability, Department of Parks and 

Recreation, and Watershed Protection Department, as well as Travis County are partnering with 
a local tree education and conservation organization, TreeFolks, and City Forest Credits to 

 
120 Barreto et al., 2018. 
121 Climate Action Reserve. (19, June 2017). Climate Action Offsetter: The City of Austin Advances Toward Carbon 
Neutral Operations by 2020. Retrieved from https://www.climateactionreserve.org/blog/2017/06/19/climate-action-
offsetter-the-city-of-austin-advances-toward-carbon-neutral-operations-by-2020/  
122 Climate Action Reserve, 2017. 
123Athens, L., & Baumer, Z. (2018). Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Progress Report. Austin, TX: City of 
Austin. Retrieved from 
https://austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/Sustainability/030118_FINAL_Memo_from_OOS_to_MC_RE_Green
house_Gas_Emissions_Reduction_Progress_Report.pdf   
124 City of Austin Office of Sustainability. (2015). Austin Community Climate Plan. Austin, TX: Office of 
Sustainability. Retrieved from https://www.austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/Sustainability/FINAL_-
_OOS_AustinClimatePlan_061015.pdf  
125 Climate Action Reserve, 2017. 
126 Climate Action Reserve, 2017. 
127 Climate Action Reserve, 2017. 
128 Athens & Baumer, 2018. 
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develop local forest offsets.129 The partnership is planting trees to create riparian forests, or trees 
that constitute a buffer along more than 900 miles of creeks and streams.130 All of the offsets 
generated by trees planted as part of this program will generate carbon offset credits that will be 
purchased by the City to help meet the city’s 2020 carbon neutrality goal.131 The proceeds from 
the City’s purchase of the offsets will go to TreeFolks for administration of the program and to 
finance the planting of additional trees.132  

 
Additional information on approaches employed by other cities’ offset programs is 

provided in Appendix B. 

Why Urban Forest Sequestration as a Climate Solution for Philadelphia?  
There are several reasons why an urban forest offset project would be uniquely beneficial 

in the city of Philadelphia. First, the city of Philadelphia has established a 30% tree canopy cover 
goal for all of its neighborhoods.133 However, recently the City released a report that revealed the 
city is far from reaching its goals. According to the 2019 Philadelphia Tree Canopy Assessment, 
during the 10-year period of 2008-2018, Philadelphia lost 1,095 acres of tree cover – the 
equivalent of 1,000 football fields – representing a 6% overall decline.134 Much of this decline 
occurred in the form of street tree loss – trees that exist within 50 ft of a city street and perform 
valuable ecosystem services such as noise dampening, rainfall interception, and temperature 
cooling effects.135 The city saw a 13% decline in street trees over the period.136  

 
Establishing an urban forest offset project now would also dovetail with the City’s urban 

forest planning efforts. In December 2019, the city of Philadelphia announced the start of year-
long urban forest strategic planning process. The process will result in a 10-year strategy to 
increase and conserve Philadelphia’s tree canopy, “and set forth new ways of working with 
residents to combat climate change.”137 Dubbed “The Future of the Urban Forest,” this process is 
likely to lead to the largest ever multi-year tree planting effort the City has undertaken. Thus, a 
program that could track these plantings and verify and ensure their long-term existence, as well 
certify carbon sequestration, will reinforce the City’s tree planting and conservation priorities. 

 
Moreover, the significant tree planting and conservation effort that is likely to result from 

the Future of the Urban Forest planning effort will likely require substantial financial investment. 
Establishing a carbon offset program may open avenues for creative private-public financing 

 
129 TreeFolks. (n.d.). Travis County Floodplain Reforestation Program. Retrieved from 
https://www.treefolks.org/travis-county-floodplain/  
130 City Forest Credits. (n.d.). Reforesting Austin’s Riparian Zones and Parks: City of Austin. Retrieved from 
https://registry.cityforestcredits.org/project/reforesting-austins-riparian-zones-and-parks/  
131 Treefolks, n.d. 
132 Treefolks, n.d. 
133 O’Neil-Dunne, J. (2019). Philadelphia Tree Canopy Assessment Report. Retrieved from http://treephilly.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/Tree-Canopy-Assessment-Report-Philadelphia-2018.pdf  
134 O’Niel-Dunne, 2019. 
135 O’Niel-Dunne, 2019. 
136 O’Niel-Dunne, 2019. 
137 Philadelphia Parks & Recreation. (5, December 2019). City Kicks Off “Future of the Urban Forest” Planning 
Process. City of Philadelphia Press Releases. Retrieved from https://www.phila.gov/2019-12-05-city-kicks-off-
future-of-the-urban-forest-planning-process/  
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structures that may not otherwise be available and will help the City finance its tree canopy cover 
and climate goals more speedily.  

 
The project team homed in on the potential for an urban forest climate solution for 

Philadelphia due to the substantial co-benefits associated with urban forests. Table 7 synthesizes 
many of the varied urban forest co-benefits from the literature that accrue to residents, businesses 
and cities. Many of these co-benefits were estimated and monetized in the process of conducting 
the cost-benefit analysis for a hypothetical urban forest program in Philadelphia.  
  

Table 7 - Benefits Associated with Urban Forests138 
o removal of harmful air pollutants (e.g. NO2, 

O3, SO2, PM2.5) 
o sequestration of carbon dioxide 
o precipitation interception 
o increased property values  
o tourism revenues 
o urban heat island effect mitigation 
o reduced energy consumption (for cooling) 
o reduced emissions from energy production 
o habitat for wildlife 
o noise reduction 
o decreased crime139 
o increased community cohesion 

  
The co-benefit pertaining to the removal of harmful air pollutants was of particular 

importance for the project team when considering which policies to examine as part of this 
project. As one of the oldest environmental advocacy organizations, the Clean Air Council of 
Philadelphia celebrates its long-held fight to protect the rights of everyone to breathe clean air.140 
The project team surmised that the complement of purposes and goals that would be served by a 
locally enhanced urban forest would be of heightened interest to an organization that is focused 
on both reducing air pollution as well as fighting climate change.  
  

Finally, an urban forest offset program could be a mechanism to facilitate the correction 
of environmental justice disparities in Philadelphia. There is a well-documented correlation 
between the legacy of the 1930s “redlined” neighborhoods and a dearth of environmental 
amenities today, such as tree canopy.141 This correlation has very real and worsening 
ramifications in the form of higher land surface temperatures. Extreme heat is the foremost 
driver of summertime morbidity and has heightened impacts on populations with pre-existing 

 
138 South Carolina Forestry Commission. (n.d.). Benefits of Urban Trees. Retrieved from 
https://www.state.sc.us/forest/urbben.htm  
139	Troy, A., Grove, J. M., & O’Neil-Dunne, J. (2012). The relationship between tree canopy and crime rates across 
an urban–rural gradient in the greater Baltimore region. Landscape and Urban Planning, 106(3), 262–270. 
doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2012.03.010 	
140 Clean Air Council, 2019. 
141 Hoffman, J. S., Shandas, V., & Pendleton, N. (2020). The Effects of Historical Housing Policies on Resident 
Exposure to Intra-Urban Heat: A Study of 108 US Urban Areas. Climate, 8(1), 12. 
doi:https://doi.org/10.3390/cli8010012  
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health conditions, as well as those with limited access to resources, the elderly and children.142 
Furthermore, extreme heat events in urban areas are becoming increasingly common due to 
anthropogenic climate change as well as the urban heat island effect, which already renders 
urban contexts warmer relative to sub-urban contexts.143  

 
A paper published in the journal Climate found that 94% of 108 urban cities studied have 

land surface temperature disparities of as much as 7°C between formerly redlined and not-
redlined neighborhoods.144 This study found that these discrepancies generally tended to be the 
largest in the southeast and the western U.S. regions, but the discrepancy is still alarming in 
Philadelphia, where the average land surface temperature of redlined neighborhoods is 5.21°C 
greater than in neighborhoods that were given a “Best” rating in the 1930s.145 The targeted 
planting of trees in neighborhoods that were formerly redlined, both in parks and along streets, 
via an urban forest offset program, could go a long way toward rectifying this horrible 
temperature disparity and environmental injustice in Philadelphia.  

 Offset Program Design Alternatives 
If Philadelphia were to initiate an offset program, there are a variety of design decisions 

and trade-offs to be explored. These alternatives amount to choices between developing and 
buying, and if developing, whether the project will be publicly managed or contracted out, 
whether to diversify the portfolio of offset types, and whether to allow for private investment 
and/or purchase of offsets.  These alternatives are each briefly discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
  
Develop v. Buy 
 

The first and most foundational decision that must be made is whether to pursue an offset 
program in which offsets are purchased on one of the accredited voluntary offset registries, or 
whether to take on the role of project developer. One benefit of purchasing offsets on a voluntary 
market registry is that relatively little additional resources and capacity are necessary beyond the 
funds necessary to conduct the credit purchase transaction.  

 
If the City were to purchase the offsets, it has less control over what types of projects are 

generating the offsets it is purchasing (e.g. offsets from fugitive emissions, waste handling, coal 
mine methane, fleet efficiency, livestock, landfill gas or forest projects). One way to exert some 
influence over the types of projects the City purchases offsets from is to prioritize the purchase 
of offsets within a certain radius of Philadelphia, similar to Austin’s approach, in order to 
maximize the potential localized effects, such as job creation.146 It is worth noting that Austin is 
pursuing a combination approach; we infer that the quantity of offsets purchased is a function of 

 
142 Hoffman et al., 2020 ; U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. (2018). Urban nature for human health 
and well-being: a research summary for communicating the health benefits of urban trees and green space. FS-1096. 
Washington, DC. 24 p. Retrieved from http://www.vibrantcitieslab.com/resources/urban-nature-for-human-health-
and-well-being/  
143 USDA Forest Service, 2018.  
144 Hoffman et al., 2020. 
145 Hoffman et al. Supplementary materials table s-1 Retrieved from: https://www.mdpi.com/2225-1154/8/1/12/s1  
146	Climate Action Reserve, 2017.	
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annual emissions minus the quantity of offsets generated via their urban reforestation program 
mentioned above.147 

 
There are three highly respected voluntary market registries from which Philadelphia can 

purchase or list any locally developed offsets: American Carbon Registry, Climate Action 
Reserve, and Verified Carbon Standard.148 As of October 2019, there were 1.2 million offset 
credits issued by these three registries that were generated in Pennsylvania, of which only 109 
thousand were issued by forest carbon projects.149 The only registry to list offsets generated by 
forest carbon projects in PA is the American Carbon Registry. If the City were to purchase all the 
offset credits generated in PA, it would constitute approximately 9.2% of Philadelphia’s city-
wide emissions for 2020.  

 
Developing an offset program can take considerable time and resources. According to the 

Duke Carbon Offset Initiative, developing an offset program adhering to any one of the pre-
established protocols could take up to two years and cost tens of thousands of dollars.150 The City 
may need to hire new or identify existing staff resources that would be responsible for 
identifying project locations, coordinating tree planting, ensuring protocol compliance, 
organizing partnerships, and facilitating the verification and retirement of offsets, among other 
activities.151 

 
The decision alternatives listed next each assume an urban forest offset development 

approach.  
  
City Managed v. Contracted Out 
 

Philadelphia would not necessarily have to assume the role of offset project developer 
and owner. Philadelphia has the option to contract with local organizations or experienced offset 
project developers to take on the role of project development and offset verification on behalf of 
the City. The benefit of working with contractor(s) is that much of the administrative burden can 
be offloaded to a party with pre-existing expertise of how to develop urban forest offset projects. 
The benefit of working with local organizations is that it can support civil society to do the work 
of siting and developing the projects, and then claim the offsets and retire them against the city’s 
municipal or city-wide emissions. 

 
The city of San Francisco uses a similar model to facilitate the generation of local offsets 

through its carbon fund without engaging directly in project development itself. The San 
Francisco Carbon Fund was first established in 2009, and thus, claims to be, “the first truly local 

 
147	Treefolks, n.d.	
148 Parajuli, R., Megalos, M., Ruseva, T., Chizmar, S., & Fisher, M. (2019). An Introduction to Forest Carbon Offset 
Markets Eastern Forestry Notes. NC State Extension Publications. Retrieved from https://content.ces.ncsu.edu/an-
introduction-to-forest-carbon-offset-markets. 
149 Parajuli et al., 2019. 
150 Arsenault, Mathew. (2020, January 31). Telephone interview. 
151 Arsenault, Mathew. (2020, January 31). Telephone interview. 
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carbon offset program.”152 The City established the carbon fund to support meeting its climate 
targets by making investments that, “mitigate GHG emissions from visitor, business, resident, 
and city government activities.”153 The fund prioritizes supporting the activities of neighborhood 
and community groups that act as guardians of the urban forest. The City awarded local 
organization, Friends of the Urban Forest, a grant to plant and provide care for 200 trees under 
the Urban Orchard Project, which are expected to sequester 150 metric tons of CO2 over 15 
years.154 
  
Private purchase of Offsets v. Public Retirement 
 

A third design option the City can consider is whether or not to allow for private sector 
companies to purchase and retire offsets generated by the City’s offset program. This is similar 
to the approach utilized by King County, Washington, (discussed in more detail in Appendix B) 
where Microsoft purchased the rights to all offsets generated by the conservation of a specific 
parcel of rural forest in King County, and a local business has purchased offsets generated 
through urban forest conservation.155 Importantly, this model can serve as a means of revenue 
generation to fund the maintenance and care of the offset project, or for future offset project 
expansions.  

 
Alternatively, the City can reserve the offsets entirely for retirement against municipal or 

city-wide emissions. The benefit of not selling the offsets generated by the program are that the 
City can opt for a lower-fidelity, and thus, less costly approach to verification in comparison to 
complying with rigorous protocols for the registries discussed above. A local university could 
provide the role of independent 3rd party verification as an applied learning opportunity for 
students.  
  
Diversifying the Offset Portfolio 
 

Finally, while urban forest offsets are the focus of this analysis, a more diversified 
portfolio of carbon offset generation is certainly feasible. For example, if the City were to pursue 
the capture of renewable natural gas or community solar development as described in other 
sections of this paper, it could equate avoided methane emissions and avoided emissions from 
electricity generation into carbon offset credits. The recently passed Philadelphia building tune-
up program is yet another example of untapped potential for offset generation. Similar to the 
building efficiency standard program in Cambridge, Philadelphia can explore verifying avoided 

 
152 San Francisco Department of the Environment. (2013). San Francisco Climate Action Strategy: 2013 Update, p. 
45. Retrieved from 
https://sfenvironment.org/sites/default/files/engagement_files/sfe_cc_ClimateActionStrategyUpdate2013.pdf  
153 San Francisco Department of the Environment, 2013, p. 45. 
154 San Francisco Department of the Environment, 2013. Note: Reports used to acquire information on the SF 
Carbon Fund were somewhat outdated – 2013 being the latest – and information on their website seems similarly 
old. The SF Department of Environment did not respond to email requests for information on the program, and thus, 
it is uncertain whether the Carbon Fund is still awarding grants to local organizations for the purpose of generating 
offsets. 
155 King County. (9, May 2019). King County is the nation’s first local government to offer certified carbon credits 
that protects local forests. Retrieved from 
https://www.kingcounty.gov/elected/executive/constantine/news/release/2019/May/09-forest-carbon-program.aspx  
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emissions from efficiency programs that enable investment in efficiency upgrades that are 
otherwise not yet economic as carbon offsets.156  

Cost-Benefit Analysis 
This CBA analyzes two approaches for acquiring carbon offsets as a strategy for reducing 

GHG emissions in Philadelphia: (1) purchasing offsets credits on the voluntary compliance 
market, or (2) cultivating offsets through a local urban forestry project. The analysis attempts to 
quantify and monetize changes in welfare for relevant cost and benefit categories over a project 
lifespan of 40 years.  

 
Forty years is chosen as the project period because it is a common timeframe used in 

urban forest offset protocols. However, in alignment with the PAVER+ criteria for high quality 
offsets, permanence of the offsets associated with tree planting as part of this program is a 
foundational assumption.157  
  

The first approach analyzed is the purchase of carbon offsets through any one of the well-
respected and highly vetted carbon registries. This approach would require the City to raise the 
funds (either through the City budget or via a creative financing mechanism) and purchase them 
from the market.  

 
The development of urban forest offsets through re-forestation will require substantial 

effort on the part of the City in terms of resources and capital in order to plan, develop, certify, 
and maintain the offset project over time. A drawback of this approach is that it will take more 
time for the trees to mature, and for the sequestration potential of the trees planted to reach a 
substantial level. However, unlike the first, an urban forest project can yield a multitude of 
potential co-benefits. These costs and benefits are summarized in the following section. 
  

There are two specific stakeholders whose perspectives are relevant to this analysis. One 
is the city government of Philadelphia, specifically the OOS, whom established the carbon 
emission reduction targets and is responsible for implementing emission reduction strategies at 
the behest of the Mayor and City Council. The OOS would likely be the responsible party for 
purchasing the offsets in the first scenario and collaborating with the Philadelphia Parks and 
Recreation department and TreePhilly to oversee the planting and care of trees in the second 
scenario. Philadelphians – as a microcosm of broader society – also have standing, given that 
climate change is a phenomenon that affects the entire planet, and carbon sequestered in 
Philadelphia accrues benefits globally. 

Typology of Monetized Costs and Benefits 
Establishing a carbon offset program in the city would result in a variety of benefits that 

are dependent upon the approach used to cultivate the offsets. The benefits can be grouped into 
four categories: financial, climate change, public health, and temperature benefits. Table 8 

 
156 Read about the Cambridge Program in Appendix B. 
157 PAVER+ is an acronym commonly used in the offset industry that represents five criteria that, if met, help ensure 
genuine, high quality offsets. The letters of the acronym stand for Permanent, Additional, Verifiable, Enforceable, 
and Real. 
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describes each of the specific benefits pertaining to the aforementioned categories at a high-level. 
A more thorough description of each benefit and cost, and the literature underpinning them, are 
can be found in Appendix B. 
 

Table 8 - Typology of Benefits & Costs for Carbon Offset Programs 
Benefits Description 

Financial 
Aesthetic property value 

impacts 
The increased value added to properties nearby or adjacent to trees.  

Sequestration-abatement 
Cost Savings  

The difference between the cost of offsetting emissions and the cost 
associated with direct emission abatement where the cost of abatement is 
economically impractical at present. Not monetized. 

Public & Environmental Health  
Avoided mortality from 

pollution removal 
mortality  

The reduction in deaths associated with air pollution removal conducted by 
trees in an urban context.  

Avoided heat stress 
morbidity and mortality 

The reduction in morbidity and mortality associated with a reduction in the 
heat island effect in an urban context. Not monetized. 

Climate & Environment 
Climate change damage 

avoidance 
The avoidance of climate change induced damages associated with the 
emission of an additional ton of elemental carbon. This is otherwise known as 
the social cost of carbon.  

     Precipitation Interception The improvement to the urban water cycle provided by tree canopy that 
ultimately reduces runoff and pollution of local water sources. Not 
monetized. 

Temperature 
Monetary Savings from 

Reduced Energy 
Consumption 

The monetary savings caused by increased tree cover, which consequently 
reduces the electricity consumption for cooling and heating purposes.  

Avoided CO2 emissions 
from reduced energy 
consumption  

The direct reduction in emissions from the generation of electricity due to 
decreased energy consumption from increased tree cover.  

       Equity Impacts The potential impacts from targeting the benefits of enhanced tree cover in 
neighborhoods dominated by racial groups that have been found to be 
systemically underrepresented in terms of environmental amenity allocation, 
or more vulnerable to environmental disamenities. Not monetized. 

Costs  
Direct Costs 

Cost of Offsets The purchase price associated with acquiring a given quantity of offsets on the 
voluntary market and retiring those offsets towards the City’s emissions. 

       Cost of Trees Most similar to the CAPEX cost of infrastructure projects; represents the cost 
of purchasing trees. 

Administrative Costs 
       Labor Costs The salary and wages of additional staff necessary to design, manage, and 

track the progress of the program.  
      Operations & 

Management  
      (O&M) 

Regular care and maintenance activities such as watering, pruning, and 
mulching that help ensure tree survival, and when necessary, replacement of 
dead trees.  

Assumptions of Analysis 
Despite a significant amount of publicly available data on the voluntary offset market, 

tree sequestration, and other relevant parameters necessary to quantify the impacts of both 
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scenarios, many assumptions were made in the process of operationalizing this analysis. The 
paragraphs below briefly summarize many – though not all – of the assumptions of the analysis.  

 
The first limiting parameter is the total available plantable space in Philadelphia. The 

Green2015 report indicated that there are approximately 1,043 acres of publicly owned vacant 
land in Philadelphia, and more than 1,365 acres of school yards city-wide.158 The project team 
summed these values to assume a baseline value of 2,408 total plantable space for an offset 
program tree planting. However, there is much greater potential space available if the City were 
to consider planting more than 3,000 acres of privately-owned vacant land or partnering with 
long-time institutions, such as universities. There is also considerably more plantable space if 
street-trees are a part of the offset program. Because there is a great range of potential 
determinations for the total quantity of space, a wide sensitivity range was included in the 
analysis.  
  

The quantity of trees that could be planted as part of an offset project is a function of both 
the available land as well as the assumption made about tree-density. For this analysis, a 
conservative 120 trees per acre are assumed as baseline density; this value is a calculated average 
of the ideal spacing for the mature Northern Red Oak (species: Quercus rubra).159 Since this tree 
(and many other species) can still thrive in more competitive densities, a sensitivity range of 89 
to 153 trees per acre was utilized.  
  

For simplicity, it is assumed that all trees planted as part of the offset program will be of 
the Northern Red Oak species. This species was selected for a variety of reasons that make it 
attractive. First, the Northern Red Oak already sequesters the most carbon in Philadelphia on an 
annual basis, given its relatively large average size at maturity, and because it is in the top 10 
most prevalent species.160 Moreover, this species is a good street tree given its high tolerance for 
pollution and compacted soil.161 Information regarding the carbon sequestration and pollution 
removal rates are specific to this species and were derived from a combination of a report from 
the U.S. Forest Service162 and the i-Tree Planting Calculator version 2.0.0.163 
  

The average rate of tree planting is another limiting parameter on the total quantity of 
offsets that are possible to generate. The project team reached out to TreePhilly, the organization 
that organizes volunteering tree plantings, as well as maintains its own staff to coordinate and 
organize wide-scale tree planting to glean on average how many trees can be planted in an 
average year at max capacity. In a conversation with Erica Smith Fichman, Community Forest 
Manager at TreePhilly, she indicated that through a combination of street tree office plantings, 

 
158 PennPraxis. (2010). Green2015: An Action Plan for the First 500 Acres. Philadelphia, PA: Philadelphia Parks and 
Recreation. Retrieved from https://www.phila.gov/media/20160525121520/Green2015-An-Action-Plan-for-the-
First-500-Acres.pdf  
159 U.S. Forest Service. (n.d.). Northern Red Oak. Southern Research Station. Retrieved from 
https://www.srs.fs.usda.gov/pubs/misc/ag_654/volume_2/quercus/rubra.htm  
160 Nowak et al. (2016). The urban forests of Philadelphia. Newtown Square, PA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Forest Service, Northern Research Station. Retrieved from https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/53315  
161 Arbor Day Foundation. (n.d.). Tree Guide: Northern Red Oak. Retrieved from 
https://www.arborday.org/trees/treeguide/TreeDetail.cfm?ItemID=877  
162 Nowak et al., 2016. 
163 Accessed at https://planting.itreetools.org  
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volunteers and the tree give-away program, the tree planting capacity in Philadelphia is roughly 
2,000 trees per year.164 This is the rate assumed in the analysis. 
  

The values used to monetize the benefit of trees on private property values was borrowed 
from a pre-existing analysis that monetized the impacts of Philadelphia’s city parks from 2008. 
This analysis employs a conservative approach, assuming no increase to property values beyond 
annual inflation of 1.27% since the year 2008.165  
  

Tree costs are a reflection of the average cost for a Northern Red Oak sapling 3-4” 
diameter at breast height. The range used for sensitivity was corroborated by quotes and 
estimates shared by the Duke Carbon Offset Initiative. Labor costs were another large cost 
category and estimates for the hiring of three additional tree maintenance personnel and two 
operations and program managers to administer a carbon offset program were gathered from 
Philadelphia’s Office of Human Resources Job Class Specifications.166  

 
Through conversations with TreePhilly, the team learned of a meaningful difference 

between the maintenance costs associated with street trees versus non-street trees in 
Philadelphia. Street trees have approximately $500-800 worth of additional maintenance costs in 
the first year for pruning and other care measures, and there are additional costs throughout the 
life of the tree for pruning and removal.167 The first year cost differential was included in the 
analysis, but the long-term costs of pruning and maintenance were not. Though information on 
the first-year maintenance costs associated with non-street trees was not provided by TreePhilly, 
a ball-park value of $300 was assumed per tree to cover the range of different locations in which 
trees could be planted, and therefore, a range of different first-year maintenance costs. It was 
estimated for the analysis that approximately 30% of the trees planted through the offset project 
would be street trees. 
  

For the project alternative where the City purchases offsets on one of the accredited 
voluntary offset registries, a cap on the quantity of annual emissions that could be offset was set 
at 10%. The average price per offset was gathered from Ecosystem Marketplace, the premier 
offset market observer.168 Given that the offset market is predicted to become a more competitive 
and supply-constrained market in the future, an offset compound annual growth rate of 3% is 
used in the CBA, with bounds of 1.5% and 5% for the sensitivity analysis.  

 
164 Fichman, Erica Smith. (2020, February 28). Telephone interview. 
165 The Trust for Public Land’s Center for City Park Excellence. (2008). How Much Value Does the City of 
Philadelphia Receive from its Park and Recreation System? Philadelphia, PA: Philadelphia Parks Alliance. 
Retrieved from http://cloud.tpl.org/pubs/ccpe_PhilaParkValueReport.pdf; Inflation determined using the US Bureau 
of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index Inflation Calculator, retrieved from https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl  
166 City of Philadelphia Office of Human Resources. (n.d.). Job Class Specifications. Retrieved from 
https://www.phila.gov/personnel/Specs.html  
167 Smith Fichman, Erica. (2020, February 28). Telephone interview. 
168 Ecosystem Marketplace. (2019). Financing Emissions Reductions for the Future: State of the Voluntary Carbon 
Markets 2019. Retrieved from https://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/carbon-markets/  
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Results of CBA  
Table 9 - Net Present Value of Both Offset Program Scenarios 
 NPV 

Benefits Scenario: 
Purchasing Offsets 

Scenario: Developing 
Urban Forest Offsets 

Carbon Sequestration $1,674,838,236 $605,893 
Property Value  $7,493,231,733 
Pollutant Removal  $637,180 
Avoided Emissions  $1,088,334 
Energy Cost Savings  $3,015,396 

Subtotal $1,674,838,236 $7,498,578,536 
Costs   

Offset Purchase ($169,273,366)  
Cost of Trees  ($967,653) 
Labor Costs  ($5,438,009) 
O&M Costs  ($25,801,222) 

Subtotal ($169,273,366) ($32,206,884) 
   

Total Net Present Value $1,505,564,870 $7,460,597,005 
 
Both scenarios for offsets programs yield a net beneficial result as demonstrated in Table 

9. The urban forest scenario yields an NPV almost 5x the NPV of the purchasing offsets 
scenario. The largest driver of this discrepancy is the benefit associated with property values 
which significantly overshadow the rest of the benefit categories. This is despite the fact that 
property benefits in the model do not begin to accrue until 20 years into the project. Additionally, 
the public health benefits of air pollution removal grow over the life of the project to be roughly 
equally valuable as the benefit of carbon sequestration.  

 
Purely from a carbon perspective, the purchasing program is more preferable to the urban 

forest program in terms of the ability to meaningfully offset emissions. Trees sequester 
increasingly more carbon each year as they mature. In the base case, given the constraints on 
planting, the urban forest offset project would result in 802 MtCO2e sequestered in 2060, which 
represents less than 1% of projected emissions for Philadelphia in that year.169 Thus, the urban 
forest carbon offset program is admissible not for its climate related impacts alone, but for the 
cumulative value of all benefits provided by urban trees.   

 
The NPV of purchasing offsets are similarly net beneficial largely due to the 

comparatively cheap purchase price associated with offsets on the voluntary market relative to 
the increasing value of the SCC as time progresses.  

Sensitivity Analysis   
Monte Carlo simulations revealed that the NPV of the urban forest program is always 

positive. Given 10,000 trials, 100% of the time, the NPV distribution was between $2-$12 

 
169 The net emissions projection used in the CBA was from the City of Philadelphia’s model with the moderate 
alternate scenario for carbon intensity. 
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billion. The NPV was most sensitive to the percentage of a property’s value that is increased by 
the presences of trees being on or near the property. The discount rate used for the overall project 
and the real value of properties within 500 feet of a park were the second and third most 
influential variables, respectively. Comparatively, all other variables in the analysis had 
negligible influence on the outcome of the project’s NPV. 

 
The property value benefit exerts enormous influence over the range of possible 

outcomes for the project’s NPV. As such, we ran a Monte Carlo simulation of the NPV 
excluding this benefit to understand better whether the project would be net beneficial without 
monetizing the property value benefits. The results indicated that probability of the NPV being 
positive without the benefit of property values is 0%.  

 
A tornado chart of the distribution of possible NPV outcomes excluding property benefits 

revealed that the planting rate capacity, or how many trees on average the City could plant in a 
given year, was the most influential parameter. The parameters for the cost of tree maintenance 
for street and non-street trees were the second and third most influential variables. 
   

Finally, since offset programs are designed to neutralize the impact of emitting 
greenhouse gases, a Monte Carlo simulation was run to examine whether there was any possible 
scenario in which the NPV of the project would be net beneficial for the carbon dioxide benefits 
alone (CO2 sequestration by the trees, and CO2 emissions avoided by reduced energy 
consumption). The probability of a positive NPV is 0%.  
 

 The Monte Carlo simulation for purchasing offsets on the voluntary market revealed that 
it is not always net beneficial; the probability of the NPV being positive is approximately 60%. 
The tornado analysis revealed that the cost of offset credits and the compound annual growth rate 
for the cost of credits contributed the most to the variability of the NPV outcome. The inflection 
point for the cost of credits, beyond which, the NPV would no longer be net beneficial, is 
approximately $44.52.  

Limitations 
While this analysis leveraged data exclusively from rigorous peer reviewed scientific 

studies as well as official government sources, there is still significant room improvement in the 
analysis. 
 

One of the primary limitations of the analysis is timeliness of the data used for 
parameterization, particularly for the forest development scenario. The analysis relied heavily 
upon a study by the U.S. Forest Service for many of the parameters. That study was conducted in 
2016 using data from 2012 and 2011. Potentially, a great many changes have occurred since that 
time to the monetary parameters extrapolated from this resource – such as the removal value for 
each air pollutant. It is likely that the value of removal for each of these pollutants has changed 
since that time, due in part to changes in population, science’s improved understanding of the 
impacts to public health from PM2.5, and the quantity levels for these pollutants. The only 
modification made to these values was to update them to 2020 USD values. 
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While the values attributed to the property benefit category do seem high and have 
disproportionate sway on the NPV outcome for the offset development scenario, they are likely a 
conservative estimate for two reasons. First, the values were extrapolated from an economic 
valuation of Philadelphia’s parks in 2008.170 Second, while these values were updated to reflect 
inflation, we assumed no increase on property values, which is realistically unlikely. However, 
this method of benefit monetization is nonetheless a proxy at best; parks are not equivalent to 
trees, and there is likely a difference between the impact of trees and parks on property values. A 
subsequent analysis that monetizes the specific benefit of trees on properties in Philadelphia 
would be more ideal. For information on how the benefit to property values was treated see the 
Appendix B parameter table. 

 
This analysis also assumes that all the trees planted under the offset program would be 

young saplings. Trees grow slowly, and as they grow, their sequestration capability increases 
proportional to their growth and size. This analysis is artificially capped at 40 years, which is 
young in the full lifespan of a tree. It is likely that the sequestration potential of the trees planted 
through this program would be significantly higher in the years of its life beyond the frame of 
this analysis. However, because these benefits are so far into the future, they were less 
meaningful in terms of the original intent of the program to help the City meet its greenhouse gas 
emission reduction targets. Moreover, it would be possible for the City to develop offset credits 
from the protection of forested properties that are at risk of being of developed, which would be 
a model that dramatically differs from the design analyzed in this CBA. 

 
An urban forest program may be significantly more difficult to implement in reality than 

is suggested in this analysis. If the urban forest program were to be enacted as a new and 
separate program with a distinct stream of funding and dedicated resources, the potential of the 
program would be constrained by factors both internal and external to the City’s control, such as 
the availability of tree service contractors and the stock of trees from local nurseries.171 In order 
to meaningfully expand tree planting operations, reliable and consistent funding would need to 
be in place such that local contractors and nurseries would have confidence in increasing the 
scale of their operations to meet the city’s increased demand. 

 
This analysis is also limited by the fact that only one tree species was selected to 

represent the full sequestration and pollution removal benefits. Other trees may be better than the 
Northern Red Oak for a variety of reasons that an urban forester is better suited to determine. It 
is unlikely that the City would invest in only one species for a program of this size; rather, 
species procured will likely vary depending on the site of planting, soil quality, available space, 
average size at maturity, attractiveness, ease of care, hardiness, and sequestration potential. Thus, 
the full benefits may be overstated or understated depending on the optimal portfolio of species 
planted. 

 
This analysis was meant to be indicative of the benefits and costs associated with 

hypothetical offset programs in Philadelphia. It is intended to provide directionality on whether 
or not further consideration of an offset program of either type is worthwhile and was not 
intended to be used as a reference for a program budget.  

 
170 The Trust for Public Land’s Center for City Park Excellence,2008. 
171 Smith Fichman, Erica. (2020, February 28). Telephone interview. 
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Implications 
In this section, two offset program alternatives were examined to understand whether or 

not an offset program could yield net benefits to Philadelphia and help the City to achieve its 
80x50 greenhouse gas emission reduction target. Both project designs yielded positive net 
present values, though sensitivity analysis revealed that the purchase offset credit scenario would 
not always be net beneficial depending on the price of offset credits and the rate of growth in the 
cost over time. Moreover, the develop urban forest offset credits scenario would not be net 
beneficial without the benefit attributable to increasing property values. However, the analysis 
used conservative estimates for many of the benefit parameters. Thus, it is likely that the positive 
NPV results are understated, and the probability of either project resulting in a negative NPV are 
overstated. 

 
The NPV of an urban forest offset program, when only considering the climate change 

impacts, is not net beneficial. Moreover, an urban offset program only minimally helps the City 
to achieve its offset reduction goals. Due to the limited sequestration capacity of young trees, and 
resource constraints on the number of trees that can be planted, CO2 offsets in the fortieth-year 
amount to less than 1% of the City’s expected emissions.172  However, there are a variety of other 
benefits that urban trees provide that will accrue to Philadelphia that make the project a valuable 
investment. Moreover, there were several additional benefits that were not incorporated into this 
analysis, that if analyzed, would likely further increase the probability and absolute value of a 
positive NPV outcome. 

 
Based on this analysis, the project team recommends that the City further consider 

implementing a carbon emission offset program of some type, be it an urban forest carbon offset 
program or an offset purchase program. If the City opts to further explore an urban forest 
program, it should contemplate the design alternatives mentioned earlier in this section, in 
particular, the potential value of combining it with additional offset project types, such as capture 
of renewable natural gas, and/or renewable energy credits from viable solar project designs. 

 
172 The emission trajectory for the analysis is described in Section 3.5. 
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3.3 Renewable Natural Gas Capture  

Introduction 
Renewable natural gas (“RNG”) is the refined form of biogas. Biogas is the mix of 

methane and CO2 emitted by decomposing organic material during anaerobic decomposition.173 
It can be collected from farms dealing in livestock and sewage water treatment facilities, though 
is usually sourced from landfills. Biogas naturally contains about 40 to 60% methane, the rest of 
the compound being carbon dioxide, with trace amounts of water vapor and other gases.174 
Captured biogas can be used to generate electricity. In fact, of national landfill biogas projects 
documented by the EPA Landfill Outreach Program (“LMOP”), about 72% currently capture 
biogas for electricity.175 Biogas that has been refined into RNG has an increased methane content 
of 96 to 98% at which point it can be injected directly into natural gas pipelines as a substitute 
for natural gas.176 

 
 Refinement is a three-step process, including primary treatment to remove moisture and 

particulates, secondary treatment to remove contaminants and compress the gas, and advanced 
treatment to upgrade the gas to a pipeline quality fuel source (Figure 11). Secondary treatment is 
still necessary to distill biogas that can be used in generators to produce electricity. Biogas only 
becomes RNG after going through tertiary, advanced treatment. At that point, RNG is a flexible 
fuel source that can be compressed into a vehicle fuel or used for pipeline thermal 
applications.177 

Figure 11 - Diagram of Landfill RNG Treatment and End Use178 

 
 

 
173 U.S. Energy Information Administration (“EIA”). (n.d.). Biomass explained: Landfill gas and biogas. Retrieved 
from https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/biomass/landfill-gas-and-biogas.php. 
174 EIA, n.d. 
175 EPA. (n.d.) Renewable Natural Gas. Landfill Methane Outreach Program. Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/lmop/renewable-natural-gas. 
176 EPA, n.d.  
177 EPA, n.d. 
178 EPA, n.d. 
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RNG Development in the United States 
Government policies, particularly the Renewable Fuel Standard (“RFS”), currently 

incentivize using RNG as a transportation fuel rather than building energy source.179 The RFS, 
along with the state of California’s own low-carbon vehicle fuel standard, are likely drivers 
behind the predominance of RNG projects in the country dedicated to vehicle fuel production, as 
documented by the EPA.180 However, motivated by increasing political and public concern 
regarding GHG emissions, utility companies still see the value in RNG’s thermal energy 
applications. 

 
Southern California Gas Company (“SoCalGas”), the U.S.’s largest natural gas provider, 

services 21.8 million California customers who use natural gas for most heating needs.181 Yet 
natural gas is facing competition in California with thermal electrification. With the support of 
the California Energy Commission, six local governments in California set policies to limit or 
ban the use of natural gas in many new buildings, requiring entirely electric appliances and 
heating systems.182  

 
To remain competitive as a natural gas supplier amidst a growing call for electrified 

utilities, SoCalGas now seeks to provide a less carbon intensive product. SoCalGas’s solution is 
to incorporate RNG into its system and has committed to using 5% RNG by 2022 and 20% RNG 
by 2030.183 Replacing 20% of California’s natural gas with RNG holds the potential to reduce 
carbon emissions at a scale “equal to making every building in the state electric-only, but at half 
the cost.”184 Though sourcing RNG at the scale that SoCalGas needs to meet its system supply 
goals is a challenge, the benefits of RNG as a renewable fuel source and marketable energy 
option are notable. 

 
In Pennsylvania, a number of landfills operate energy projects, as documented by the 

EPA LMOP database. Seneca Landfill outside of Pittsburgh, for instance, utilizes biogas in a 
closed-loop system to primarily fuel onsite vehicles.185 Additional biogas not stored at the 
landfill is injected into the local natural gas pipeline as a vehicle fuel for customers. The project 
generates credits under the Renewable Fuel Standard and received state funding totaling 
$800,000 toward facility construction, which incentivized the project and made it economically 
viable.186 In Kersey, at the Advanced Disposal Greentree landfill, methane emissions are 
captured, cleaned, and compressed to be inserted into the National Fuel Interstate pipeline. This 

 
179 EPA. (n.d) Overview for Renewable Fuel Standard. Retrieved from https://www.epa.gov/renewable-fuel-
standard-program/overview-renewable-fuel-standard 
180 Paulos, B. (2019). Analysis: Why utilities aren’t doing more with renewable natural gas. Energy News Network. 
Retrieved from https://energynews.us/2019/02/14/west/analysis-why-utilities-arent-doing-more-with-renewable-
natural-gas; EPA, n.d., Overview for Renewable Fuel Standard. 
181 Cision PR Newswire. (2019). Riverside County Joins 113 California Local Governments in Voting to Keep Their 
Natural Gas Choice. Retrieved from https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/riverside-county-joins-113-
california-local-governments-in-voting-to-keep-their-natural-gas-choice-300973420.html 
182 Moench, Mallory. (2019). California regulators clear way for natural gas bans to take effect. Retrieved from 
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/California-regulators-clear-way-for-natural-gas-14900008.php 
183 SoCalGas. (n.d.). California’s Clean Energy Future. Retrieved from https://www.socalgas.com/vision  
184 SoCalGas, n.d. 

185 Energy Vision. (n.d.) PA’s First Closed-Loop Waste-to-Fuel Project Fuels Refuse Trucks on Ultra-Low-Carbon 
RNG. Retrieved from https://energy-vision.org/case-studies/Vogel_Disposal_RNG_Profile.pdf 
186 Energy Vision, n.d.  
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biogas is sold as renewable electricity to power plants.187 None of the currently operational gas 
capturing projects in Pennsylvania convert methane emissions into renewable natural gas for 
building energy use. 

Why should Philadelphia consider RNG? 
The Philadelphia OOS comprehensively assessed built environment emissions, which 

includes emissions generated by waste production.188 Philadelphia also has a Zero Waste and 
Litter Plan, which calls for halting outgoing landfill waste by 2035.189 However, consideration 
still must be put toward the need to address existing waste, as well as planning for a future in 
which Philadelphia continues to generate outgoing waste. With RNG, the City’s waste reduction 
goals align well with the City’s concurrent interest in pursuing city-wide, low-carbon thermal 
energy options.190 

 
Currently, heating to Philadelphia buildings comes from oil, gas furnaces, or the natural 

gas-supplying Veolia steam loop.191 This heating is managed by Philadelphia Gas Works 
(“PGW”). PGW is the city’s natural gas supplier and the largest municipally owned natural gas 
utility in the country.192 The company manages about 6,000 miles of gas pipelines and serves 
about 500,000 customers in Philadelphia.193 Given the prominence of natural gas use in both 
Philadelphia and the state as a whole, a move entirely away from natural gas use is unlikely to 
succeed at this point in time. However, the OOS has expressed interest in the feasibility of 
diversifying PGW using low-carbon thermal energy options as a way to meet the City’s built 
environment goal. 

 
RNG Potential for Philadelphia Gas Works 
 

RNG facilities provide notable GHG emissions benefits. By capturing methane elsewise 
emitted into the atmosphere, facilities help reduce the high global warming effects of 
atmospheric methane. For this reason alone, the OOS may reasonably be interested in PGW 
implementing an RNG project. However, the success of an RNG program depends as much, if 
not more so, upon the economic value of RNG to PGW as a company.  

 
That said, the value of an RNG project is threefold. First, RNG can be considered a 

renewable resource. While Philadelphia produces landfill waste, an RNG facility is an asset 
which could provide a reliable source of gas to PGW far into the future. Second, RNG acts like 
natural gas, so after constructing the refinement facility, PGW would not need to change any 
existing infrastructure to begin processing RNG. Third, establishing an RNG facility allows 
PWG to capitalize on a new market. 

 
187 Advanced Disposal. (n.d.) Landfill Gas-to-Energy. Retrieved from 
https://www.advanceddisposal.com/pa/kersey/greentree-landfill 
188 OOS, 2018 
189	OOS, 2018	
190 OOS, 2018 
191 OOS, 2018 
192	PGW. (n.d.). About Us: PGW, Around Our City, Around the Clock. Retrieved from 
https://www.pgworks.com/residential/about-us/about-pgw	
193 PGW, n.d. 
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In January 2020, the first renewable natural gas provider entered the Philadelphia natural 

gas market.194 The Energy Co-op, a nonprofit cooperative, has been supplying RNG to customers 
living outside the city through PECO since 2015, but in 2020 began supplying RNG to PGW as 
well. The Energy Co-op, though, sources RNG from outside the state.195 Establishing an RNG 
facility in Pennsylvania would allow PGW to provide a new product to its customer base, and 
generate a new revenue stream for the company, in a consumer market that has indicated an 
interest in the product.  

 
Capacity for RNG 

 
 RNG comes from three primary sources: municipal solid waste landfills (“MSWLFs”), 
livestock manure farms, and wastewater treatment facilities (“WWTFs”).196 Pennsylvania 
contains a number of these sources. 
 
 MSWLFs are the most commonly assessed source of biogas. Under the Clean Air Act, 
MSWLFs already must collect and control landfill gas levels on site. Some landfills do so 
through flaring, by burning captured methane.197 Some landfills operate in a waste-to-energy 
recovery system, producing energy through waste material combustion, as well as through gas 
recovery, pyrolysis, and anaerobic digestion.198 In Pennsylvania, most MSWLF projects are 
dedicated to electricity generation199 However, natural gas pipelines cross the entire state, 
providing ready access points for RNG transportation back to Philadelphia. As such, MSWLFs 
that are not currently practicing energy recovery are key sources of potential RNG moving 
forward. 
 

Pennsylvania also has a number of cattle farms, from which manure can be processed in 
anaerobic digesters to create biogas. However, only 5% of farms in Pennsylvania are guaranteed 
to be large enough to handle an RNG program, following EPA recommended criteria.200 For 
PGW, cattle farms present an uncertain and likely costly source of RNG. 

  
The EPA does not have official guidelines for biogas operations at WWTFs, likely 

because many WWTFs already incorporate anaerobic digesters into facility operations for 
internal use. Philadelphia currently collects biogas from its WWTFs, but not at large enough 

 
194 Jaramillo, C. (2019). Philadelphians can opt for renewable natural gas come January. PBS. Retrieved from 
https://whyy.org/articles/philadelphians-can-opt-for-renewable-natural-gas-come-january/ 
195 Jaramillo, 2019. 
196	EIA, n.d.	
197 EPA, n.d. 
198 EPA. (2019). Energy Recovery from the Combustion of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW). Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/smm/energy-recovery-combustion-municipal-solid-waste-msw 
199 PA Department of Environmental Protection (“DEP”). (n.d.). MW Landfills and Resource Recovery Facilities. 
Retrieved from https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Land/Waste/SolidWaste/MunicipalWaste/ 
200 EPA. (2019). Is Anaerobic Digestion Right for Your Farm? Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/agstar/anaerobic-digestion-right-your-farm; US Department of Agriculture. (2017). Census of 
Agriculture: Pennsylvania County Farm Operations. National Agricultural Statistics Service. Retrieved from 
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Quick_Stats/CDQT/chapter/2/table/1/state/PA 
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scales to support PGW’s operations.201 Thus, Philadelphia continues to seek low-carbon energy 
sources to support the city’s thermal energy consumption.   

 
In short, Philadelphia has several options when considering RNG sources. Ultimately, 

however, landfill-sourced RNG is likely the most viable option for a scalable, cost-competitive 
emissions-reducing energy source that can be readily incorporated into PGW’s existing 
operations. Landfill-sourced RNG both offsets carbon emissions that the City waste sector 
generates and re-incorporates outgoing landfill waste back into the city energy market. MSWLFs 
will, as such, be the sole consideration of RNG sources in this analysis. 

Scope of RNG CBA 
The EPA LMOP database lists three criteria for RNG project candidate sites: be actively 

accepting waste or have been closed for five years or less; have no less than one million tons of 
waste; and not have an existing onsite RNG project.202 Currently, there are ten MSW landfills in 
Pennsylvania that meet these criteria (Table 10). 

 
RNG facilities must also be able to connect to Pennsylvania’s pipeline system, to carry 

newly produced RNG to PGW’s factories. Pennsylvania has a robust network of gas pipelines 
running across the state, and all but two of the nine candidate sites are less than five miles from a 
pipeline (Figure 12).203 Since RNG can be mixed with natural gas and transported through the 
same pipes, once these sites have been connected to the existing pipeline infrastructure, 
transportation costs are essentially zero for the purpose of this CBA. 

Table 10 - PA MSWLF RNG Project Candidates 
Count 
ID Landfill Name County 

Location 
1 Rolling Hills Landfill Berks 
2 Western Berks Community Landfill Berks 
3 Wayne Township Landfill Clinton 

4 Advanced Disposal Services Sandy Run 
Landfill Bedford 

5 Advanced Disposal Chestnut Valley Landfill Fayette 
6 Evergreen Landfill Indiana 
7 Greenridge Reclamation Landfill Westmoreland 
8 Kelly Run Sanitation Allegheny 
9 Northwest Sanitary Landfill Butler 
10 Modern Landfill York 

 
 
 

 
201 OOS, 2018. 
202 EPA, n.d. 
203 FracTrackerAlliance. (2018). Pennsylvania Pipeline Map. ESRI. Retrieved from 
https://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=955b05489a5c45a886c75e9eae4623cb 
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Figure 12 - Existing Pennsylvania gas pipeline infrastructure and municipal landfills. 

 
 
Methane capture from MSWLFs does not translate to a direct emission reduction in 

Philadelphia because the landfills are located outside of city limits, potentially even on the other 
side of the state. However, by sourcing biogas from MSWLFs, PGW is the reason that methane 
does not get emitted from the site. The benefits of the methane emissions reduction can get 
attributed the PGW’s use of the resultant RNG in Philadelphia. Furthermore, the city of 
Philadelphia measures waste emissions as part of its emissions inventory and includes waste 
emissions in its reduction strategies. Thus, it would be reasonable to apply methane captured 
from landfills outside the city toward reductions in Philadelphia’s waste sector. So, methane 
reductions at MSWLFs can be attributed as a social benefit supporting Philadelphia’s emissions 
reduction goals. Accompanying detailed quantitative analysis can be found in Appendix C. 

Typology of Costs and Benefits for RNG  
This assessment considers establishing an RNG facility at one of Pennsylvania’s 

candidate sites. Overall, typology is simple (Table 11). The focal costs encompass facility 
construction and operation costs, while the benefits are derived from PGW-facilitated sales 
revenue of RNG, as well as the social value of avoided methane emissions. 
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Table 11 - Typology of Benefits and Costs 
Benefits Description 

Power Generation 
Revenue from Natural 

Gas Sales 
The revenue generated from selling RNG through PGW.  

Climate & Environment 
 Avoided Methane 

Emissions 
The social benefit derived from avoiding increases to atmospheric methane, 
valued as a dollar amount. 

Costs  
Direct Costs 

 Facility Construction The cost of constructing an RNG refinement facility, based on RNG capture 
and processing capacity of the facility. 

      Pipeline Connection A base cost of establishing injection lines to connect the facility to existing 
pipelines. 

    Operations & Management 
             (O&M) 

The annual cost of maintaining facility operations, dependent on RNG capture 
and processing capacity of the facility.  

Assumptions 
Assumptions were required to estimate both facility costs and operational capacity. 

Concerning costs, specific equipment prices and construction costs are generally restricted from 
public knowledge, so this model does not allow for variations in equipment types or manufacture 
designs selected for the facility. Instead, bundled capital and construction costs were synthesized 
from national reports to build the cost estimates. The same is true for annual operational costs of 
the facility. Where details are limited, generalized costs of running the facility were pulled from 
public reports.204 Capital costs are assumed to evenly distribute over three years, beginning in 
2020. Once finished, the facility is assumed to shift into full operational capacity. From 2023 to 
the model’s end period of 2050, annual O&M costs are consistent each year. 

 
The facility must be connected to an existing gas pipeline, to transport RNG. All but two 

of the candidate sites are similarly close to pipelines, so the interconnection cost of adding an 
RNG facility to the pipeline system is assumed to be the same for all project options modeled in 
this assessment. Conversely, capital and operational costs are not constant across project options, 
but are instead varied based on facility capacity to capture RNG and direct it to project use, 
called the facility flow rate.  

 
Of Pennsylvania’s current biogas collection projects, recorded flow rate of biogas to 

project use can be highly variable and is not strongly correlated to the amount of methane 
measured to be otherwise emitted from the project site. Determining potential biogas project 
flow rate from Pennsylvania’s candidate sites is difficult to determine to great specificity. 
Instead, a high, mean, and low potential flow rate was determined based on the current methane 
emissions of the candidate sites, as well as generalized correlations between current project site 
methane emissions and project flow rates. The high and low flow rates clarify the likely upper 
and lower bounds of RNG that could be collected from a Pennsylvania facility established at a 

 
204 Baez, A. (2014). Conduct a Nationwide Survey of Biogas Cleanup Technologies and Costs. Gas Technology 
Institute. Retrieved from http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/rule-book/support-documents/rule-
1110_2/aqmd-contract-13432-final-report-2014---revised.pdf?sfvrsn=2; MJ Bradley & Associates. (2019). 
Renewable Natural Gas Project Economics. Renewable Natural Gas Issue Brief. Retrieved from 
https://www.mjbradley.com/sites/default/files/RNGEconomics07152019.pdf   
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given candidate site. The higher flow rate facility also has the higher capital and O&M costs, as 
well as greater RNG generated for sales revenue.  

 
The benefit generated from sales revenue is also based in some assumptions. Philadelphia 

provides very transparent information on the comparative pricing of natural gas suppliers for 
consumers.205 As such, natural gas pricing can be highly competitive. In addition to that, 
anticipating market changes in the emerging RNG sector is difficult. Therefore, it would be 
extremely challenging to model PGW’s realistic sales volume of RNG using the existing price of 
Philadelphia’s newly established RNG company, the Energy Co-op, especially through 2050, the 
extent of this CBA’s analysis. To ensure that all captured RNG is sold, RNG is instead priced at 
PGW’s current natural gas rate, rather than the Energy Co-op’s current RNG rate. This does 
make final profit margins a likely conservative estimate. However, it could be equally true that 
PGW may not be able to sell the entire volume of RNG captured by its facility every year at the 
higher RNG price, if consumer interest in RNG decreases or the higher price of RNG becomes a 
significant barrier to sales. By instead treating RNG as a replacement for PGW’s natural gas, the 
model can assume not only that captured RNG translates directly to sales revenue, but that the 
facility will have enough energy demands to justify consistent, annual operations. Assuming 
consistent operations has the added benefit of making valuation of the social benefit of avoided 
methane consistent. If facility operations are hampered by inadequate or inconsistent sales, then 
the value of avoided methane emissions becomes unreliable as well. 

 
Finally, a leakage value is applied to facility operations and kept consistent across 

options, regardless of facility flow rate, the assumption being that a similar construction process 
would be applied to each facility with the same leakage risks. The assumption that RNG is 
comparable to natural gas carries through to this assumption as well. The leakage rate used is a 
mean value generated from published low and high estimates of natural gas industry leakage 
rates.206 

Results 
The results, in terms of investment value, are mixed (Table 12). Total capital costs see 

the largest negative value. Depending on the report referenced as well as variations in regulations 
and permit laws across the country, the capital costs used in this analysis may even be a 
conservative estimate. Net revenue is negative as well. Revenue may also be a conservative 
estimate in this mode but doubling the revenue of RNG sales still only generates a positive net 
profit in the high flow rate option. At this point in time, given capital costs, RNG is simply not a 
feasible enough project to make the investment financially worthwhile. 

Table 12 - Net Present Value of Both Offset Program Scenarios 
 NPV  

Benefits Low Flow Rate Medium Flow Rate High Flow Rate 

Avoided methane emissions $ 155,722,591 $ 359,279,110 $ 1,259,437,491 
 

205 PAGasSwitch. (n.d.) Shop for your home’s natural gas in PA. Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. Retrieved 
from https://www.pagasswitch.com/shop-for-natural-gas  
206 Marchese, A. and Zimmerle, D. (2018). The US natural gas industry is leaking way more methane than 
previously thought. PBS News Hour. Retrieved from https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/the-u-s-natural-gas-
industry-is-leaking-way-more-methane-than-previously-thought  
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Sales revenue $ 5,698,323 $ 13,147,030 $ 46,086,319 
Subtotal $ 161,420,913 $ 372,426,360 $ 1,305,523,810 

Costs    
Capital costs  ($ 8,467,441) ($ 17,318,168) ($ 56,303,485) 
O&M costs ($ 6,647,223) ($ 12,011,966) ($ 20,427,110) 

Subtotal ($ 15,114,664) ($ 29,330,113) ($ 76,730,595) 
 Total Net Present Value $ 107,816,324  $ 253,466,501  $ 909,208,686  

 

Even so, the social benefits of RNG production are notable. Methane is a strong 
greenhouse gas with impactful atmospheric effects. Removing it from the air is highly valuable. 
Even the lowest flow rate option, with the lowest associated avoided methane benefits, sees 
massive returns in social benefits. Capturing even a fraction of the methane modeled in this 
analysis, while making the costs of establishing an RNG program even less cost effective, still 
guarantees a net positive return on social benefits. Furthermore, when RNG is burned, it releases 
the same chemicals that burned natural gas does. Since an RNG facility reduces methane 
emissions from a previously unmanaged emissions site and does not change or add emissions to 
operations on the consumer end of the production line, the value of reducing methane emissions 
on site can be taken at whole value. 

Sensitivity Analysis 
 The analysis is most sensitive to changes to market assessment of the future. The analysis 
uses a discount rate of 10% when calculating the net present value, a standard rate taken when 
assessing projects with social benefits. However, the nature of methane as a greenhouse gas 
makes overall impacts of methane reduction highly dependent on the time period of risk 
considered. Since methane’s global warming potential can be over 30 times that of CO2, methane 
lasts for about a decade in the atmosphere but absorbs more energy than CO2 does over its 
lifetime.207 Compared to CO2, removing methane from the atmosphere can be extremely 
valuable. As a result, varying the discount rate can have great effects on the total benefits gained 
by capturing methane. To a lesser extent, the analysis is decreasingly sensitive to changes to the 
sales price of RNG (more details in the Appendix C). Given that a positive revenue stream is 
hypothetically achievable if RNG unit price increases, as modeled in this CBA’s high flow rate 
scenario, sales revenue is an important variable to carefully consider. Similar to the net present 
value discount rate, changes in the market price of RNG over the next 50 years will greatly 
determine the feasibility of implementing an RNG facility project. 
 

Comparatively, shifts in the values of other variables involved in the analysis have 
minimal impact on potential outcomes. This project will likely not generate revenue through 
operations alone. The net benefits of this project are driven by and dependent upon the social 
benefits gained through methane capture. As such, changes in the total volume of gas collected 
or market price of RNG is not as impactful on the end value of this project. 

 
207	EPA. (n.d.) Understanding Global Warming Potentials. Retrieved from  
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/understanding-global-warming-potentials	
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Limitations 
            This CBA has constructed a model around a largely hypothetical project, in a 
comparatively new field of renewable energy. As a result, this assessment is most limited by the 
assumptions made in order to create a cohesive model. Cost information is based on a literature 
review of limited data, largely published by consulting firms. As a result, costs and methodology 
deriving cost values are extremely high level. This model would benefit greatly from more 
granular cost information, perhaps as facility information disaggregated by equipment or 
manufacturer, or as fine scale Pennsylvania biogas site cost information. O&M costs have been 
derived in the same way, and would benefit as well from more granular cost data. 
 
            The RNG pricing assumptions are the other great limitations of this model, which have 
fewer clear solutions. Until the RNG market is more well established, pricing trends over time 
will remain uncertain. Outside of a detailed RNG market scenario forecast, pricing options will 
remain highly dependent on assumptions. 
 
            On a different note, landfills produce biogas so long as they are open and receive solid 
waste. This model projects normal operations of a landfill through 2050. The facility landfill 
must receive a constant amount of solid waste each year for this model’s assumptions to hold, 
when in reality that is not certain. Furthermore, this model caps operations in 2050 because that 
is the year at which the EPA’s social cost of methane projections end.208 In theory, the facility 
has no reason to cease operations in 2050, so this model may not have captured the full costs and 
benefits of an RNG project. Conversely, the facility landfill may close before reaching 2050, 
depending on the success of the biogas project as well as waste generating trends in Philadelphia, 
in which case this model again would not accurately reflect full costs and benefits of an RNG 
project. 
 
            Overall, this CBA is limited most by the uncertainty surrounding many aspects of the 
model’s construction. Some uncertainties can be removed with more detailed data. Some 
limitations are dependent on inherent market uncertainties of the future. 

Implications 
 As a municipally owned utilities company, PGW is presented with an interesting 
opportunity in the form of RNG. PGW has already indicated an interest in supplying RNG to 
Philadelphia by partnering with the Energy Co-op. Beyond that, though, lies an opportunity to 
bring RNG more fully into the Pennsylvania energy market. A private company would not likely 
take on an RNG project of the scope assessed in this model, based on the costs of this analysis’ 
options.  
 

However, the City-supervised company of PGW may see the value in the social benefits 
of reducing methane as a worthwhile venture. As the city of Philadelphia has set ambitious goals 
to reduce its emissions from the built environment, being able to claim the captured emissions of 
an RNG project could be useful to the City reaching its reduction targets. Pennsylvania also 
maintains funding opportunities that could offset the financial cost of an RNG program. In 2019 

 
208 EPA, 2017, The Social Cost of Carbon.  
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alone, the Commonwealth Financing Authority funded 11 renewable energy projects across 
Pennsylvania through the Alternative and Clean Energy Program, totaling $12 million in state 
funding.209 Other existing projects in Pennsylvania receive credit and financing for producing 
renewable vehicle fuel specifically.210 While vehicle fuel and thermal energy remain competitive 
end products for RNG, PGW may see value in establishing biogas refinement facilities that take 
advantage of the current RNG vehicle fuel market, either in addition to thermal energy or as an 
alternate path to diversifying PGW’s products. 

 
This analysis has only touched the surface of Pennsylvania's RNG capacity. Though the 

costs modeled here of an RNG program are not encouraging, the social benefits certainly are. 
Methane capture is valuable on its own, but also a key potential strategy to achieve emissions 
reductions for Philadelphia by 2050. A government supported utility company may be an ideally 
placed candidate to break into the RNG sector in Pennsylvania.   

3.4 Cost Effectiveness Analysis  
Cost effective analysis (“CEA”) is an approach comparing the costs of different projects 

based on a single outcome. CEA is often used in the economic evaluation of public health 
interventions and results are expressed as a ratio, dollars spent per year of life gained or death 
prevented.211 CEA can be understood as an approach that attempts to assess which policy has the 
“biggest bang for the buck”. It can be a useful decision tool for parties that want to pick policies 
that deliver one particular result at lowest cost. Notably, CEA ignores the other economic and 
social costs and benefits that result from a policy intervention and narrows the analysis to a 
single benefit. 

 
The project team applied the methodology of CEA to the hypothetical community solar, 

carbon offsets program, and renewable natural gas projects to compare the projects solely in 
terms of their ability to reduce or avoid CO2e emissions. The methodology of CEA levelizes 
project time frames and scales so that the projects can be compared on an even playing field with 
regards to their ability to reduce or avoided emissions at lowest cost.  All of the costs listed in the 
typologies for the CBA for each project were included in the CEA analysis. The result of the 
CEAs are summarized in Table 13. 

 
Table 13 - Cost Effectiveness Results 

Project Cost-Effectiveness Ratio ($/Mt CO2e avoided) 
Community solar  $375 
Carbon offsets program – purchased offsets $8.76 
Carbon offsets program – urban forestry program $1,597 
Renewable natural gas $1,074 

 
209 PA Governor’s Office. (2019). Governor Wolf Expands Clean and Renewable Energy Through $12 Million in 
State Funding. Retrieved from https://www.governor.pa.gov/newsroom/governor-wolf-expands-clean-and-
renewable-energy-through-12-million-in-state-funding/ 
210 DEP. (n.d.). Alternative Fuels Incentive Grant Program. Retrieved from 
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/GrantsLoansRebates/Alternative-Fuels-Incentive-Grant/Pages/default.aspx 
211 Center for Disease Control and Prevention. (2019). Cost-Effective Analysis (CEA). Retrieved from 
https://www.cdc.gov/policy/polaris/economics/cost-effectiveness.html.  
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Solely from a cost per unit of carbon dioxide equivalence reduction perspective, 

purchasing offsets on the market has the “biggest bang for a buck” value of the projects. 
However, this value is based on the assumption of a low growth rate in the price of a carbon 
offset between now and 2050. Furthermore, there is no guarantee or precedent that an entity can 
purchase offsets at a scale large enough to benefit the city and would require the City to spend 
millions without generating any localized benefits.   

 
Community solar has the second lowest ratio of the projects. However, community solar 

is currently not authorized in the state of Pennsylvania. The combined results of this analysis and 
the CBA should encourage the municipal government of Philadelphia to continue to advocate for 
community solar at the state level, not only for its ability to avoid CO2 emissions and expand the 
City’s renewable electricity profile, but also for its distinct potential to improve access to 
renewable energy benefits to low income communities.    

 
RNG the third lowest cost-effectiveness ratio of the three projects. As the landfills that 

could be viable candidates for RNG are located outside the city of Philadelphia, it is unclear how 
capturing methane from these facilities would translate to emissions reductions on the City’s 
GHG inventory. The captured methane could count towards reductions in Philadelphia’s waste 
sector emissions inventory, but as of now that possibility remains uncertain.  As noted in the 
discussion of the RNG CBA, further research should be considered to determine more granular 
and site-specific capital costs for constructing the necessary equipment to capture methane from 
landfills. While there is a substantial amount of emissions to be captured from landfills, the City 
should be cognizant that beyond capturing methane and potentially generating additional revenue 
for PGW, RNG offers few other localized benefits for the city.  

  
Lastly, a carbon offsets program through an urban forest has the highest cost-

effectiveness ratio. This is partially because the timeline of the urban forestry program in this 
analysis was limited to 2050, in light of Philadelphia’s penultimate emissions’ target deadline. 
Trees are able to capture greater amounts of CO2 as they mature and increase in diameter, so the 
greatest benefits from an emissions reduction perspective would likely come in the decades 
following 2050. While an urban forestry offsets program might not result in the “biggest bang for 
buck” in GHG reductions in the short term, it does offer substantial localized benefits: increasing 
property values citywide, providing energy cost savings to households as the trees mature and 
provide shade, removing harmful pollutants from the air, and more. 

3.5 Carbon Impacts of Programs Analyzed 
As discussed in Section 2, the City will likely have a sizeable quantity of emissions in 

excess of their 80% reduction goal in 2050 unless additional action is taken. Figure 13 depicts 
the emissions reduction “wedges” from the three CBA policies added to the City’s and municipal 
strategies and the magnitude of the diminished stabilization triangle. The data labels quantify the 
magnitude of each wedge in 2050. The most effective policy of the three is the RNG capture 
program, which would offset roughly 3.8% of emissions in 2050. The community solar project 
and urban forest offset projects combined would yield only six thousands of one percent of the 
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reductions in 2050. A multitude of community solar projects, while not analyzed in this project, 
would lead to greater cumulative emissions reductions. 

 
Figure 13 - Emission Reduction Impact of Three CBAs 

 
 

Notably, Figure 13 does not show the “reduction” potential of an offset credit purchasing 
program, whereas Figure 14 does. If implemented as designed in this paper, the offset 
purchasing program has the greatest effect in terms of helping the City reach its goal. The high 
level of influence of this program is driven by two factors: the purchasing cap of 10% and the 
projected net emissions through 2050. If the City failed to continue driving down net emissions, 
and set a high cap on the offset quantity, then the implications of an offsetting program would be 
even more significant than modeled.  

 
Figure 14 - Impact of Offset Purchasing Program 
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The avoided emissions from the electricity serving Philadelphia shifting toward cleaner 
sources of generation will likely far outweigh the impacts of any policies the City can 
implement. However, the City’s own policies and programs, in place as well as planned, will 
have a great impact if they are as effective as predicted by the City’s model. The cities policies 
will achieve just shy 10% of the emission reductions necessary to reach the 80x50 goal in 2050.  
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4. Transportation Policies 
The emissions projection analysis in Section 2 and the potential emissions reduction 

impacts of the community solar, carbon offsets, and RNG projects in Section 3.5 highlight that 
the City’s existing strategies in Powering Our Future, combined with the additional policies they 
are considering, will not be sufficient to meet their 80x50 target. The project team identified the 
transportation sector as a potential arena with which the City could pursue additional emissions 
reductions.   

 
The transportation sector is a currently underestimated opportunity to reduce GHG 

emissions and minimize the gap between projected emissions and the 2050 goal. Philadelphia 
has dedicated considerable resources to assessing strategies for limiting building emissions, to 
marked projected success. The majority of strategies outlined in Power Our Future revolve 
around addressing emissions from the city’s building sector, which represents roughly 80% of 
the city’s total emissions.212 However, we noted a lack of cohesive strategies to address 
transportation emissions, which account for approximately 17% of the city’s emissions.213 
Relatedly, the project team noted that the City’s model has an underdeveloped projection of 
transportation emissions through 2050 when compared to the model’s built-environment 
predictions. The transportation emission projections in the model are based on a report by Drexel 
University researchers that forecasted the business as usual emissions for the transportation 
sector in 2050 to be 1.97 Megatons (equivalent to 1.8 MMt) CO2e.214 The values for 2020, 2030 
and 2040 transportation emissions were interpolated from this value and the 2012 GHG 
inventory estimate.  

 
The City’s model not having a thorough component dedicated to transportation emissions 

may be attributable to the lack of prioritization that the city of Philadelphia has given towards 
reducing emissions from the transportation sector. However, in the event that the city’s electric 
grid does not achieve zero emissions by 2050, the City may need to implement other strategies to 
help reduce or stave off a continued growth in emissions.  

 
The project team has no reason to doubt the accuracy of the transportation emission 

projections from Drexel. Rather, the project team created its own model to project emissions 
from transportation by mode of transit through 2050 which yielded a very similar result to the 
Drexel figure (1.93 MMt CO2e). The reason for creating a model for transportation emissions 
was to enable the exploration of various potential transportation emission reduction policies and 
whether such policies could play a valuable role in furthering the city towards its ultimate 
reduction goals. Details on the transportation model developed by the project team can be 
accessed in Appendix D.215 The model is used to calculate the findings in the following section.  
 

CO2 mitigation strategies in the transportation sector can take numerous forms. However, 
the most effective emission reduction transportation policies are most often targeted at moving 

 
212 OOS, 2018. 
213 OOS, 2018. 
214	Drexel University Institute for Energy and the Environment, 2015.	
215 The model is publicly available and can be retrieved by emailing Dr. Betsy Albright at 
elizabeth.albright@duke.edu.  
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people out of their personal vehicles and into public transit. To provide an idea of how 
Philadelphia might tackle transportation sector emissions, we have considered three 
transportation strategies that Philadelphia might utilize. Where possible, we modeled impacts of 
these policies on the transportation sector and its emissions.  

 
Important to note, however, is that the electric grid feeds into not only the built 

environment but the transportation sector as well. We therefore incorporate our grid intensity 
scenarios into our transportation sector baseline model, for consistency across analyses (Figure 
15). We use the Moderate Scenario for grid intensity when assessing the impacts of our selected 
transportation policies on emissions projections. 

 
Figure 15 – BAU Projected Emissions from Transportation Sector  

 

Sales Tax and Public Transit Financing 
Personal vehicles are an ongoing source of major GHG emissions. The best way to 

manage these emissions is by encouraging people to use public transit. In fact, studies show that 
people with access to public transit will use it, even if they have a car.216 To increase use of 
public transit though, public transit projects must continue to be developed and maintained. 
Financing, then becomes a crux of sustainable public transit development. 

 
 Sales taxes have contributed to public transit funding for decades.217 Base sales tax rates 
are set by the state, and range from about 2% to 6% across the United States, though cities can 

 
216 Jaffe, Eric. (2015). Milan Abruptly Suspended Congestion Pricing and Traffic Immediately Soared. Citylab. 
Retrieved from https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2015/09/milan-abruptly-suspended-congestion-pricing-and-
traffic-immediately-soared/404521/ 
217 American Public Transportation Association. (2019). 2019 Public Transportation Fact Book. Retrieved from 
https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/APTA_Fact-Book-2019_FINAL.pdf 
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adopt sales tax additions to generate city funds.218 Cities across the U.S. have implemented sales 
tax policies that directly fund transportation infrastructure. In 2015, through a ballot measure, 
Phoenix, Arizona raised the sales tax by 0.3% and dedicated the additional revenue exclusively 
to transit projects, which essentially doubled the amount of funding dedicated to transit in the 
city.219 The City used the additional funds to improve its bus service, expand the light rail, and 
improve city sidewalks and bike lanes.220 As a result of this policy, the City saw a 6.1% increase 
in bus ridership in 2017, and a 2.7% increase in public transit ridership as a whole.221 Phoenix is 
not the only city to implement a sales tax increase to the benefit of its public transit system. 
 

Despite the benefits, voter approval of transit funding through sales tax increases is 
mixed. In 2019, following the compromise of a reduced income tax, Cincinnati, Ohio voters 
approved a 0.8% sales tax increase to help finance the city’s Metro bus service.222 In Henry 
County, Georgia, a local option sales tax was approved with the prediction that over $92 million 
funding would be generated for regional transportation projects.223 Meanwhile, Larimer County, 
Colorado rejected a half-cent sales tax increase predicted to raise nearly $1 billion over the next 
two decades, while Osceola County, Florida rejected a one-cent sales tax meant to fund road 
repairs. The success of a proposed sales tax increase is highly dependent on the tax increase, the 
recipient project of the new funding, and public understanding of the funding benefits. 

 
Pennsylvania's sales tax is 6%, though Philadelphia’s current combined tax is higher at 

8%.224 As a result, opponents may argue that another sales tax increase will disproportionately 
hurt low income Philadelphians. While this may align with conventional wisdom, the literature 
presents a contrasting theory: the degree to which the sales tax increase will be regressive to 
economically disadvantaged persons is dependent upon how those funds are spent or 
redistributed. What matters is, who benefits, which projects are funded, where projects are 
located, and when investments occur.225 Furthermore, according to the Victoria Transit Policy 
Institute, “overall equity impacts depend on how revenues are used and the quality of travel 

 
218 TaxJar. (n.d.) How U.S. Sales Tax Works. SquareUp. Retrieved from 
https://squareup.com/us/en/townsquare/how-us-sales-tax-works 
219 Russell, M. (2015, August 26). Phoenix Voters Approve a Plan to Raise Money for Transportation; Vastly 
Expand the City’s Light Rail and Bus Networks. Retrieved from http://t4america.org/2015/08/26/phoenix-voters-
approve-a-plan-to-raise-money-for-transportation-vastly-expand-the-citys-light-rail-and-bus-networks/. 
220 Russell, 2015. 
221 City of Phoenix. (2017, October 17). Bus Ridership Continues to Improve in Phoenix. Retrieved from 
https://www.phoenix.gov/news/publictransit/1859.; Schmitt, A., & Freemark, Y. (2018, March 23). Only a Few 
American Cities Are Growing Transit Ridership - Here's What They're Doing Right. Retrieved from 
https://usa.streetsblog.org/2018/03/23/only-a-few-american-cities-are-growing-transit-ridership-heres-what-theyre-
doing-right/.  
222 LaFleur, P. (2019). Cincinnati Issue 22: Voters take 1st step toward what could be a new way to fund Metro bus 
service. Retrieved from https://www.wcpo.com/news/transportation-development/move-up-cincinnati/cincinnati-
issue-22-voters-take-1st-step-toward-what-could-be-a-new-way-to-fund-metro-bus-service 
223 Aevaz, R. (2019). Transit and Road Measures Fare Well, but State Revenue Collection Takes a Hit: Takeaways 
from Election Night. Retrieved from https://www.enotrans.org/article/transit-and-road-measures-fare-well-but-state-
revenue-collection-takes-a-hit-takeaways-from-election-night/ 
224 Alvara. (2020). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Sales Tax Rate. Retrieved from 
https://www.avalara.com/taxrates/en/state-rates/pennsylvania/cities/philadelphia.html 
225 Lederman, J., Brown, A., Taylor, B. D., & Wachs, M. (2020). Arguing over transportation sales taxes: An 
analysis of equity debates in transportation ballot measures. Urban Affairs Review, 56(2), 640-670. 
doi:10.1177/1078087418805586 
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choices. If revenues are used to benefit lower-income households and there are good travel 
alternatives to driving … taxes can be progressive overall.”226 As long as the revenues from the 
tax increase are used to enhance and expand public transit and infrastructure for alternative 
modes, as is suggested, the funds will likely yield benefits for the low-income population.  

 
Acknowledging, though, that an increased sales tax is still a political and social hurdle, 

Philadelphia has other financing options. Cross-sector taxes could be adjusted minimally to pool 
resources for a public transit fund. New York for instance, has instituted a cannabis tax, whose 
funds will be combined with revenue from New York City’s upcoming congestion pricing 
scheme to fund subway operations.227 Philadelphia could also consider implementing a parking 
performance pricing system. Though a relatively new strategy, trial projects have been 
implemented in San Francisco and Boston, to adjust street parking meter prices based on the 
availability of parking spaces in the surrounding area.228 San Francisco’s ongoing performance 
pricing scheme increases street meter parking in high demand areas to encourage people to move 
their street parking to under-utilized streets.229 Boston, after completing their two 2017 trial 
schemes, reported a $5.7 million increase in meter revenue from their 2016 numbers in their first 
trial area, and a $350,000 increased revenue at their second trial area.230   
 

The cost of public transit projects is extremely varied, and the ramifications of these 
financing projects on public transit ridership are difficult to model. However, public transit needs 
funding not only to maintain operations, but also to expand and encourage people to leave 
private vehicles and shift into public transportation. When strategizing for future transit 
development, these are potential financing avenues for the City to consider. 

Congestion Pricing 
Congestion pricing schemes are another policy option that Philadelphia can consider to 

reduce emissions from transportation. Congestion pricing encapsulates a range of pricing actions 
meant to reduce traffic through an area. They are built around managing demand for personal 
vehicular travel.231 The price setting itself can be fixed, or a variable fee based on the time of day 
or dynamic user demand. Some congestion pricing schemes are aimed at interstate travel, such as 
toll roads and express lanes which give drivers the option to pay a fee to avoid traffic on the 
main road. More often though, congestion schemes are aimed at intercity travel, wherein a highly 
trafficked area of a city requires a fee for personal vehicles to enter. Intercity congestion pricing 
schemes are most commonly known as cordon pricing.  

 
 

226 Victoria Transit Policy Institute. (2018). Parking Management: Strategies for More Efficient Use of Parking 
Resources. Retrieved from https://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm28.htm#_Toc128220495  
227 Higgins, Tucker. (2019). Andrew Cuomo and Bill de Blasio say weed tax and congestion pricing will fund NYC 
subways. CNBC. Retrieved from https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/26/cuomo-de-blasio-say-weed-tax-and-congestion-
pricing-will-fund-nyc-subways.html 
228 Shoup, D. C. (1997). The high cost of free parking. Journal of Planning Education and Research, 17(1), 3-20. 
doi:10.1177/0739456X9701700102 
229 SFpark. (n.d.) Pricing. Retrieved from http://sfpark.org/how-it-works/pricing/ 
230 City of Boston. (2017). Performance Parking Final Report. Retrieved from 
https://www.boston.gov/sites/default/files/embed/p/performance_parking_final_report_-_web_1.pdf 
231 U.S. Department of Transportation: Federal Highway Administration. (2019). Congestion Pricing: A Primer. 
Retrieved from https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/congestionpricing/sec2.htm 
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Congestion pricing schemes have been used in cities all over the world, including232: 
 

1. Singapore, 1975 
2. London, 2003 
3. Stockholm, 2007 
4. Milan, 2008 
5. New York, expected 2021233 

 
Congestion pricing is a concept with a long conceptual history but short applied history. 

Though Singapore implemented its cordon pricing scheme in 1975, most development in the 
field has happened since the turn of the century, as cities apply and evolve cordon pricing 
schemes to best fit their citizenry’s lifestyles.234 Appendix D contains more details on the history 
of cordon pricing schemes. That said, though each of these cities had varying reasons for 
implementing a congestion pricing system, some similarities thread through every design. 
Namely, adaptive fee systems were applied to avoid creating overly restricted zones and public 
transit systems were always improved in tandem with a scheme’s implementation, to avoid 
stifling city travel. 

 
We modeled the impact on emissions of a hypothetical cordon scheme around 

Philadelphia’s Greater Center City. Greater Center City is a central hub for commuting and 
travel within Philadelphia and promises to continue developing in the future. The cordon scheme 
was designed to capture commuter travel into and out of the downtown area over the course of a 
workday; cordon schemes force a reduction in the number of personal vehicles used in a 
population. This model assumes a 25% reduction in commuter traffic through the cordon zone as 
a result of the scheme. That relationship is based on similar scheme designs from other cities 
currently implementing cordon zones, particularly London and Milan (Appendix D contains 
model more detailed model assumptions).  

 
For Philadelphia, since public transit infrastructure connecting Greater Center City is 

robust, the team assumed that any commuters dissuaded from using personal vehicles under the 
policy will easily shift to public transit, without undo lag or strain on the system. The scheme is 
modeled to capture long distance commuters, so riders moving out of personal vehicles are 
modeled to move into train, regional rail, and bus public transit modes. Impacts on final city 
emissions are not significant. The congestion scheme results in a 34% reduction in emissions 
from 2018 levels by 2050, a 5% improvement in emissions reduction from the baseline 
projection of emissions in 2050. 
 

Though the direct impacts of a cordon scheme on emissions reductions is minimal as 
modeled, several key factors must be kept in mind when evaluating the full potential of a cordon 
scheme. First, the modeled impacts are based solely on commuter data, rather than overall 

 
232	Lehe, L. (2019). Downtown Congestion Pricing In Practice. Transportation Research Part C: Emerging 
Technologies, Volume 100, pp. 200-223	
233	Schaller, Bruce. (2010). New York City’s Congestion Pricing Experience and Implications for Road Pricing 
Acceptance in the United States. NYC Department of Transportation. Retrieved from 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/schaller_paper_2010trb.pdf	
234	Lehe,	2019	
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intracity travel, and so offer a conservative estimate of impacts. Second, cordon pricing produces 
a new revenue stream which the City would be able to dedicate to its public transit system. 
Maintaining and improving the efficiency of the city’s public transit can encourage people to 
choose public transit over personal vehicles, without any direct forcing on personal vehicle use. 
Finally, the efficacy of a cordon pricing scheme only improves as a city’s downtown area 
expands. As the Greater Center City continues to develop, more people will be drawn to 
traveling to and from the district, which would magnify the future impacts of a Greater Center 
City cordon zone beyond what has been modeled here. Overall, a cordon pricing scheme is a 
flexible tool for traffic and emissions control that the City may find worthwhile to consider when 
looking forward. 

Maximum Parking Standard 
 Another approach that cities are using to decrease their emissions from transportation is 
to implement maximum parking standards. A maximum parking standard is a policy that 
establishes an upper limit on the quantity of parking space allowed in an area.235 They can be 
applied at variable scales, from specific apartment complexes to whole cities.236 Parking 
maximums can help public planners achieve a variety of goals: increase tax revenue through 
parking redevelopment, improve pedestrian safety in a downtown area, mitigate the effect of the 
urban heat island, and reduce stormwater runoff.237 Parking maximum policies make most sense 
in concentrated urban contexts where there is a high supply of public transit options, attractive 
pedestrian environments, and dense businesses areas.238 Areas that meet these characteristics, 
such as Philadelphia, can withstand the competitive disadvantage that may come from the loss of 
parking space.239  

 
Parking maximums also reduce car ridership. Abundant and low-cost parking encourages 

driving and engenders urban sprawl.240 The relationship is strong enough that some 
transportation scientists have argued that it is empirically causal.241 Using a widely-accepted 
epidemiological method to determine causality, and data going back to 1960 from nine U.S. 
Cities, a study found that a 0.3 parking space per person increase results in a 23% increase in 
personal vehicle mode share.242  

 
As of 2018, Philadelphia has 2.2 million parking spaces, which equates to roughly 3.7 

spaces per household, or 1.4 spaces per person.243 As argued above, if the City wants to 
meaningfully decrease the share of its residents that use personal vehicles, the quantity of 

 
235 Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC). (2010, March 8). Maximum Parking Allowances. Retrieved from 
https://www.mapc.org/resource-library/maximum-parking-allowances/ 
236 Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), 2010. 
237 Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), 2010. 
238 Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), 2010. 
239 Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), 2010. 
240 Victoria Transportation Policy Institute, 2018.  
241 McCahill, C. T., Garrick, N., Atkinson-Palombo, C., & Polinski, A. (2016). Effects of parking provision on 
automobile use in cities: Inferring causality. Transportation Research Record, 2543(2543), 159 – 165. 
doi:https://dx.doi.org/10.3141/2543-19 
242 McCahill et al., 2016. 
243 Florida, R. (2018, July). Parking Has Eaten American Cities. CityLab. Retrieved from 
https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/07/parking-has-eaten-american-cities/565715/    
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parking space the City currently possesses works counter to their goals. Instead, reducing the 
quantity of parking spaces in the city is likely a viable way to shift drivers out of cars and into 
alternative modes of transportation. Moreover, the reclaimed parking spaces can be repurposed 
into public land uses the City needs more of, such as parks, sidewalks, protected bike lanes, and 
affordable housing. Appendix D contains a greater exploration of parking standard barriers, 
benefits, and city implementations. 

 
We modeled the impact of a hypothetical parking maximum policy with the goal of 

reducing parking spaces from 1.4 to 0.9 per person. We applied the linear relationship found in 
the above parking space causality study to determine annual reductions in city parking spaces 
over a 25 year period, from 2025 to 2050.244 To achieve our space reduction goal, the City would 
need to eliminate about 625,000 parking spaces in the city, translating to a 25,000 space annual 
reduction. Such a reduction impacts the number of people who continue to use personal vehicles 
(assumption details in Appendix D). Annually, the mode share of Philadelphia’s population 
using personal vehicles decreases 0.014, so that final mode share of personal vehicles decreases 
from the baseline’s 0.6 to 0.2 in 2050. 

 
People moving from personal vehicles are assumed to move into public transit. The 

model absorbs new ridership into trains, trolleys, and buses, to account for the assumed need for 
both long distance commuting and easy downtown travel. With these shifts into less carbon 
intensive transportation modes, the city sees a significant improvement in final emissions. The 
parking maximum standard achieves a 63% reduction in emissions from 2018 levels by 2050, 
which is a 47% improvement from the baseline 2050 projection. 

 
Unfortunately, parking authority within Philadelphia actually resides with the state, rather 

than the city.245 The City cannot enact a maximum parking standard independently, but instead, 
must advocate to the Commonwealth. In addition, the topic of parking in Philadelphia is highly 
contentious. Debates have long been held concerning parking prices and availability. Needing to 
advocate for the standard already reduces the City’s project control. Advocating for a standard 
involved in such a polarizing issue is only another barrier to successful project implementation. 

Discussion 
 In terms of greenhouse gas emission reduction, Philadelphia is missing a potentially high 
value "wedge” by placing so little emphasis on the transportation sector. In terms of city 
improvement strategies, the policies recommended here are ones targeted not only to reduce city 
emissions, but also improve daily transportation in Philadelphia. Either in tandem or alone, each 
transportation policy this team has recommended has the potential to benefit the city in more 
ways than just emission reduction. 
 

 
244 McCahill et al., 2016. 
245 Change.org. (n.d.) Return control of the Philadelphia Parking Authority back to the City of Philadelphia and 
allocate 100% of its revenues to directly benefit the city. Retrieved from https://www.change.org/p/philadelphia-
city-council-return-control-of-the-philadelphia-parking-authority-back-to-the-the-city-of-philadelphia-and-allocate-
100-of-its-revenues-to-directly-benefit-the-city  
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Even so, with regards to emissions reduction goals, some strategies must be more 
effective than others. As modeled, the maximum parking standard sees much reductions to 
greater sector emissions than does the congestion pricing scheme (Figure 16). Furthermore, 
when both policies are implemented in the same projection, overall emissions reductions 
improve by only 1%. The parking scheme is simply extremely effective at curbing personal 
vehicle use and, in turn, sector emissions. 
 

Figure 16 - CO2 Reduction Impact of Policies to Transportation Sector Emissions 

 
 
Both policies are still worth considering, however, as they bring new strategies into 

Philadelphia’s emissions reduction toolset. Implementing transportation sector strategies which 
center around personal vehicle use will balance out existing built environment strategies which 
focus on energy efficiency improvements. This will become increasingly valuable as the electric 
grid intensity improves moving forward, and energy efficiency strategies becomes decreasingly 
impactful. In short, while the City remained focused solely on built environment strategies, the 
transportation sector will remain an untapped resource for emission reduction. 

 
Figure 17 shows the of the modeled emission reductions from these transportation 

policies in the context of city-wide emissions projected between now and 2050. If implemented 
in tandem with the policies examined in the cost-benefit analysis section, the model shows the 
city achieving a 64.8% reduction related to 2006 emission levels. This would mean the city is 
still emitting 6.63 MMt CO2e in excess of the 2050 reduction goal.  
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Figure 17 - All Modeled Policies Projection 

 
 
 The modeling efforts undertaken in this paper are by no means an indication of what will 
happen, nor is there any ability to tie probability to any of the modeled outcomes, should the City 
implement any or all of the policies examined. Rather, the modeling effort is meant to be 
illustrative of what could happen, given current known factors.  

 
What this effort illustrates, is how difficult it will be for the city of Philadelphia to meet 

its goals through their actions alone. This is not to say that there are not more policies that the 
City could implement beyond what is currently in place or planned; to the contrary, one of this 
project’s goals is to highlight the potential of several policies and programs the City could enact 
that would have the effect of reducing CO2 emissions. However, implementing all of these 
policies will not ensure the City achieves its 80x50 reduction goal. State and federal action will 
be necessary to reach 80% reduction in emissions relative to 2006 by 2050.  

 
However, there are still numerable policies that other cities across the world are enacting 

that differ from what the city of Philadelphia is doing and has planned. The following section 
synthesizes many of these city-level policy and programs as a reference for subsequent analysis 
and study.   
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5. Additional Policy Options and Examples from Other 
Cities 

Around the world, major cities have developed and implemented climate action plans to 
curb carbon emissions and increase the share of renewable energy. This section outlines a set of 
policy options that can be potentially adopted by the city of Philadelphia in order to reach its 
2030 and 2050 carbon emissions and renewable energy goals.  The policies are divided into the 
three main categories that are under consideration for the city of Philadelphia – buildings, energy 
and transportation - with examples of successful policies that the city of Philadelphia can use as 
reference and potentially implement in the future. 

 
The policies selected for this analysis have been implemented by cities that belong to the 

C40 Climate Leadership Group. This organization is composed of major global cities across the 
world, all with significant economic and environmental influence at a global scale. 

 
While Philadelphia has already given details of its climate action plan in the Powering 

Our Future report, we believe that there is more room for improvement in terms of higher policy 
standards and new alternatives do be discussed. This is especially true in the transportation 
sector, which has a considerable amount of potential for carbon reduction and is not directly 
addressed in the report. This analysis aims to provide more information on an array of policy 
options that other cities are implementing to reduce emissions. 

Global Context 
Climate action is being addressed by major cities worldwide with a wide range of policies 

to reduce carbon emissions and improve efficiency in sectors such as buildings, energy and 
transportation. The C40 group aims for collaboration between cities to tackle climate change and 
reduce the urban impact on the environment through policy action. The city of Philadelphia, as 
well as other major cities in the U.S., are part of this group. 

 
Amongst the work done by the organization is annual global reporting and tracking of the 

Paris Agreement climate change goals, including policy action and recommendations for cities to 
take in order to reduce their emissions. We have looked at the organization’s reports and 
recommendations in order to pinpoint the main policy trends that are relevant to our project and 
that can add complementary value to our previous wedge and CBA analysis. 
 

According to the organization’s most recent report, the 84 cities members of the C40 
group were responsible for 240 MtCO2e emissions in 2015,246 a significant amount when 
compared with the global yearly emissions of approximately 36,000 MtCO2e.247 This number 
reflects the importance of action that must be undertaken in cities and urban areas within the 
global context of climate change.  

 
 

246 C40 Cities. (2018). Deadline 2020. Retrieved from https://c40-production-
images.s3.amazonaws.com/researches/images/59_C40_Deadline_2020_Report.original.pdf?1480609788 
247 The World Bank. (2019). Global CO2 Emissions. Retrieved from 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.KT 
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While cities are responsible for large amounts of greenhouse gas emissions, they also 
have the possibility to be drivers for change. Due to their concentration of resources and human 
capital, they are able to move forward with technological and political solutions in a faster way 
than sparsely populated areas. According to research by the C40 group, 51% of the emissions 
reductions needed for C40 cities to be compliant with the Paris Agreement can be achieved 
through policy actions where local city governments have influence248. Major cities within the 
C40 group have begun to take significant steps in shifting in the way that urban transportation, 
building and energy policies are planned and developed in order to achieve considerable 
greenhouse gas emission reductions.  

 
Similarly to Philadelphia, other cities have set targets for reducing emissions reductions, 

as well as improving energy efficiency and consumption. Just to mention a few examples, the 
city of Boston aims to reduce its carbon emission 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050, using 2005 
as a baseline year. On a municipal level, carbon emissions are aimed to be reduced by 60% in 
2030 and 100% by 2050, effectively becoming carbon neutral. In the case of New York City, it is 
aiming to reduce its carbon emissions 80% by the year 2050, using 2005 as the baseline year.249 
Lastly, the city of Washington DC, under the District of Columbia’s governance, aims to reduce 
both its greenhouse gas emissions by and energy consumption by 50%, as well as increasing its 
share of renewable energy use by up to 50%.250 All three of these policy cases will be further 
expanded below, as well as other cities from within and outside the U.S. Local governments in 
these three cities, as well as in others in the U.S. and worldwide have also pledged to commit to 
the Paris Climate Change Agreement and lead efforts to keep global warming under 1.5 degrees 
Celsius.251 

Building Policies 
Most major cities in developed nations possess high rates of building energy consumption 

and carbon emissions. In Philadelphia, building emissions account for 79% of the citywide 
emissions 252. Other major cities have similar percentages and have started developing strategies 
and policies that will enable them to produce significant carbon emission reductions. While the 
Powering Our Future report addresses these issues, looking at and potentially implementing 
other cities’ standards and policy implementations can help reduce emissions in this sector even 
further. 
 
Regulation for Reduced Carbon Emissions in Large Buildings 

 
248 C40 Cities, 2018, Deadline 2020. 
249 The City of New York. (2016). New York City’s Roadmap to 80x50. Retrieved from 
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/sustainability/downloads/pdf/publications/New%20York%20City's%20Roadmap%20t
o%2080%20x%2050_Final.pdf 
250 Government of the District of Columbia. (2018). Clean Energy DC: The District of Columbia Climate and 
Energy Action Plan. Retrieved from 
https://doee.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/ddoe/page_content/attachments/Clean%20Energy%20DC%20-
%20Full%20Report_0.pdf 
251 City of Boston. (2019). Climate Action Plan, Retrieved from 
https://www.boston.gov/sites/default/files/embed/file/2019-
10/city_of_boston_2019_climate_action_plan_update_4.pdf 
252 OOS, 2018.   
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 As part of the Climate Mobilization Act, the city of New York passed new legislation for 

all buildings larger than 25,000 square feet in 2019. This act aims to reduce the carbon emissions 
footprint of buildings by 40 % by 2030, when compared to 2018, or face financial penalties. The 
real estate in the city represents a fraction smaller than 2% in New York City, but accounts for 
half of the city’s emissions from energy consumption. 

 
This law is the first made by a U.S. city to impose emission restrictions produced by, in 

addition to economic sanctions if the set standards are not met. It is expected that these new legal 
incentives will encourage further building energy retrofitting and investments in renewable 
energy sources for building usage. This is especially true when considering the high costs of 
building maintenance and energy utilities in the city of New York. 
 
Zero Net Carbon and Energy Standards for Municipal Buildings 
 

Zero Net Carbon Standards for buildings require that their construction and operation 
produce net zero carbon emissions. This is achieved by measures such as high-efficiency climate 
and lighting systems, efficient enclosures, and reduced consumption of energy generated by 
fossil fuels. Zero net carbon buildings can potentially run on 100% renewable energy if the 
resources are available, bringing their carbon emissions entirely to zero. 
 

In the case Boston, 17,000 metric tons of annual carbon emissions are expected to be 
avoided from municipal activities following the implementation of these standards. This will also 
translate into improved air quality in and around the buildings leading to better and healthier 
environments.253 Because municipal buildings account for large amounts of carbon emissions 
from local municipal operations, higher standards for building energy performance are essential 
to reach the City’s carbon emission goals. Building on existing resources and tools, the city of 
Boston will expand its green building requirements to a zero-net carbon standard between 2019 
and 2020 in order to accelerate towards the City’s 2050 carbon neutrality goal. This is expected 
to result in a 19% reduction in total annual building emissions from a business as usual scenario 
with no policy implementation by the year 2020.254 

 
In Colorado, the city of Boulder has set the ambitious target of 80 percent reduction in 

greenhouse gas emissions below 2005 levels by 2050. To accomplish this goal, the City 
developed and started implementing its own zero net energy standards, developed in 
collaboration with the Rocky Mountain Institute. These standards apply not only to all existing 
industrial and commercial buildings but also to residential ones. In addition, the Building 
Performance Ordinance requires new constructions to comply with the zero net energy standards. 
This applies to existing buildings with a size of 20,000 square feet or larger, new buildings that 
are equal or larger than 10,000 square feet, and city-owned buildings 5,000 square feet and 
larger.255  

 
253 City of Boston, 2019.  
254 City of Boston, 2019. 
255 City of Boulder. (2016). Boulder Building Performance Program Report. Retrieved from https://www-
static.bouldercolorado.gov/docs/Buildings-Performance-Report-Boulder-FINAL-1-
201706010950.pdf?_ga=2.141301810.1831452502.1518553883-1102657128.1515087092 
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The buildings currently complying with these standards represent 50% of the total City-

owned and private commercial and industrial square footage in Boulder. Annual energy savings 
account for 467,000 MMBtu, and carbon savings total 94,000 metric tons. Energy savings in 
particular, translate to considerable economic savings by building owners and tenants.256 

 
Philadelphia can potentially adopt similar types of programs starting with new building 

constructions in the residential sector, and progressively moving forward with industrial, 
commercial and state-owned buildings. This will increase its current construction standards even 
further and reduce larger amounts of building energy consumption and emissions. 

Energy Policies 
To accomplish its climate goals and reduce carbon emissions, the city of Philadelphia 

must be able to diversify its grid with an increased share of renewable energy. To accomplish 
this, the City has set renewable energy targets, which will take major policy action to achieve. 
This is especially true given the present low penetration of renewable energy in the City when 
compared to other major cities, and the high standards set by Philadelphia in its climate action 
plan. 
 
Implement and Expand Community Choice Aggregation 
 

As mentioned in our previous CBA section, many states throughout the U.S. have 
enacted Community Choice Aggregation (“CCA”) legislation and are implementing renewable 
energy programs into their cities' grid service. Due to the fact that the state of Pennsylvania does 
not currently permit CCA programs, this information can also help the city of Philadelphia can 
learn from other states. 

 
The state of California has enabled the creation of CCAs since 2002, when the State 

Legislature passed Assembly Bill 117. This bill allowed CCAs to form in the service territories 
of the state’s utilities and allowed customers to enroll in them, with the option of opting out after 
a 120 day period.257  

 
Due to the continued support of CCA programs at the state level, cities such as San 

Francisco have been able to integrate utilities with high rates of renewable energy generation in 
their mix, in collaboration with regional investor owned utilities. CleanPowerSF is managed by 
the city of San Francisco’s Public Utilities Commission since 2016 and is the City’s flagship 
CCA program. 

 
Residents of San Francisco have the option to choose from their electricity being 

delivered by either their local utility, PG&E, or by CleanPowerSF. PG&E is currently at 39% in 
renewable energy sources, while CleanPowerSF offers Green and Super Green services. These 

 
256 GreenBiz. (2018) A city in the Rockies paves the way for zero net energy leases. Retrieved from 
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/city-rockies-paves-way-net-zero-energy-leases 
257 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2019). Community Choice Aggregation: Challenges, Opportunities, 
and Impacts on Renewable Energy Markets. Retrieved from https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72195.pdf 
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contain 48% and 100% renewable energy respectively.258 These ambitious policies have helped 
the City stay on track to meeting its 50% renewable energy target by 2020, which is a decade 
ahead of the 2030 state target of the same percentage.259 It is key for the city of Philadelphia to 
look into these practices and advocate for them on a state level in order to increase its percentage 
of energy consumed from renewable sources and meet its 2030 and 2050 deadlines. 
 
Increasing Renewable Portfolio Standards  
 

Renewable Portfolio Standards (“RPS”) are policy targets used by states nationwide in 
order to encourage increases in renewable energy production and cleaner energy grids. These 
policies require compliance by the regulated utilities within the states and vary in terms of their 
time frame and production goals. 
 

In state of Pennsylvania, 18% of the total electricity supply must be generated from 
qualified alternative energy resources by 2021. As of 2018, the renewable energy supplied 14.7% 
of the electricity in the state.260 In the Powering our Future report, the city of Philadelphia 
expressed interest in increasing the state RPS to promote more renewable energy generation to 
more closely match other state’s standards and the policy results achieved. 

 
The neighboring state of New Jersey currently has an RPS of 50% by 2030.261 One of the 

main policies it is implementing to achieve this goal is to offer a flat 15-year price for its 
Transition Renewable Energy Certificates, giving the industry price certainty and incentives to 
develop more projects within the state.262 

 
Similarly, new standards adopted in 2016 require District of Columbia to have 50% of its 

grid made up of renewable energy for 2032. These standards also require that 5% of all 
electricity consumed to be supplied by local solar systems.263 

 
An increase in state RPS, in addition to incentives for solar and other renewable energy 

forms’ development can help the City further increase its share of renewable energy and lower 
its emissions. Although it is clear that theses policy measures must be taken on a state level, the 
City can look at these neighboring states to make a strong case for raising the state of 
Pennsylvania’s standards. 

 
258 City of San Francisco. (2019). City Performance Scorecards. Retrieved from 
https://sfgov.org/scorecards/environment/cleanpowersf 
259 Johnson, L. (2017, April 19) SF’s energy goal is a decade ahead of its target. SF Chronicle. 
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/SF-s-green-energy-goal-is-a-decade-ahead-of-11084954.php 
260 DEP. (2018). Compliance for Reporting Year 2018. Retrieved from 
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/Electric/pdf/AEPS/AEPS_Ann_Rpt_2018.pdf 
261 National Conference of State Legislatures. (2019). State Renewable Portfolio Standards and Goals. Retrieved 
from https://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx  
262 Merchant, E.F. (2020). New Jersey Finalizes Transitional Solar Incentives, Giving the Industry Certainty. 
Greentech Media. Retrieved from https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/new-jersey-finalizes-transitional-
solar-incentives-giving-industry-consistent-price 
263 Government of the District of Columbia, 2018.  
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 Greenhouse Gas Intensity Limits for Electricity Supplied  

 
In addition to the RPS standards, city governments are working on designing legislation 

to gradually raise the standards for energy intensity and emissions in conventional power 
generators (i.e., emission limits per unit of energy). These regulations will also require 
generators and utilities to provide information of their electricity supply sources. 
 

Complementary to the RPS, Washington D.C. is shifting its procurement of electricity 
away from large GHG. This is aimed at reducing emissions to achieve the City’s 2032 GHG 
reduction target.  These measures apply to all electricity supplied to the city (both new and 
current generators), but is aimed at the large emitters of GHG per unit.264 

 
While it might not be within the city of Philadelphia’s authority to legislate over these 

greenhouse gas standards, the necessity for climate action and meeting the emissions targets can 
help the OOS and CAC advocate for state legislation that supports higher greenhouse gas 
emission standards. This in turn can incentivize the generation of electricity from renewable 
energy sources. 

 
Renewable Natural Gas  
 

As we have previously described in our CBA, RNG technology has potential for 
implementation in Philadelphia to help provide the City with its energy needs in a more 
sustainable, carbon reduced way. Numerous cities and states have already started implementing 
policies and regulatory frameworks to ensure the growth of this energy alternative over 
traditional fossil fuel sources. 

 
The State of Oregon has passed legislation in order to incentivize financial development 

in the renewable natural gas sector. Oregon’s largest utility, NW Natural Gas, is expected to 
invest $30 million a year in a bid to replace 5% of fossil gas by 2024.265 NW Natural Gas aims to 
become 100% carbon neutral for the gas in its system, with recent studies showing that biogas 
could reduce 10 to 20% of Oregon’s current natural gas use.266 

 
Renewable natural gas as a fuel source can also provide energy to the transportation 

sector. The city of New York has partnered with Clean Energy Fuels Corp, a renewable natural 
gas producer to open renewable natural gas refueling stations. Vehicles fueling with renewable 
natural gas see their carbon emissions reduced by at least 70% when compared to diesel or 
gasoline as fuel sources.267  

 

 
264 Government of the District of Columbia, 2018. 
265 van der Voo, Lee. (2020). Under new law, Oregon utilities hope to prove potential of renewable natural gas. 
Retrieved from https://energynews.us/2020/04/02/west/under-new-law-oregon-utilities-hope-to-prove-potential-of-
renewable-natural-gas/ 
266 van der Voo, 2020. 
267 World Biogas Association. (2019). New York joins the renewable natural gas revolution. Retrieved from 
https://www.worldbiogasassociation.org/new-york-joins-the-renewable-natural-gas-revolution/ 
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Philadelphia could benefit from this energy source by promoting legislation that enables 
investments in both its energy and transportation sectors. This is especially true when 
considering the social benefits of renewable natural gas by decreasing carbon emissions and air 
pollution within the city.  

Transportation Policies 
As seen previously in our wedge analysis and transportation policy options to address the 

gap, there are several steps that the city of Philadelphia can take to make its transportation 
cleaner and more efficient, as well as encouraging healthier and more affordable options for 
everyday commuting. The following policies are currently being implemented in several cities 
and can further improve Philadelphia’s action. 

 
The top five transportation programs recommended by the C40 report impact include: bus 

services; travel demand management; a low emissions private vehicles program; a low emissions 
truck program; and a freight systems improvement program. It is estimated that in 2030, there 
would be an offsetting of 340 MtCO2e, and by 2040, this number would rise to 640 MtCO2e if 
major cities were to successfully implement these measures.268 

 
The policies implemented in the upcoming years will aim to reduce vehicle miles 

traveled and carbon emissions from transportation. In most cities such as Philadelphia, Boston 
and New York, transportation accounts for nearly a third of total carbon emissions, most of that 
from private vehicles that run on gasoline.269 In addition, cities draw thousands of daily 
commuters from surrounding regions so it is in their interest to shift commuters out of personal 
vehicles, as well as switching the remaining vehicles on the road to zero emission vehicles, such 
as electric vehicles to reduce carbon emissions and urban air pollution. Complementary to this, 
progress is being made towards developing infrastructure for electric vehicle charging and 
promoting policies for increased ridesharing transportation. 
 
Modernization and Expansion of Public Transit 
 

One of the key aspects in reducing emissions in the transportation sector is to incentivize 
the shifting from cars and personal vehicles to more efficient and cleaner public transportation. 
The city of Philadelphia has already a robust transportation system already in place that can be 
further improved and benefit its citizens with least access to mobility options. Some of the 
successful policy cases discussed below provide guidance on this. 

 
Starting in 2019, the city of Boston’s public transportation system is undergoing new 

developments, especially in marginal neighborhoods in the city. These policies include 
increasing the number of bus priority lanes and updating the existing regional rail and local rail 
services. New transit hubs are also being created at different strategic points throughout the city 
to improve connectivity and reduce commuting times. It is expected that these projects will 

 
268 C40 Cities, 2018, Deadline 2020. 
269 City of Boston, 2019.  
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reduce annual carbon emissions by 55,000 metric tons and reduce vehicle miles traveled per 
vehicle by 7 %.270 

New York has begun developing the Brooklyn-Queens Connector, a streetcar line 
planned to connect residents to work areas that don’t have proper transportation access. In 
addition, the Citywide Ferry Service was launched in 2017 to attempt to provide additional 
options to users of the current lines. The City will also continue to fund this expansion through a 
$2.5 billion investment.271 This will support the second phase of major avenues and station 
reforms, and expansion of communications-based train control, which will allow for more people 
traveling in less amounts of time.272 

New York is also planning to expand its regional rail services, including the trans-
Hudson rail service and subway system. In the latter case, new investments are aimed at updating 
the fare payment system and including new subway cars to increase the current capacity. These 
improvements are aimed at increasing the use of public transportation, especially by those 
residents with limited access.273  

Increase Mode Share of Biking and Walking  
 

In addition to traditional modes of public transportation, other alternatives such as biking 
and walking are being developed by cities. This is not only done as an effort to reduce city 
emissions but also provides residents with better use of public space by reducing motor vehicles 
and improving air and sound quality in urban centers.  

 
The city of Philadelphia’s current percentage of biking and walking are at 2% and 8% 

respectively.274 The City is planning on implementing policies such as expanding pedestrian and 
biking space, as well as launching the bike sharing program Indego 2.0. It can be useful to 
Philadelphia to look at other case studies from cities with robust biking and walking 
transportation systems in order to implement them more efficiently. Below are some good 
examples of these policy implementations. 

 
New York aspires to have 80% of its modes of transportations used with low carbon 

impact by 2050. Of this 80% sustainable mode share, the City aims to have 10% made up of 
bicycle transportation.275 The city of New York already has a robust bicycle infrastructure in 
place which is continuing to expand, having constructed 75 miles of networks in 2016. This 
includes 18 miles of protected lanes, and an accelerated annual target of at least 10 miles of 
protected lanes. The City’s Department of Transportation is currently developing a continuous 
pathway around the entirety of Manhattan that will drastically improve bike mobility. By the end 
of 2017, the City had added 12,000 bikes and 700 stations to the current network, in partnership 
with various developers. It is also aiming to build connections across bridges and is advancing 

 
270City of Boston, 2019. 
271 The City of New York, 2016. 
272 The City of New York, 2016. 
273 The City of New York, 2016. 
274 City of Philadelphia, 2018.  
275 The City of New York, 2016. 
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efforts to create a continuous greenway loop around the entirety of Manhattan that will 
dramatically improve cycling connectivity.276  

 
The City’s Department of Transportation is also expanding the bicycle network access by 

increasing the number of parking options near transit hubs and allowing the option for on-street 
bicycle parking in selected corrals. In addition, the New York State Legislature is developing 
legislation that will permit the use of electric bicycles. New York is also planning to expand 
sidewalks and areas that allow the more frequent use of walking, encouraging pedestrian use 
over cars and other vehicles.277  

Looking at the city of Amsterdam and its policies, one of the key points that can be taken 
as an example from the city is the coordination between biking and public transportation. Many 
of the bike racks and parking options available in the city are strategically located near public 
transportation options such as trams and regional trains. This allows more efficient movement for 
residents without the need for private vehicles.278 

An additional program named “Park and Bike” allows commuters to bike their way into 
the city center after parking their vehicles on the outskirts of it.279 This reduces congestion within 
the city as well as air pollution and emissions. This policy also responds to the restricted options 
for vehicle parking within the city’s center, as well as the lack of options for private vehicle 
access in certain downtown areas.280 

 Financial Incentives for Electric Vehicles 
 

Financial incentives for Electric Vehicles (“EVs”) are key in order to increase their share 
in the urban space, replacing fuel-based vehicles. These incentives can be used to help EV 
manufacturers expand their business and reach thousands to millions of users. They also serve as 
an opportunity for improved vehicle access and autonomy for low income residents through 
payment plans and other flexible options. Most of these incentives come in the form of tax credits 
or rebates, which are regulated on a state or federal level. There is a limit to how far the city of 
Philadelphia can go in terms of moving forward with this policy, but it can advocate to its 
implementation by using cases from other states in the country. 

 
At the State level, California offers the Clean Vehicle Rebate Program, which provides 

consumers with rebates to reduce the initial costs of purchasing a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, 
battery electric vehicle, or a fuel cell electric vehicle. These can be accessed by residents that 

 
276 The City of New York, 2016. 
277 The City of New York, 2016. 
278 Buheler, R. and Pucher, J. (2010), Cycling to Sustainability in Amsterdam. Sustain, 21, pp. 36-40. Retrieved from 
https://ralphbu.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/sustain-21.pdf 
279 Buheler and Pucher, 2010. 
280 Cycling Industry. (2017). Netherlands further builds on cycling’s modal share. Retrieved from 
https://cyclingindustry.news/netherlands-further-builds-on-cyclings-modal-share-hitting-51-in-utrecht/ 
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fulfill the financial requirements and are interested in buying or leasing a vehicle. The program 
can provide up to $7000 per vehicle.281 

 
Another incentive for qualified electric vehicles and plug in hybrid vehicles is the 

eligibility for tax credits. The state of Colorado offers new buyers the option to claim a $5,000 
credit on their income tax return for the purchase of an electric car and $7000 for an electric 
truck.282 

Research has shown that rebate and tax incentives can contribute to a 4.8% increase in 
electric vehicle sales, making these policies a useful tool to increase electric vehicle usage and 
reducing emissions.283 These incentives have promoted the growth in electric vehicles and plug-
in hybrid vehicles in Colorado, making it the fourth-highest nationwide state for electric and 
plug-in-hybrid sales compared to all auto sales at 7,051 vehicles in 2018.284  

 
Supporting Electric Vehicle Infrastructure 
 

Providing electric vehicle users with the appropriate infrastructure is key to ensuring the 
success of higher electric vehicle usage in cities.  

 
Seattle City Light, the city of Seattle’s public utility, has begun to install fast-charging 

stations for electric vehicles. These have a capacity of 80 miles of range 20 minutes of charge 
time. This is part of the “Drive Clean Seattle” program, aimed at decreasing the traditional fuel 
powered vehicles in the city. 285 Additionally, private companies have also begun installing their 
own EV charging stations in the city.  

 
Boston is another city that plans to prioritize deployment of electric vehicle charging 

infrastructure in municipal lots and other publicly owned locations. With these measures, the 
City projects to have public charging infrastructure available in every Boston neighborhood by 
2023. Up to 400,000 tons in annual carbon emissions are expected to be reduced, in addition to 
3,400 kg PM2.5, 39,000 kg NOx and $300 savings in each vehicle for maintenance purposes.286 

 
In the city of Barcelona, 40% of transportation is done by public means, while the private 

sector represents 27% and other options such as walking and biking add up to 33%. In addition 

 
281 McDonald, Loren. (2019). California’s EV Rebate Changes: A Good Model for the Federal Tax Credit. 
Cleantechia. Retrieved from https://cleantechnica.com/2019/11/29/californias-ev-rebate-changes-a-good-model-for-
the-federal-ev-tax-credit/ 
282 U.S. Department of Energy. (2019). Alternative Fuels Data Center. Retrieved from 
https://afdc.energy.gov/laws/11702 
283 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2018). NREL Research Shows HOV Lanes and Purchase Rebates Are 
Effective Incentives for Plug-In Electric Vehicle Purchase. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrel.gov/news/program/2018/nrel-research-shows-hov-lanes-and-purchase-rebates-are-effective-
incentives-for-plug-in-electric-vehicle-purchase.html 
284 Chuang, Tamara. (2020, March 9). As More Electric Vehicles are on the way, Colorado’s incentives begin to 
wind down. Colorado Sun. Retrieved from https://coloradosun.com/2020/03/09/evs-electric-vehicles-tax-incentives-
refund-colorado-tesla-zev/  
285 Nickelsburg, Monica. (2018). Seattle City Light installs first city-owned electric vehicle fast charging stations. 
GeekWire. Retrieved from https://www.geekwire.com/2018/seattle-city-light-installs-first-city-owned-electric-
vehicle-fast-charging-stations/  
286 City of Boston, 2019. 
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to its robust public transport system, the city is also providing infrastructure incentives to 
accelerate the transition to EVs, with 350 charging stations already in place, of which 230 are for 
electric motorbikes.287 
 
Parking Lot Requirements 
 

Circling the destination surroundings in search for a parking spot is a common cause of 
increased GHG emissions in urban areas. Cities such as Washington D.C., plan to set up policies 
that consider the minute-to-minute parking demand in different city areas and set parking prices 
accordingly. This means that the price of parking space will change during the day according to 
the demand of commuters. It will be higher in peak transit hours and lower during less busy times 
of the day. As a result, vehicle miles travelled will be reduced and emissions will be further 
lowered from private vehicles. The Park Rite DC study concluded that parking usage and supply 
are heavily correlated to parking price.288 

 
Washington DC is basing this policy action from looking at the experiences in cities such 

as New York, where space used for parking must account for at least 20% of their area designated 
to EV charging stations in them. DC is progressively requiring parking spaces to include EV 
charging stations as well. This is subject to how large said area represents but is within the 6% to 
12% range.289  

 
The city of Philadelphia has seen limited success with its Electric Vehicle Parking Space 

program, which is currently suspended and might be completely eliminated in the near future.290 
A replacement program that encourages increased electric vehicle usage, such as the one in 
Washington D.C. could be a good alternative for Philadelphia. 

 
Car Sharing 
 

Another policy being implemented to reduce the number of personal vehicles in cities is 
the promotion of car sharing. This concept allows people to rent an available vehicle through a 
mobile phone app and park it when finished for other residents to use it. 

 
Paris has been developing this form of transportation with ZITY, a car sharing company, 

which has a fleet of 500 battery electric Renault ZOEs. The company offers per minute and fixed 
time rates that are adapted to needs with no registration or subscription fees. ZITY also makes it 
possible to keep the vehicle when needing to park for a short time without incurring extra costs. 
In addition, and an algorithm that constantly analyses vehicle use helps identify the areas where 
the car-sharing demand is highest and can intelligently reposition vehicles in the city after 
servicing, so that users can easily find a vehicle. 

 
287 Feller, Gordon. (2019). Barcelona Shows One Way Forward for EVs. T&D World. Retrieved from 
https://www.tdworld.com/electrification/article/21112389/barcelona-shows-one-way-forward-for-evs 
288 Government of the District of Columbia, 2018. 
289 Government of the District of Columbia, 2018. 
290 Saksa, Jim. (2018). City council advances bill to kill Philadelphia’s electric vehicle parking program. PBS. 
Retrieved from https://whyy.org/articles/city-council-advances-bill-to-kill-philadelphias-electric-vehicle-parking-
program/ 
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According to the car manufacturer Renault, the trend in Paris is that 20% of the city's 

inhabitants will use car-sharing in the near future.291 This translates not only into less vehicle 
congestion but also less citywide emissions and improved air quality. The city of Philadelphia can 
potentially complement its electric cars and fleet incentives with the inclusion of car sharing to 
further reduce personal vehicles travelling within the city. 

 Key Takeaways 
There are many lessons to be learned by the city of Philadelphia when looking at what 

other cities are doing to reduce their impact of climate change. While the City has done a great 
amount of work so far, there is clearly more progress to be made, especially in the transportation 
sector. The most important cities around the world are approaching the traffic, air quality and 
climate change problem through innovative solutions, while at the same time taking bold action 
in cleaning their grids and making their buildings more efficient in energy and emissions.  

 
The city of Philadelphia has a great opportunity to adopt the analyzed policies to further 

decrease its emissions and promoting the use of renewable energy. Much like in the CBA 
section, this policy section has also shown that there are many additional benefits to the policy 
options that we have presented, outside of the 2030 and 2050 goals. The City can not only meet 
its climate change mitigation commitments, but also greatly improve its transportation network, 
making it cleaner, safer, more efficient and accessible to more residents. At the same time, it can 
improve its energy grid, making it more resilient, clean and empower its citizens with informed 
choices. Finally, it can make its buildings more environmentally efficient, reducing costs and 
attracting investors for more sustainable real estate development.  

 
The social, economic and environmental benefits that these policies can bring could 

potentially help Philadelphia become not only a referent city in climate change action but also in 
positive modern urban development. 
  

 
291 Kane, Mark. (2020). Renault to Launch ZITY Car Sharing in Paris With 500 ZOE. Retrieved from 
https://insideevs.com/news/400642/renault-zity-car-sharing-paris-500-zoe/ 
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5. Conclusion 
The city of Philadelphia has done substantial work in terms of identifying its climate 

change mitigation goals and establishing a roadmap to achieve them. The Powering our Future 
report is a testament to the City’s commitment to the environment and addressing carbon 
emissions reduction needs. Beyond that, the report shows the City’s dedication to choosing 
energy policies that will benefit its citizens and improve city operations. However, given only the 
policies outlined in the report, the team was unable to model a scenario in which the City 
successfully achieves its 80% carbon emission reduction goal for 2050. In order to fully realize 
its goals, the City may need to consider more diverse sector strategies.  

 
To that end, we hope that the Office of Sustainability can use the results of the cost 

benefit analyses to determine which, if any, of the programs of interest to the City warrant 
further consideration. We also hold that the transportation sector has meaningful potential for 
emission reductions and offer the transportation policies discussed herein as a starting place for 
policies that the City may consider.  

 
This project highlights how difficult it will be for the city of Philadelphia, and likely 

many other cities, to meet ambitious climate targets absent similarly ambitious targets at, and 
additional authority granted by the state of Pennsylvania. As such, we recommend that the Clean 
Air Council continue to advocate for additional policy enactments within the city of 
Philadelphia. If none of the policies analyzed herein are suitable, we hope that the city policy 
synthesis can serve as a jumping off point for subsequent policy deep dives. We also suggest that 
the Clean Air Council work in tandem with the City to identify strategies for joint advocacy at 
the state policy level.  Though current policies may not be sufficient to meet the City’s goals, 
Philadelphia is well positioned to identify and implement additional strategies that will continue 
to chip away at the stabilization triangle, reinforcing the City’s standing as a global leader in 
climate policy.  
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Appendix A. Community Solar 

Costs and Benefits 

Costs  
Installation Expenditures 
 
The largest expense of the community solar project is the capital expenditure associated 

with installing the solar panels on the rooftop of the facilities. This cost was calculated by 
multiplying the project’s capacity by the $/Watt for commercial solar. 

 
To determine the project’s capacity, the analyst used the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory’s PVWatts Calculator tool.292The tool has a function that allows someone to 
configure a hypothetical rooftop solar project on existing buildings, using satellite imagery. The 
tool is then able to determine the capacity of a project at this site, along with expected annual 
electricity generation using local climate data. Using this tool, the analyst was able to develop a 
configuration on the roof of the Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility that could support a 992 
kW PV system.   
 

NREL publishes yearly cost benchmarking reports,  and the price per Watt of commercial 
solar in 2018 for systems over 1 MW in size was $1.72 per Watt DC (Wdc).293 The project in this 
analysis is over 1 MW, but this analysis used a price of $1.60 per Wdc which removes the 7% 
profit charge that is included in the price provided by NREL. The price provided by NREL is 
inclusive of the capital cost of modules, inverters, interconnection, hardware, installation labor, 
and other soft costs.294  

 
This yielded a gross capital cost of approximately $1.5 million. 

 
Operation and Maintenance  
 
The O&M costs associated with the project are the fixed annual costs. O&M costs for 

solar arrays typically vary based on the capacity of the project, with smaller solar projects having 
higher O&M costs than larger projects.295 This solar project benefits from economies of scale and 
has low fixed O&M costs compared to smaller community solar projects. The cost to the utility 
for the operation and maintenance of the community solar array is only a function of the 
generation capacity of the project and the O&M cost-per kW per year, which NREL published 
data on in 2017, at approximately $16/kw-year.296 

 
292 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2020). PVWatts Calculator. Retrieved from https://pvwatts.nrel.gov. 
293 Ran Fu, N., Feldman, D., Margolis, R. (2018). U.S. Solar Photovoltaic System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2018. 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Retrieved from https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72399.pdf. 
294 Ran Fu et al., 2018. 
295 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2017). PV O&M Cost Model and Cost Reduction. 2017 Photovoltaic 
Module Reliability Workshop, February 28, 2017. Lakewood, CO. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/68023.pdf. 
296 National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2017. 
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Program Administration and Billing 
 
Program administration is a crucial part of the success of community solar projects, and 

includes the cost of customer acquisition, marketing, education, and record keeping.297 Program 
administrative costs are a function of program size and maturity. Administrative costs are highest 
in the initial years of a program but decline after the program becomes more established and 
enrollment is complete.298  Using proxy data from Arizona community solar programs, the 
program administrative costs are $0.05/W-year for years 1 through 3 of the projects.299 
Administrative costs steadily decline for community solar after the initial enrollment period.300 
Based on the modeling from DeShazo et al., this analysis assumes that administrative costs drop 
to $0.03/W-year for years 4 through 11 and drops again to $0.01/W-year for years 12 through 21.   

 
There are also costs to the distribution company associated with setting up a new billing 

system to provide community solar participants with their bill credits. Using data from Arizona’s 
community solar program, billing costs are $0.04/W-year for years 1 through 3 of the project301, 
and then similarly to administrative costs, drop to $0.01/W-year for the rest of the program’s 
lifetime.  

Benefits  
Avoided CO2 Emissions  
 
The social cost of carbon values used for the CBAs in this report were developed by the 

EPA as a way to quantify the economic damages associated with climate changing, including 
changes in “net agricultural productivity, human health, property damages from increased flood 
risk, changes in energy system costs…[but]it does not include all important damages”.302 The 
values used for this analysis encompass both domestic and nondomestic damages from climate 
change. 
 

While the SCC quantifies the long-term damages associated with CO2 emissions, the 
value of the damages depends on the discount rate used for the price of carbon. High discount 
rates will decrease the value of  damages in the future, while lower discount rates reflect higher 
values for future damages. Regardless of the discount rate selected, the social cost of carbon 
increases every five years into the future to reflect the increasing damages that every ton of 
carbon causes, as more carbon accumulates.303 The analyst used the social cost of carbon at a 3% 

 
297 Smart Electric Power Alliance. (2018). Community Solar Program Design Models. Retrieved from 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/InterimCommittee/REL/Document/12290. 
298 DeShazo, A. Turek, M. Samulon. (May 2015). Guide to Design Decisions for Utility-Sponsored Community 
Solar. UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs. Retrieved from 
file:///C:/Users/er157/Downloads/Guide_to_Design_Decisions_for_Utility-Sponsored_Community_Solar.pdf 
299 Smart Electric Power Alliance. (2018). Community Solar Program Design Models. Retrieved from 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/InterimCommittee/REL/Document/12290. 
300 DeShazo et al., 2015. 
301 Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2018. 
302 EPA, 2017.  
303 EPA, 2017. 
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discount rate beginning in 2020 as the base case value for this analysis. A 3% discount rate was 
used throughout the rest of the CBA as well. 

 
The analyst calculated the benefit of avoided CO2 emissions by multiplying the social 

cost of carbon by the amount of electricity generated by the project and the carbon emission 
intensity of Philadelphia’s grid.  All three variables (social cost of carbon, the amount of 
electricity generated overtime, and the carbon intensity of Philadelphia’s grid) changed over 
time.  

 
The analyst used the electricity generation outputs provided by NREL’s PVWatts 

Calculator, which found that the project would produce approximately 1.3 MWh of electricity in 
Year 1. The analyst then used a 0.75% panel degradation rate to determine the electricity output 
for the project from Year 2 through Year 25. 

  
The analyst used the carbon emission intensity values generated by the “Moderate Rate 

of Decarbonization” trajectory developed by the team through GCAM, as summarized in Section 
2 of this paper. These emission intensity values are summarized in Table A1 below.  

  
Table A1 - CO2 Emission Intensity from GCAM 

Year Mt CO2/MWh 
2020 0.345 
2025 0.293 
2030 0.236 
2035 0.194 
2040 0.178 

  
The analyst assumed that all of the solar project’s generation would be avoided electricity 
generation from units that would have the approximate emissions intensities above. A more 
rigorous analysis could determine a more precise value for the avoided electricity generation 
from dirtier units, using marginal emissions rates and examining Philadelphia’s load demand 
curve compared to the load profile of the project.304 

  
Avoided Toxic Air Pollutants  
  
Solar energy improves local air quality by avoiding toxic emissions such as NOx and 

SO2, which are produced by fossil fuel electricity generating plants. Pollution from natural gas 
and coal plants cause approximately 2,300 premature deaths in Pennsylvania every year, and are 
particularly bad for cities downwind from coal-burning plants, including Philadelphia.305 These 
air pollutants are also associated with a multitude of respiratory illnesses, including asthma and 
bronchitis.306 While these pollutants also provide climate cooling benefits, the net cost of these 
pollutants still find that the damages outweigh the benefits.307 

 
304 EPA, 2018.  
305 PSE Healthy Energy, June 2016.  
306 PSE Healthy Energy, 2016. 
307 Shindell, D. T. (2015). The social cost of atmospheric release. Climatic Change, 130(2), 313-326. 
doi:10.1007/s10584-015-1343 
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Avoiding NOx and SO2 emissions provides savings in avoided health impacts, and is a 

function of the Mt of NOx and SO2 released per MWh by Pennsylvania’s grid, the electricity 
generated by the community solar project, and the cost per kWh of NOx and SO2 emissions.   

  
The analyst used the same electricity generation data described in the procedures for 

calculating the benefits from avoided CO2 emissions, from NREL’s PVWatts Calculator tool. 
The analyst used grid NOx and SO2 emission intensity values generated by the “Moderate Rate 
of Decarbonization” trajectory developed by the team through GCAM, as summarized in Section 
2 of this paper. These emission intensity values are summarized in Table A2 below.  

 
 Table A2 – Other Emission Intensities from GCAM 

Year Mt NOx/MWh Mt SO2/MWh 
2020 0.00026 0.00025 
2025 0.00019 0.00028 
2030 0.00014 0.00026 
2035 0.0001 0.00021 
2040 0.00008 0.00012 

  
Using data from a paper by D.T. Shindell, the analyst found the values for avoided NOx 

emissions to be $21/MWh, and the value of SO2 emissions to be $18.69.308 The analyst calculated 
the benefits in avoided pollutants by multiplying the project’s electricity generation by the 
pollutant emissions intensity values of the grid and by the Shindell values for avoided NOx and 
SO2. Like the avoided CO2 emissions benefits calculation, the analyst assumed that all of the 
solar project’s generation would be avoided electricity generation from units that would have the 
approximate emissions intensities above. A more rigorous analysis could determine a more 
precise value for the avoided electricity generation from dirtier units, using marginal emissions 
rates and examining Philadelphia’s load demand curve compared to the load profile of the 
project. 

  
Avoided Electricity Generation – Variable Fuel, Operation, Maintenance, and  
Transmission Losses   
 
The electricity generated by the community solar array will most likely replace 

generating units that are “on the margin” in the PJM territory. The value of this benefit captures 
the avoided costs associated with fuel, variable operation and maintenance, and losses of 
electricity through the transmission system.309 The electricity generated by this project is used 
either nearby or directly on the site, thus avoiding the losses that occur along transmission lines 
as electricity travels from the point of generation to the distribution network. 
 

 
308 Shindell, 2015. 
309 EPA, 2018. 
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In order to meet electricity demand at any given time, generators are typically dispatched 
in order of variable costs from lowest to highest.310 Base load units typically have low variable 
costs, such as nuclear power plants, and cannot be easily ramped up or down to meet changes in 
demand. Natural gas or hydro units can be ramped up or down quickly to meet changes in 
demand and are often used to help meeting the changes in load. PV can displace units other than 
natural gas, however, including coal- and oil-fired generators. To capture the variable avoided 
costs associated with ramping up or down existing generators to meet demand, this analysis uses 
the LMP; the average market price for electricity in the PJM market. The LMP captures the 
operational value of PV that displaces the generators on the margin. Philadelphia is part of PJM, 
a restructured electricity market in which generators bids into the market daily with their various 
costs and performance characteristics. Generators are selected and paid to provide electricity at 
their respective bids based on cost effectiveness, and the market clearing price for a day 
represents the marginal cost of the last generator.311 This is the generator that the PV array will 
be replacing. The value of this benefit is a function of the average LMP for the PJM territory and 
the amount of electricity generated by the project.  

 
Avoided Costs in Additional Capacity  
 
The community solar projects also provide value in their ability to defer or replace capital 

investments in generation or transmission and distribution in the future. A significant portion of 
ratepayers’ electricity bills are associated with constructing additional capacity for generation, 
transmission, and distribution.312  PV’s ability to offset these costs is a function of the system’s 
capacity credit and the capital costs of additional capacity. Capacity credit, also known as the 
effective load carrying capability (“ELCC)”, refers to the fraction of an array’s capacity that can 
be reliably used to offset traditional generation.313 PJM has published data on the average ELCC 
for solar systems in their territory.  
 

To translate the project’s ELCCs into monetary values, this analysis uses values from 
PJM’s capacity market, known as the Reliability Pricing Model. As a restructured electricity 
market, PJM’s capacity market seeks to ensure grid reliability over the long term by forecasting 
expected electricity demand growth and project the additional capacity required to meet it. 
Participants in this market bid to provide future supply and reduce demand.314 Similar to the 
value provided by the LMP, the capacity auction clearing price represents the value of the 
marginal cost of investment in additional capacity and is provided on a $/MW-Day basis. The 
value of this benefits calculated as a function of nameplate capacity of the solar project, the 
2022/2023 capacity auction clearing price for PECO, and the ELCC of solar in the PJM territory, 
and the number of days that the capacity would clear. 
 

Electricity Sales Net Revenue 
 

310 Denholm, et al. (2014). Methods for Analyzing the Benefits and Costs of Distributed Photovoltaic Generation to 
the U.S. Electric Utility System. National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/62447.pdf 
311 Denholm et al., 2014. 
312 Denholm et al., 2014. 
313 Denholm et al., 2014. 
314 PJM. (2020). Capacity Market (RPM). Retrieved from https://learn.pjm.com/three-priorities/buying-and-selling-
energy/capacity-markets.aspx. 
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The utility is able to sell the electricity generated by the solar array to the market and 

make a profit on the investment. The profit is a function of the amount of electricity produced by 
the project, the market residential electricity rate, and the levelized cost of electricity (“LCOE”). 
The LCOE is the minimum price per kilowatt hour the electricity would need to be sold to cover 
costs.  

  

Distributional Analysis 
Electricity Bill Credits 

One of the biggest draws for solar projects, whether commercial or residential, is the cost 
savings they can provide to ratepayers. In the case of these projects, participants receive monthly 
credits on their bill that are equivalent to their share of the solar array.  This project was designed 
to allow 333 households to participate, with each household’s subscription size totaling 8.5 
panels. Over the 25-year lifetime of the project, each household’s subscription generates 
approximately 77,500 kWh.  

 
The bill credits given to each household is a function of each subscription’s annual 

electricity generation multiplied by the residential retail electricity rate. Each participating 
household saves $10,800 over the project’s lifetime, totaling approximately $3.6 million in 
savings across the low-income households. To reflect the social impact of the lessening the 
energy burden of low-income households, the analysts calculated a distributional weight for the 
households that would participate in the community solar project. A distributional weight reflects 
the notion that dollars received by low-come persons has a greater impact than dollars received 
by high-income persons.315 The weight value was calculated with the following equation:   

 
 

Philadelphia’s median household income is $40,649, and the weighted average of the 
three lowest income brackets (that would qualify for the community solar program) is $16,355.316 
The 1.2 in the equations represents the marginal utility of income, and was taken from a paper by 
Layard, Nickell, and Mayraz.317 This equation determined a distributional weight of 3. The bill 
savings calculated earlier were multiplied by the distributional weight to get a value of $10.7 
million. 
 
Tax Credits  
 

 
315 Boardman, A. E., Greenberg, D. H., Vining, A. R., & Weimer, D. L. (2018). Cost-Benefit Analysis: Concepts and 
Practice(5th ed.). Cambridge University Press. 
316 U.S. Census Bureau. (n.d.). 2013-2017 American Community Survey 5-year Estimates. Retrieved from 
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF. 
317 Layard, R., Nickell, S., & Mayraz, G. (2008). The marginal utility of income. Journal of Public Economics, 92(8-
9), 1846-1857. 
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            The utility does not ultimately bare the total cost of the capital expenditures associated 
with solar panel projects, as the federal government has several tax credit and cost recovery 
programs that solar developers can take advantage of. The solar investment tax credit (“ITC”) 
provides a 30% tax credit on the capital costs of solar. The solar tax credit is slotted to decrease 
in future years, at 26% for projects that begin construction in 2020, and 22% projects that begin 
construction in 2021. However, projects that begin construction before 2021 can still qualify for 
the 30% credit if they are running before December 31, 2023.318 For the purposes of this analysis, 
the project assumes that the community solar begin construction in 2020 and is operational the 
same year, thus qualifying it for the 30% credit.  The cost to the federal government, and 
subsequent savings to the utility, happens in the first year of the project, is 30% of the total 
project cost, totaling approximately $476,000. 
 

The second tax consideration involved in this project is the MACRS, or Modified 
Accelerated Cost Recovery. The MACRS allows the utility to recover some of the project capital 
cost over a five-year period. If a project has already been granted the ITC, then the MACRS is 
one-half the value of the 30% ITC.319 The MACRS is also a function of the federal corporate tax 
rate, the state business tax rate, and the total capital installation costs.  The federal tax savings 
occur in the first year, and the utility can recover 100% of the depreciable basis of the total 
cost.320 The utility can also recover 20% of the depreciable basis of the capital cost during this 
first year, based on Pennsylvania’s corporate tax rate of 9.99%.321 The equation for these savings 
is below, and totaled $378,000. The federal corporate tax rate is set at 21%.322 
 

 
 

The utility can also recover costs over a five-year schedule through the state corporate tax 
rate of the depreciable basis.  The state depreciation schedule for the next five years is 32%, 
19%, 11.52%, 11.52%, and then 5.72%.323 In total, the solar developer recovers approximately 
$417,000 from the MACRS.   
 
            By taking advantage of these two tax programs, the utility ultimately recovers an 
enormous portion of their initial capital investment, totaling $893,700. Thus, while the federal 
government spends $1.19 million on the project, the utility’s true cost of installation is 

 
318 Solar Energy Industries Association. (2019). Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC). Retrieved from 
https://www.seia.org/initiatives/solar-investment-tax-credit-itc. 
319 Solar Industries Energy Association. (2019). Depreciation of Solar Energy Property in MACRS. Retrieved from 
https://www.seia.org/initiatives/depreciation-solar-energy-property-macrs. 
320 MACRS & Bonus Depreciation - Depreciable Life Of Solar Panels. (2019). Retrieved from 
https://straightupsolar.com/incentives/macrs-bonus-depreciation/  
321 Cammenga, J. (2019). State Corporate Income Tax Rates and Brackets for 2019. Retrieved from 
https://taxfoundation.org/state-corporate-rates-brackets-2019/.  
322 2019/2018 Federal Business Income Tax Tables. (2018). Retrieved from 
https://www.chernoffdiamond.com/services/private-client-executive-life-insurance/private-client-resources/federal-
business-income-tax-tables/  
323 MACRS & Bonus Depreciation - Depreciable Life of Solar Panels. (2019). Retrieved from 
https://straightupsolar.com/incentives/macrs-bonus-depreciation/  
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approximately $926,000. With a project lifetime of 21 years and a discount rate of 3%, the 
annualized cost of capital is $60,075.    
 
Revenues to Utility/Developer 
 

Similar to how the electricity revenues were calculated for the full CBA, the 
distributional analysis uses LCOE to determine the utility’s margin of profit. Unlike the CBA 
calculation, however, this analysis took into consideration the impact of the federal tax credits 
and deductions when calculating the annualized capital cost of the project. The LCOE for the 
project was determined to be $0.08/kWh. With the retail rate for residential electricity in 
Philadelphia at approximately $0.14/kWh, the net revenue electricity rate is $0.06/kWh. The 
analyst then multiple this rate by the project’s generation over its lifetime, taking into 
consideration a 0.75% annual panel degradation rate.   

 
Program Fees  
 

Traditional community solar programs usually require participants to pay either an annual 
or one-time subscription fee, which ultimately helps the utility recover some of their costs.324 
This project was designed so that the PEA pays the developer or utility the program fees, rather 
than the program participants, as high upfront program costs can be a significant barrier for low-
income household participation in community solar.325 Designing a community solar program to 
benefit low-income subscribers can be challenging, but many programs for low-income 
households will often use on-bill financing through the participants electric bills.326 For the 
purposes of this analysis, the program fees are paid for by the PEA. A full financial analysis was 
not conducted to determine the optimal program fee structure, and would be necessary in the 
future.  The program fees were a function of the project capacity, and the full $/W price point 
provided by NREL at $1.72/Wdc, without the profitability margin removed as for the CBA 
analysis. Program fees totaled approximately $1.7 million.  

 
If desired, the full model depicting the calculations for the community solar CBAs is 

publicly available and can be retrieved by emailing Dr. Betsy Albright at 
elizabeth.albright@duke.edu. 

Sensitivity Analysis Figures 
Figure A1 below is the Monte Carlo analysis of the NPV of the Curran-Fromhold 

Correctional Facility community solar project. This analysis shows the project has an 82% 
probability of resulting in a positive NPV. 

Figure A1 - Monte Carlo Analysis with Residential Retail Rate 

 
324 Coughlin. et al. 2010. 
325 Heeter et al., 2018. 
326 Heeter et al., 2018. 
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Figure A2 below is the second Monte Carlo analysis that the analyst ran, in which the electricity 
rate was held at Philadelphia’s commercial rate of $0.06/kWH, unlike the previous analysis 
which used a base case electricity rate of $0.14/kWh. If the community solar project must utilize 
an electricity rate of $0.06/kWH, the project has a 18% probability of resulting in a positive 
NPV. 

 
Figure A2 - Monte Carlo Analysis with Commercial Retail Rates 

 
 

The tornado chart below reveals the influence of the various parameters utilized in the analysis 
on the project NPV.  

Figure A3 - Tornado Chart of Parameters Influence on NPV 
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Parameters for the Community Solar Analysis 

Parameters Units Low Base Hi Description/Calculation Source(s) 
Discount rate 

 
2.5% 3% 5% Assumption made by analyst. 3% was chosen 

as base rate in order to use the most 
appropriate value stream for SCC. 

 

Panel Price $/W $1.69 $1.72 $1.83 $/Wdc for commercial rooftop panels.  N Ran Fu, David Feldman, and Robert 
Margolis. (2018). U.S. Solar Photovoltaic 
System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2018. National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72399.pdf. 

Operation and 
maintenance 
costs years 1 to 3 

$/kW-year $5 $19 $34 Prices reflect the O&M costs for systems 
ranging 1 MW to 10 MW.  

National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 
(2017). PV O&M Cost Model and Cost 
Reduction. 2017 Photovoltaic Module 
Reliability Workshop, February 28, 2017. 
Lakewood, CO. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/68023.pdf. 

Program 
administration 
costs years 1-3  

$/kW-year $0.03 $0.05 $0.08 The program costs listed by this source include 
the billing costs, which were removed for the 
values for this parameter. 

Smart Electric Power Alliance. (2018). 
Community Solar Program Design Models. 
Retrieved from 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/InterimComm
ittee/REL/Document/12290. 

Program billing 
costs years 1-3 

$/W-year $0.02 $0.04 $0.06 Billing costs are higher for programs that are 
administered by utilities, rather than third 
parties. These prices were extracted from the 
total administrative costs found at in the source 
listed previously. Includes marketing and 
billing costs. Median for the first year for 
SEPA. Low is price for programs that have 
capacity > 1 MW. Medium is for programs 
that have capacity < 1 MW, and high are for 
programs that are utility administrated. 

Smart Electric Power Alliance. (2018). 
Community Solar Program Design Models. 
Retrieved from 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/InterimComm
ittee/REL/Document/12290. 
 

Panel 
degradation rate 

%/year 0.7% 0.75% 1% According to interviews conducted by NREL 
and DOE, engineers and PV financiers assume 
a 0.7% degradation rate each year. 

N Ran Fu, David Feldman, and Robert 
Margolis. (2018). U.S. Solar Photovoltaic 
System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2018. National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72399.pdf 

Retail electricity 
price 

$/kWh $0.11 $0.14 $0.19 Base case value is Pennslyvania's average 
price of electricity in September 2019. The 
high value is New York's September 2019 
price and the low value is Texas.  

Table 5.6.A from EIA from Monthly Form 
EIA-861M (formerly EIA-826) detailed data 
(1990 - present); 
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.php#sales. 
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LMP Average 
for PJM 

$/MWh $26 $38 $76 The base case value is the 2018 average LMP 
for the PJM territory. To reflect the swings in 
LMP based on season, the analyst included a 
standard deviation of the 2018 LMP data set 
for the low and high values. 

Joe Bowring. (2019). 2018 State of the Market 
Report for PJM. Monitoring Analytics. 
Retrieved from https://www.pjm.com/-
/media/committees-
groups/committees/mc/20190425-
somr/20190425-2018-imm-state-of-the-
market-report-presentation.ashx 

PJM Capacity 
Auction clearing 
price 

$/MW-day $140 $171 $200 The base case value reflect the market clearing 
price for new capacity in ASTI. The low value 
reflects the clearing price for new capacity for 
the rest of the RTO, and the high value reflects 
the clearing price for BGE. 

2021/2022 RPM Base Residual Auction 
Results. Retrieved from 
https://www.pjm.com/-/media/markets-
ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/2021-2022/2021-
2022-base-residual-auction-report.ashx?la=en. 
 

ELCC of solar 
 

0% 45% 50% Data on the ELCC for solar in PJM is varied. 
45% represents the averageELCC of solar in 
PJM’s territory, while 0% represents the 
typical ELCC of solar in PJM’s territory for 
December and January. ELCC goes up for 
smaller projects.  

Tom Falin. (2019). Effective Load Carrying 
Capability Analysis for Wind and Solar 
Resources. Resource Adequacy Planning 
Committee. January 1, 2019. Retrieved from 
https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-
groups/committees/pc/20190110/20190110-
item-14a-elcc-analysis.ashx 

Capacity 
clearing days 

Days/year 90 183 365 The base case assumes that capacity clear half 
the days of the year, while the low value 
assumes that the capacity only clear for the 
summer months, and the high value assumes 
that the capacity clears for the entire year.  

Analyst’s discretion.  

PECO 
distribution loss 
ratio 

 
0 0.05 .1 The base case value was calculated using 

PECO’s reported losses. The high value is 
based on the national average.  

Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission. 
(2018). Electric Power Outlook for 
Pennsylvania 2017-2022. Retrieved from 
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/General/publication
s_reports/pdf/EPO_2018.pdf; Environmental 
Protection Agency. (2018). Quantifying the 
Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency and 
Reneable Energy: A Guide for State and Local 
Governments. Retrieved from 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201
8-
07/documents/epa_slb_multiple_benefits_508.
pdf. 

Project 
generation 

kWh/year 1,255,981 1,307,497 1,357,966 The low and high values were calculated by 
PVWatts Calculator and reflect the year to 
year variation in solar radiation that an area 
experiences. 

Data retrieved from: National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory. (2020). PVWatts 
Calculator. Retrieved from 
https://pvwatts.nrel.gov. 
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Appendix B. Carbon Offsets 

Offsetting Programs in Other Cities 
An example of a city employing the reinforcing feedback strategy is Cambridge, 

Massachusetts. Like Philadelphia, 80% of Cambridge’s emissions come from building energy 

consumption.327 The city is highly motivated to invest in direct emission reduction locally, and 

so it established a program of energy standards that become stricter over time, with different tiers 

for residential, commercial and industrial buildings.328  

 

To meet the standard in place for their building, owners have the option of either 

investing in energy-saving retrofits or upgrades, or buying “offsets” in the form of contributing 

to the city-established carbon-fund.329 A third-party organization administers the carbon fund to 

invest in high cost, high return energy efficiency investments within the building stock through 

subsidization, enabling these retrofits and upgrades to become economical before they would 

otherwise do so. Offsets generated through these projects are only viable from the time period in 

which they become active through the time at which the investment would have been economical 

on their own without the subsidization from the carbon fund. The program is designed such that 

as certain offset projects expire, new offset projects must be funded in order to comply with 

ever-tightening emission standards, thus increasing the cost of purchasing offsets through the 

carbon-fund option.330 Eventually, Cambridge intends to phase out the offset-purchase option 

entirely. 

 

Cambridge’s offset program is just one example of many different types and variants of 

offset programs. Other cities, such as Austin, TX and King County, WA have chosen to 

implement offset programs that biologically sequester carbon through trees on urban and 

adjacent rural lands.  

 

King County has committed itself to carbon neutrality and is employing forest carbon 

sequestration – specifically, conserving lands at risk of conversion to non-forest through 

residential or commercial building development – as a mechanism to help achieve this goal.  

Launched in 2019, the county began quantifying and selling offset credits for carbon sequestered 

by county public lands acquired since 2015.331 King County boasts that it is the first local 

government to create a certified carbon credit program for local forest preservation.332 The so-

 
327 Barreto et al., 2018. 
328 Barreto et al., 2018. 
329 Barreto et al., 2018. 
330 Barreto et al., 2018. 
331 King County Government. (2019). Attachment A: Implementation Plan for a Carbon Neutral King County 
Government. King County, WA: King County Government. Retrieved from 
https://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/services/environment/climate/documents/190228-operational-carbon-neutral-
plan.ashx?la=en  
332 Lewis, C. (19AD, May 2019). King County is the nation’s first local government to offer certified carbon credits 
that protects local forests. King County Executive News. Retrieved from 
https://www.kingcounty.gov/elected/executive/constantine/news/release/2019/May/09-forest-carbon-program.aspx  
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named Forest Carbon Program offers offsets independently verified to voluntary standards by a 

3rd-party to local companies seeking to offset a portion of their carbon emissions. Microsoft has 

already committed to purchasing 100% of the rural forest offsets generated by the project in the 

first year. 

 

There are two crediting streams for the Forest Carbon Program: urban and rural.  On the 

urban side, King County has engaged with City Forest Credits – a Seattle-based non-profit that 

specializes in urban forests – to use their protocol. In 2018, an independent verifier issued the 

program’s one parcel of 20 acres of urban forest 3,025 (MtCO2e emissions) offsets.333 The rural 

credits represent the protection of larger forested-areas in the county and will be verified using 

the Verified Carbon Standard, a well-established voluntary protocol that is used for most rural 

forest carbon projects globally.334 Verification of the rural credits of the program are still 

underway, but are expected to be approved and for sale in 2020. 

 

The Forest Carbon Program dovetails effectively with the county’s already existing land 

conservation initiative. Revenues from the Forest Carbon Program represent the first private 

revenue stream for the initiative, which has a goal of, “protecting 65,000 acres of King County’s 

last remaining and most vital conservation lands and ensur[ing] that all the county’s residents 

have access to greenspace.”335 Thus, this program, similar to the offset program in Cambridge, 

fulfills a medium-term oriented reinforcing feedback program. 

Description of Costs & Benefits 
Benefits 
Financial Benefits 

Aesthetic benefits to property value. Tree coverage is widely considered to be a desirable 

and valuable characteristic contributing to property values. Many studies have found that good 

coverage of yard and street trees in a neighborhood can increase property values by as much as 

7% on average, though the full range of can be anywhere from 3% to 15%.336 Increasing tree 

coverage throughout the city from carbon offset planting program may increase the value of 

properties proximal to offset project planting sites.  

 

In the analysis, only “mature” trees – defined here as trees measuring greater than 10 

inches diameter at breast height (d.b.h.) – have an impact on property values. Thus, this benefit is 

a function of starting d.b.h. at time of planting, annual growth rate, median property values, and 

the quantity of properties “impacted.   

 

Public health benefits  

 
333 Ecofor LLC. (2019). Verification Report: King County Land Conservation Initiative 2018 Preservation Project. 
Seattle, WA: City Forest Credits. Retrieved from https://registry.cityforestcredits.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/King-County-Verification-Report-2018-Batch.pdf  
334 King County. (7AD, May 2019). Forest Carbon Program. Retrieved from 
https://kingcounty.gov/services/environment/water-and-land/land-conservation/forest-carbon.aspx  
335 King County, 2019.  
336 Wolf, K.L. August 2007. City Trees and Property Values. Arborist News 16, 4: 34-36. Retrieved from: 
https://www.naturewithin.info/Policy/Hedonics.pdf  
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Reduction in Mortality from pollutants. Air pollution is linked with negative impacts to 

human pulmonary, cardiac, vascular, and neurological systems.337 There is also a connection 

between urban green space and a myriad of public health benefits including increased longevity, 

decreased rate of childhood asthma, decreased rates of cardiovascular-related mortality, 

improved mental health, and relief from attention fatigue and ADHD symptoms.338  

 
Table B1 demonstrates the quantity and economic value of pollution removal by the 

urban trees already existing in Philadelphia as found by the USFS.339 The economic value of 

pollutant removal was estimated as the “avoided human health impacts (i.e. cost of illness, 

willingness to pay, loss of wages, and the value of a statistical life),” and was determined by 

using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Environmental Benefits Mapping and 

Analysis Program.340 In the analysis, the resulting health benefits are a function of average 

quantity of each pollutant removed by a tree in a year, for each pollutant, multiplied by the 

economic value of removing a ton of each pollutant.  
 
 

Table B1 - Pollutant Removal Value 
Pollutant Value 

associated with 
removal in 2012  
(millions, USD) 

Quantity 
removed 
in 2012 
(tons) 

$/ton 
removed in 
2012 

O3 3.9 332 11,747 
N2O .174 109 1,596 
SO2 .028 48 583 
PM2.5 14.9  24 620,833 

 

Climate Benefits 
Carbon damages avoided. For every carbon offset credit, there is a cancellation of 

damages associated with the emission of a ton of carbon dioxide. A credit represents the social 

damages that are prevented by cancelling out a ton of carbon.341 The economic value of 

sequestration is determined by the amount of carbon sequestered, the social cost of carbon, a 

discount rate, and the change in the SCC.342 

 

In this analysis, the benefits of offsetting Philadelphia’s carbon emissions are a function 

of the 3% discount rate social cost of carbon, the quantity of trees planted minus an assumed rate 

of 1.5% tree mortality, multiplied by the average annual rate of CO2 sequestration per tree. An 

0% annual rate of change in the price of carbon is assumed, which indicates that the value to 

society of carbon sequestered in the future is the same as today; in other words, the value does 

not change.343  

 
337 Pope III CA, Burnett RT, Thun MJ, et al. Lung Cancer, Cardiopulmonary Mortality, and Long-term Exposure to 
Fine Particulate Air Pollution. JAMA. 2002;287(9):1132–1141. doi:https://doi.org/10.1001/jama.287.9.1132 
338 Jennings, V., Johnson Gaither, C., & Gragg, R. S. (2012). Promoting Environmental Justice Through Urban 
Green Space Access: A Synopsis. Environmental Justice, 5(1), 1–7. https://doi.org/10.1089/env.2011.0007 
339 Nowak et al., 2016. 
340 Nowak et al., 2016. 
341 Natural Capital Project, InVEST Software Platform User’s Guide. Retrieved from: 
http://releases.naturalcapitalproject.org/invest-userguide/latest/carbonstorage.html   
342 Natural Capital Project, n.d. 
343 Natural Capital Project, n.d. 
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Temperature benefits 
The existence of trees in urban contexts is associated with cooling that mitigates the 

intensity of the heat island effect. The cooling effect of trees can be significant, but varies 

significantly across the day, between seasons, and from neighborhood to neighborhood.344  

 
Building Energy Cost savings. The cooling effect from trees can decrease building energy 

consumption for electricity in city buildings. Based on average energy costs in 2012 from the 

U.S. Energy Information Administration, the USFS estimated that the existing trees in 

Philadelphia reduce energy costs for residential buildings by $6.9 million each year.345 To 

operationalize this value for the analysis, the total estimated savings was divided by the total 

number of trees in Philadelphia to derive an average per tree monetary impact on building energy 

usage with an estimate error value of ± %10 for sensitivity analysis. 

 
Avoided Building Energy Emissions: Given that trees can reduce the energy consumed by 

buildings, there is an avoided emission from electricity generation associated with the increased 

efficiency of energy use. The USFS also estimated that the existing urban forest provided $1.4 

million each year by decreasing the quantity of GHGs emitted by fossil-fuel power generation; 

this constitutes a direct reduction of 39,000 tons of CO2 emitted in 2012.346 To monetize the 

impact of avoided carbon emissions in this analysis, we divided the quantity of tons avoided by 

the quantity of trees in Philadelphia to derive an average per tree CO2 reduction.  We then 

multiplied this estimate by the quantity of trees planted and the social cost of carbon.   

Cost Categories 
The costs associated with either of the offset project options are straightforward. The 

approach in which the city purchases offsets would accrue only the direct cost of the offsets; 

there would be negligible programmatic costs as the role of once annual purchase and retirement 

of offsets can likely be assumed by existing staff resources within the OOS. The forest offset 

development approach will incur non-negligible programmatic costs.  

 
Cost of offset credits on the market: The costs of purchasing offsets through an accredited 

offset registry on the voluntary market will have an average cost per credit to purchase and retire 

the credit.347 Unlike compliance markets, where offsets typically sell at a relatively stable price, 

offset prices on voluntary carbon markets can range dramatically.348 Average prices can range 

between $3 and $6 per ton of CO2e, but actual prices can vary much more: from under $0.1/ton 

 
344 Nowak et al., 2016. 
345 Nowak et al., 2016. 
346 Nowak et al., 2016. 
347 Retirement is when the end buyer claims the emissions reductions represented by offsets purchased against their 
own emissions, and the offset is no longer available for trading or selling. 
348 Forest Trends’ Ecosystem Marketplace. (2019). Financing Emissions Reductions for the FutureState of the 
Voluntary Carbon Markets 2019. Retrieved from 
https://app.hubspot.com/documents/3298623/view/63001900?accessId=eb4b1a  
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CO2e to just over $70/ton.349 For the purpose of this analysis, I assume a price of $4.50 per 

offset, with high and low values of $3 and $6 for sensitivity analysis. 

 

Several factors could impact the future growth of and price of offsets in voluntary 

markets. New international agreements, such as the Carbon Offset and Reduction Scheme for 

International Aviation, could lead to an increase of credit demand.350 It is also probable that 

increasing damages associated with disasters exacerbated by climate change will generate an 

uptick in demand. These forces combined will likely lead to an increase in the price of offsets on 

voluntary markets.   

 
Labor Costs. There are administrative labor costs associated with starting a City-run 

offset program; additional staff resources may be necessary to identify project locations, process 

tree procurements, schedule plantings, and manage ongoing care and maintenance of the trees. 

These staff will also be responsible for establishing and managing a relationship with a 

university partner to serve the (hopefully) pro-bono role of independent rating agency: to 

validate and verify the offsets generated by the project.  

 
Operations & management costs. A subset of the administrative costs pertains to the 

ongoing operational management costs associated with maintaining urban forests offset projects. 

The trees will need to be monitored to ensure health, existence, and best practices management 

throughout the life of the offset project. Furthermore, trees will die over the course of the project, 

and replacing dead trees will be an ongoing cost.  

Non-monetized Costs and Benefits 
There are additional benefits and costs that, for the reason of being too difficult to 

monetize, were excluded from the analysis, but are described here to inform broader 

understanding of the total potential value associated with developing an urban forestry offset 

programs and/or purchasing offsets.  

 
Cost savings. Money can be saved from purchasing or cultivating offsets for units of 

emission where the cost of abatement exceeds the costs associated with offsetting, either 

purchased or developed. It is likely that the cost of purchasing and/or developing offsets will be 

cheaper than the cost of direct emission abatement for certain types of emissions. Thus, there is a 

savings associated with both approaches analyzed here. Broadly, the cost savings are equal to the 

cost of abating 1 ton of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e) minus the cost of offsetting 1 tCO2e.  

 
Equity benefits. There is also an equity dimension to the health benefits associated with 

trees removing pollutants from urban neighborhoods. Minority and low-income populations have 

been found to be more sensitive to the health benefits associated with increased green space 

 
349 Forest Trends’ Ecosystem Marketplace. (2018). Voluntary Carbon Markets Insights: 2018 Outlook and First-
Quarter Trends. Retrieved from https://www.forest-trends.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/VCM-Q1-Report_Full-
Version-2.pdf  
350 Parajuli, R., Megalos, M., Ruseva, T., Chizmar, S., & Fisher, M. (2019). An Introduction to Forest Carbon Offset 
Markets Eastern Forestry Notes. NC State Extension Publications. Retrieved from https://content.ces.ncsu.edu/an-
introduction-to-forest-carbon-offset-markets  
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access than white populations.351 A better distribution of green space could be a valuable tool to 

combat income-related health disparities in segregated urban areas.  

 

Further, areas of poverty and low tree density are often plagued with high rates of crime 

and violence and, while these are complex issues, trees have been linked to improved quality of 

life and reduction in crime. Research has shown that there is an inverse relationship between  

tree canopy and levels of certain types of crimes - particularly robbery, burglary, theft and 

shootings; one study conducted in Baltimore, Maryland found there was a 10% increase in tree 

canopy to be correlated with a 12% decrease of these crimes.352,353 Thus, an urban forest offset 

program may yield beneficial results if first targeted towards low-income neighborhoods to 

attempt to address some of these inequities. However, teasing out the monetary impacts 

associated with an equity focus with any level of accuracy is too difficult for the purpose of this 

analysis, and thus, it is omitted. 

 
Temperature benefits on human health. There are benefits associated with the cooling 

effect of trees. As such, there is likely an economic value associated with reduced morbidity and 

mortality due to heat stress, and this is a value that will likely increase over time as the planet 

continues to warm. However, the monetary impact on human health impacts from reduced heat 

stress that is attributable to trees was too complex for inclusion in this analysis, but worthy of 

mention.   
 
Rating agency. Offsets that are certified and entered into registries or sold on any market 

must be certified as genuine. Traditionally, a third-party is commissioned to provide these 

certification services on an annual basis. This analysis assumes that the offsets generated by 

projects under the purview of the city will not be sold on a market, but instead will be used to 

offset the city’s emissions, procuring a costly rating agency can be avoided. Instead, this analysis 

assumes that Philadelphia enters into a partnership with a local university who can provide these 

services for free or at a reduced fee and offer it as a learning opportunity to students of forestry 

and climate 

Sensitivity Analysis Figures 
 Figure B1 shows the results of the Monte Carlo analysis for the scenario in which the 

city purchases offset credits equal to 10% of its emissions. Given the high and low values for 

parameters used in the model, this project would yield a positive NPV roughly 60% of the time. 

Figure B2 demonstrates the influence of certain parameters on the NPV outcome, as discussed 

in Section 3.2. 

 
351 Jennings et al., 2012. 
352 City of Philadelphia Office of Open Data and Digital Transformation . (2016). Mapping Philadelphia’s Urban 
Forest. Retrieved from https://www.phila.gov/posts/open-data-digital-transformation/2016-08-05-mapping-
philadelphias-urban-forest/  
353 Troy, Grove, & O’Neil-Dunne, 2012.  
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Figure B1 - Monte Carlo Analysis for Offset Purchase Scenario

 
 

Figure B2 – Tornado Analysis of  Offset Purchase Scenario Monte Carlo Analysis 

 
 

Figure B3 shows the probability distribution for the range of NPV outcomes for the 

scenario in which the city develops its own offset credits through an urban forest program. Given 

the high and low values for parameters used and benefits included in the model, this project 

would yield a positive NPV 100% of the time. Figure B4 demonstrates the influence of certain 

parameters on the NPV outcome, as discussed in Section 3.2. 
 

Figure B3 - Monte Carlo Analysis for Urban Forest Offset Program 
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Figure B4 - Tornado Analysis for Urban Forest Offset Scenario Monte Carlo Analysis 

 
 

 

If desired, the full model depicting the calculations for the carbon offsets CBAs is 
publicly available and can be retrieved by emailing Dr. Betsy Albright at 
elizabeth.albright@duke.edu.
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Parameters for the Offset Analysis 
Parameter Units Low Base Hi Description/Calculation Source(s) 

Discount rate % 0.025 0.03 0.05 Assumption made by analyst. 3% was chosen as base rate in 
alignment with the SCC discount rate. 

NA 

Plantable 
Space 

acres 1,500 2,408 5,000 Represents the constraint on land available for tree planting.  
This is a primary constraint on the scale of the program.  

PennPraxis. (2010). Green2015: An Action 
Plan for the First 500 Acres. Retrieved from 
https://www.phila.gov/media/20160525121520
/Green2015-An-Action-Plan-for-the-First-500-
Acres.pdf  

Density trees/ 
acre 

88.5 120.7 152.8 The upper and lower bounds represent the minimum space 
needed by large trees to thrive in competition and open 
space. The base value is the average of the two densities. 

Southern Research Station of the U.S. Forest 
Service. (n.d.). Quercus rubra L.; Northern Red 
Oak. Retrieved from 
https://www.srs.fs.usda.gov/pubs/misc/ag_654/
volume_2/quercus/rubra.htm  

Max Trees 
Planted  

trees 132,805 290,620 764,211 Trees = Density * Plantable Space NA 

Planting Rate trees/ 
year 

1500 3000 5000 Represents the maximum number of trees that can be planted 
by the city given current resources. 

Base value derived from Fichman, Erica Smith. 
(2020, February 28). Telephone interview. 

Annual 
sequestration 

MtCo2/ 
year/ 
tree 

0.006 0.008 0.010 Represents the average carbon removal rate for a Northern 
Red Oak in 1 year. 

i-Tree planting calculator (v2.0.0)- 99 year 
lifespan for a Northern Red Oak in Philly, PA 
for a dbh 3 

Cap on Offset 
Quantity 

% 0.05 0.1 0.15 Upward bound on the total quantity of offsets that can be 
retired each year as a % of total City emissions. Assumption 
made by analyst. 

NA 

Annual urban 
tree Mortality 

% 0.0073 0.0146 0.0292 Base value provided in literature for trees >3 dbh, lo value 
represents half the base, and hi represents double the base 
value. 

Nowak, D. J., & Crane, D. E. (2002). Carbon 
storage and sequestration by urban trees in the 
USA. Environmental Pollution, 116(3), 381–
389. doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/S0269-
7491(01)00214-7 

Buffer Pool % 
 

0.15 
 

The buffer pool is the % of gross offsets generated by the 
project that are not counted in the net offset calculation 
(attempts to account for leakage and verification errors). 

The Duke Carbon Offsets Initiative. (2018, July 
19). Urban Forestry Carbon Offset Protocol 
2.2. Retrieved 
from_https://sustainability.duke.edu/sites/defau
lt/files/UrbanForestryProtocol_v2.2.pdf 

Value of O3 
removal 

$/ton 7,809 13,369 18,930.2
5 

The value of removing 1 ton of Ozone from the air in terms 
of public health. The base value is from Nowak et al; the low 
value 2008 Trust for Public Land; and high value an equal % 
difference between base and low. 

Nowak et al. The urban forests of Philadelphia. 
(2016). Newtown Square, PA: U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Forest Service, Northern 
Research Station. Retrieved from 
https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/53315  
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The Trust for Public Land’s Center for City 
Park Excellence. (2008). How Much Value 
Does the City of Philadelphia Receive from its 
Park and Recreation System?. Philadelphia, 
PA: Philadelphia Parks Alliance. Retrieved 
from 
http://cloud.tpl.org/pubs/ccpe_PhilaParkValue
Report.pdf  

03 Removed 
by project 

tons 
03/ 
year/ 
tree 

0.000006 0.000007 0.000008 The average quantity of O3 removed in a year by a single 
tree of the Northern Red Oak species. 

i-Tree planting calculator (v2.0.0)- 99 year 
lifespan for a Northern Red Oak in Philly, PA 
for a dbh 3 

Value of NO2 
removal 

$/ton 1,816.81 4,813 7,809 The value to public health  from removal of one ton of 
nitrogen dioxide. Lo value determined from Nowak et al; for 
hi, used 2008 trust for public land, and base value equals an 
avg of two.  

Nowaket al. (2016)  & The Trust for Public 
Land’s Center for City Park Excellence. (2008)  

NO2 
Removed by 
project 

tons 
N20/ 
year/ 
tree 

0.000002 0.000003 0.000003 The average quantity of NO2 removed in a year by a single 
tree of the Northern Red Oak species. 

i-Tree planting calculator (v2.0.0)- 99 year 
lifespan for a Northern Red Oak in Philly, PA 
for a dbh 3 

Value of SO2 
removal 

$/ton 664 1,288 1,912 The value to public health from removal of one ton of sulfur 
dioxide. Lo value determined from Nowak et al; for hi, used 
2008 trust for public land, and base value equals an avg of 
two. 

Nowaket al. (2016) & The Trust for Public 
Land’s Center for City Park Excellence. 
(2008). 

SO2 removed 
by project 

tons 
s02/yr/
tree 

0.000029 0.000034 0.000039 The average quantity of SO2 removed in a year by a single 
tree of the Northern Red Oak species. 

i-Tree lbs removed over 99 year project for a 
Northern Red Oak in Philly, PA for a dbh 3 

Value of PM 
2.5 removal 

$/ton 529,935 706,580 883,225.
2 

The value to public health from removal of one ton of 
particulate matter 2.5. Base was calculated by dividing the 
total value of the pollutant removal in Philadelphia by the 
quantity of the pollutant removed to derive a value per ton. 
The value was updated to 2020$; hi and lo represent +/- 25%. 

Nowaket al. (2016)   

PM2.5 
removed by 
project 

tons 
PM2.5/
yr/tree 

0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 The average quantity of PM2.5 removed in a year by a single 
tree of the Northern Red Oak species. 

i-Tree lbs removed over 99 year project for a 
Northern Red Oak in Philly, PA for a dbh 3 

Property 
Value  

$ 13,169,2
39,857 

17,558,9
86,475 

21,948,7
33,094 

Represents the “real” value of properties within 500 Feet of 
“Average Parks” in Philadelphia. This benefit was not 
calculated until 20 years into the project. A modest 4.5% 
increase to property values in the intervening years was 
assumed (between 2007 and 2041). Lo and Hi values 
represent +/- 20% of base value. 

The Trust for Public Land’s Center for City 
Park Excellence. (2008). Calculator #3 - 
Property Value and Property Taxes. Retrieved 
from https://www.tpl.org/philadelphia-park-
value-report  

Price Increase 
Attributable 
to Presence of 
Trees 

% 0.03 0.05 0.07 The value of a house that is attributable to the presence of 
trees. The average increase from studies is 7%, and 3%-35% 
is given as the range from studies. Erred on conservative 
side. 

Wolf, K.L. August 2007. City Trees and 
Property Values. Retrieved from 
https://www.naturewithin.info/Policy/Hedonics
.pdf 
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Monetary 
Savings from 
Reduced 
Energy 
Consumption 

$/year 
/tree 

2.02 2.69 3.36 The report estimated $6.9 million savings from reduced 
energy consumption in 2012. For the base value, this was 
converted to 2020$, and then divided by the # of trees in 
Philadelphia (2.9 million in 2012) to get an average energy 
savings per tree. Hi and low values assumed +/- 10%. 

Nowak et al. (2016) 

Carbon 
Avoided from 
Reduced 
Energy 
Consumption 

metric 
tCo2/ 
year/ 
tree 

0.009 0.012 0.015 The report estimated 39,000 tons CO2 avoided in 2012 from 
the urban trees in Philly. This value was used for the base 
case by converting to metric tons, then divided by the # of 
trees in Philadelphia (2.9 million in 2012) to get an average 
avoided emissions per tree. Hi and low values assumed +/- 
10%. 

Nowak et al. (2016) 

Costs 
Tree Cost $/tree 7.95 16.95 39.95 The range of costs of Northern Red Oak saplings. Willis Orchard Co. (n.d.). Northern Red Oak 

Tree. Retrieved from 
https://www.willisorchards.com/product/northe
rn-red-oak-tree#.Xp0hPi2ZOCR  

Labor Costs $/year 260,478 285,767 311,055 The summed min and max salary for five employee classes 
were used as high- and low-end values.  The the base value 
was a sum of the average for all 5 classes. 

The City of Philadelphia Office of Human 
Resources. (n.d.). Job Class Specifications. 
Retrieved from 
https://www.phila.gov/personnel/Specs.html  

Social Cost of 
Carbon 

$/t CO2 NA NA NA Presented in the analysis as a stream of future values 
associated with damages per ton of carbon emitted; already 
discounted; used 3% discount rate values in 2020$ 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. (2017). 
The Social Cost of Carbon. Retrieved from 
https://perma.cc/94LF-5M7D  

Street Tree 
Maintenance 
Costs 

$/tree 500 750 1000 The ball-park range for the additional cost of street trees in 
the first year after planting. 

Fichman, Erica Smith. (2020, February 28). 
Telephone interview. 

Other Tree 
Maintenance 
Costs 

$/tree 200 300 400 Represents the cost of planting and maintenance and care for 
trees at planting that are not street trees. Analyst’s estimate 

NA 

Share of 
Project that is 
street Trees 

% 0.15 0.3 0.45 Represents an arbitrarily determined portion of the overall 
project that would be comprised of street trees compared to 
non-street trees. Analyst’s estimate 

NA 

Cost of 
purchasing 
offsets 

$/Mt 
CO2e 

3 4.5 70 Represents the range of prices for offset credits on the 
voluntary carbon markets in 2019. 

Ecosystem Marketplace. (2019). State of the 
Voluntary Carbon Markets 2019. Retrieved 
from_https://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/
carbon-markets/  

Carbon Offset 
Price CAGR 

% 0.015 0.03 0.05 Represents the potential rate of growth of the cost of offsets 
credits over time due to increased demand for offsets and 
worsening climate conditions. 

Analyst’s estimate 
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Appendix C. Renewable Natural Gas 

RNG Quantitative Assessment 
Ideally, this analysis would be broken down explicitly by cost of RNG facility 

components. However, most RNG facilities do not release detailed capital and operating costs. 
Therefore, costs have been synthesized from a literature review of existing analysis reports on 
RNG plants in the United States. Pennsylvania specific information has been drawn primarily 
from the EPA’s Landfill Methane Outreach Program.  

	
Interestingly, the amount of waste in a landfill does not appear to be clearly correlated 

with the flow of landfill gas from the site, according to EPA LMOP data. Furthermore, the flow 
rate to existing projects, tends to be variable. Therefore, it is difficult to predict precisely how 
much biogas each of the candidate landfills will produce once facilities are fully operational. Of 
the Pennsylvania landfills participating in RNG projects specifically, the proportion of the flow 
rate of gas directed to an RNG project compared to the gas collected on site, as documented by 
the EPA LMOP database, is variable across landfills. However, project gas flow tends toward 
half of gas collected, across the sites considered (Figure C1). In this analysis, it is assumed that 
project gas flow is half of the gas collection capacity of a facility. 

	
Figure C1 - PA Operational Site Flow Rates 

 
 
Ultimately, a low, mean, and high gas collection value was derived from the 

Pennsylvania candidate site data, half of which is assumed to contribute to actual facility project 
end use (Table C1). 

 
Table C5 - Candidate Site Flow Rates 

Site Flow 
Capacity 
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Site (scfm) 
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Medium 1,407 703 
High 4,931 2,466 

 
 
Capital construction and O&M cost estimates were synthesized from a literature review 

of construction and operating costs of RNG facilities. The numbers available from these reports 
are aggregate costs, which, as discussed in the RNG Assumptions section, limits the scope of 
cost estimates to high level assessments. Out of the literature review, low, mean, and high costs 
to facilities built were pulled for three levels of landfill gas flow capacity. Since the cost data was 
in per unit values, from this data, costs were estimated for larger facility sizes, necessary to 
match the estimated flow rate capacities of the candidate facilities (Table C2). 

	
Table C2 – Estimated Facility Costs Based on Flow Rates 

Capital Costs of Sites by Flow Rate 

Gas Flow (scfm) 
Facility Capital Cost 
($/scfm) Rate of Change Rate of Rate Change 

200 $                        2,589  

0.32 

500 $                        1,538 0.41 
1000 $                        1,114 0.28 
1500 $                           906 0.19 
2000 $                           791 0.13 
2500 $                           722 0.09 
3000 $                           680 0.06 
3500 $                           653 0.04 
4000 $                           636 0.03 
4500 $                           624 0.02 
5000 $                           616 0.01 

Operational Costs of Sites by Flow Rate 

Gas Flow (scfm) 
Facility Operational Cost 
($/scfm) Rate of Change Rate of Rate Change 

200  $                           153   

0.58 

500  $                           119  0.22 
1000  $                           108  0.09 
1500  $                      103.58  0.04 
2000  $                      101.89  0.02 
2500  $                      101.20  0.01 
3000  $                      100.92  0.00 
3500  $                      100.80  0.00 
4000  $                      100.75  0.00 
4500  $                      100.73  0.00 
5000  $                      100.72  0.00 
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Final facility costs were then scaled to the flow rate estimates when determining total 
capital construction and O&M costs. Flow rates and associated costs were scaled up to total 
facility and annual costs, in order to model facility operations for NPV values. Three project 
options were assessed, considering one facility with a low, medium, and high flow rate, in order 
to compare the range of potential final values of an RNG facility project. 

 
To convert methane estimates to CO2e estimates, the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas 

Equivalencies equations were referenced (Table C3).354 Methane captured was ultimately 
converted to a CO2e to better compare project impacts to the other policies considered through 
CBAs in this paper. A global warming factor of 25 was used when scaling the impacts of 
methane to CO2e values. 

 
Table C3 - Conversion Factors from Methane to CO2e 

Conversion: MMBtu to metric tons CO2e 
0.1 mmbtu   >> 1 therm 

1 mmbtu  >> 14.43 kg C 
44 kg CO2  >> 12 kg C 
1 metric ton  >> 1000 kg 

0.005291 metric tons  >> 1 therm 
        361,398  MMBtu/yr  >>       3,613,980  therm 

 

Sensitivity Analysis Figures  

 These tables support the conclusions explored in the main RNG CBA section on 
sensitivity analysis. The first table shows the comparative impacts which a change in variable 
value would have on the final net present value (Figure C1). Changes to the discount rate result 
in the greatest variation to final NPV, so uncertainty surrounding the discount rate poses the 
greatest risk to the accuracy of the model’s conclusions. All other variables exert much weaker 
influence over NPV in comparison. The other anticipated most impactful variable of this model 
was actual facility flow rate, but variable sensitivity to this variable was modeled out in the three 
facility options, rather than assessed as part of the final sensitivity analysis. The variable with the 
next most impact to model results is sales revenue. The actual scale of impact which a change in 
the revenue variable would see is less notable than the ranking of the revenue variable as the next 
most sensitive variable. Though the project as modeled does not make a net positive profit, the 
sensitivity of the revenue variable would indicate that the RNG market should be monitored 
moving into the future. As prices increase, the project may be worth revisiting. However, these 
variable drivers should all be carefully considered when assessing or reassessing this project 
because, as the Figure C3 Monte Carlo chart depicts, the overall NPV of this project is more 
likely to result in a low rather than high value. There is some risk associated with overvaluing the 
projected NPV in in this modeled if drivers are not reviewed carefully. 
 

 
354 EPA. (n.d.) Greenhouse Gases Equivalencies Calculator - Calculations and References. Energy and the 
Environment. Retrieved from https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gases-equivalencies-calculator-calculations-
and-references 
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Figure C2 - Tornado Chart Mapping NPV Sensitivity to Variable Changes 

 
Figure C2 - Tornado Chart Mapping NPV Sensitivity to Variable Changes 
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Parameters Table 
 

Parameter Unit Low Base High Description Source 

Discount 
Rate 

% 5 10 15 

A standard discount rate used for 
projects with a social benefit, 
particularly pertaining to GHG 
emissions impacts. 

 

Flow Rate mmscfy 105.9 912.5 1752 

Low, medium, and high estimates of 
flow rates for RNG projects based on 
current biogas capture programs in 
Pennsylvania, with data pulled from 
the EPA Landfill Methane Outreach 
Program (LMOP). 

EPA. (n.d.) Renewable Natural Gas. Landfill 
Methane Outreach Program. Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/lmop/renewable-
natural-gas 

Social Cost 
of Methane 

$ 2.5 3 5 

Cost estimate of the social cost of 
methane emitted into the atmosphere, 
in 2019 dollars, from EPA 
calculations. 

EPA. (n.d.) The Social Cost of Carbon. 
Climate Change. Retrieved from 
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/clima
techange/social-cost-carbon_.html 

Capital Costs 
- Low Flow 
Facility 

$ 9,862,150 10,162,150 10,462,150 

Synthesized cost and annual 
operational estimates from national 
reports. 

Baez, A. (2014). Conduct a Nationwide 
Survey of Biogas Cleanup Technologies and 
Costs. Gas Technology Institute. Retrieved 
from http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-
source/rule-book/support-documents/rule-
1110_2/aqmd-contract-13432-final-report-
2014---revised.pdf?sfvrsn=2 

Capital Costs 
- Medium 
Flow Facility 

$ 20,689,175 20,839,175 20,989,175 

Capital Costs 
- High Flow 
Facility 

$ 67,768,895 67,868,895 67,968,895 

MJ Bradley & Associates. (2019). 
Renewable Natural Gas Project Economics. 
Renewable Natural Gas Issue Brief. 
Retrieved from 
https://www.mjbradley.com/sites/default/file
s/RNGEconomics07152019.pdf  O&M Costs – 

Low Flow 
Facility 

$ 699,285 714,286 729,285 
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O&M Costs – 
Low Flow 
Facility 

$ 1,280,060 1,295,060 1,310,060 

Public Utilities Commission Of The State Of 
California. (2015). Decision Regarding The 
Costs Of Compliance With Decision 14-01-
034 And Adoption Of Biomethane 
Promotion Policies And Program. Retrieved 
from 
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Publi
shed/G000/M152/K572/152572023.PDF 

O&M Costs – 
Low Flow 
Facility 

$ 2,191,064 2.206,064 2,221,063 

Interconnecti
on Capital 
Cost 

$ 37,500 52,500 350,000 
The capital construction cost of 
connecting a facility to an existing 
pipeline network. 

Public Utilities Commission Of The State Of 
California. (2015). Decision Regarding The 
Costs Of Compliance With Decision 14-01-
034 And Adoption Of Biomethane 
Promotion Policies And Program. Retrieved 
from 
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Publi
shed/G000/M152/K572/152572023.PDF 

Interconnecti
on Annual 
O&M Cost 

$ 3,805 5,327 7,610 
The annual O&M cost associated 
with maintaining a connection to an 
existing pipeline network. 

Sale Revenue $ 2.60  3.94 7.40  
Revenue gained from selling RNG 
on the Philadelphia gas market, based 
on PGW's costs of natural gas. 

PAGasSwitch. (n.d.) Shop for your home’s 
natural gas in PA. Pennsylvania Public 
Utility Commission. Retrieved from 
https://www.pagasswitch.com/shop-for-
natural-gas 

Leakage % 1.4 2.0 2.3 
A leakage rate accounting for 
methane lost to imperfect facility 
construction and transportation. 

Marchese, A. and Zimmerle, D. (2018). The 
US natural gas industry is leaking way more 
methane than previously thought. PBS News 
Hour. Retrieved from 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/the-u-
s-natural-gas-industry-is-leaking-way-more-
methane-than-previously-thought 
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Appendix D. Transportation Modeling 

MP Team Transportation Baseline Model Assumption 
 Our model uses 2018 as our baseline year and projects transportation emissions through 
2050. Our projection uses the KAYA equations adapted to transportation energy use and CO2 
emissions: 
 Energy = Population * PMT/Pop * VMT/PMT * E/VMT 
 CO2 Emissions = Population * PMT/Pop * [PMT/VMT * E/VMT * CO2/E]mode 
  

The model considers the following transportation modes: walking, biking, personal 
vehicles, trains, regional rail, trolleys, On Demand passenger vans,  and the public bus system. To 
create the 2018 to 2050 baseline, the model takes into account existing polices the City of 
Philadelphia has in place to reduce emissions. First, the City plans for a transportation mode shift 
in the population from personal vehicle use to walking, biking, and public transit use, translating 
to a total ridership increase of these public transit modes from 36% to 41% of the population The 
model used here assumes an even distribution of ridership across walking, biking, trains, regional 
rail, trolleys, and buses when accounting for this mode shift policy.  
 

Second, the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (“SEPTA”) has 
committed to adding 25 electric buses and 525 hybrid buses to its fleet by 2021. The model 
assumes that these vehicles will replace existing diesel buses in SEPTA’s 1,400 bus fleet, 25 
electric buses being added in 2019, 262 hybrid buses added in 2020, and the final hybrid buses 
added in 2021. Third, SEPTA estimates that bus diesel fuel efficiency will improve by 0.09 miles 
per gallon by 2021, which is reflected in the diesel fuel efficiency and emissions levels of the 
diesel buses still in the fleet by 2021. The model assumes linear improvement in diesel fuel 
efficiency from 2019 to 2021. 

 
Finally, the electrical grid is assumed to improve annually through 2050. SEPTA 

estimates a 1.5% grid improvement annually, though it considers only the years through 2021. 
However, grid improvement is highly dependent on shifting political and economic 
developments. We modeled our own projections of grid intensity improvement, distilling a 
Conservative, Moderate, and Best Case Scenario for grid improvement. We ultimately use the 
Moderate Scenario when moving forward with analysis of the transportation sector. 
  
 The other major policy we build into the baseline accounts for personal vehicle 
improvement over time. We use the CAFE policy guidelines, and assume that 4% of 
Philadelphia’s population buys a new car every year. Starting in 2019, a portion of the mode 
share of personal vehicle users switches into a CAFE compliant personal vehicle mode share. 
This new mode share consists of cars with slightly improves emissions values. Each year, 
another 4% of cars from the non- CAFE compliant pool of personal vehicles are exchanged for 
cars that meet the CAFE standards for that year. In the baseline, total personal vehicle mode 
share reduces to 55% by 2025 in response to City policies. Personal vehicle mode stays at 55% 
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through 2050 in the baseline, but of that mode, 40% of the mode falls under some CAFE 
compliance by 2050, so the overall personal vehicle mode emissions level improves over time. 
 
 To access the full excel model, please contact Professor Betsy Albright via email at 
elizabeth.albright@duke.edu.  

Cordon Pricing Schemes Implementation History 
Singapore was the first city to implement cordon pricing in 1975 with its Area License 

Scheme.355 Singapore cordoned off a 6.2 km2 Restricted Zone around the city’s central business 
district which was active weekdays 7:00am to 10:00pm, from Monday through Saturday 
mornings. Drivers were required to purchase a $3 daily license to enter the CBD when the 
Restricted Zone was active. Enforcers at CBD access points would note the car plate of any 
vehicle entering the Zone without a valid license. Singapore’s Area License Scheme was 
reformed frequently over its 20-year lifespan – extending the weekday Restricted Zone hours, 
raising and dropping the license price, changing which vehicle types were exempt from requiring 
licenses – as Singapore broke ground on this new model of urban traffic control. In 1998, 
following additional global studies into congestion pricing and technological advancements, 
Singapore automated its pricing system, changing from its Area License Scheme to an Electric 
Road Pricing scheme. Now, computer readers at entry points to the CBD scan in-vehicle smart 
cards and charge the vehicle directly, based on the scheme’s variable pricing system. A central 
control system manages charges, violation notices, and system errors. Singapore’s cordon pricing 
scheme continues to be in place today.356 

 

In 2003, London implemented its own cordon pricing scheme, based in part on 
Singapore’s electronic pricing design. The London Congestion Charge requires vehicles to pay a 
daily fee for travel into or within the 22 km2 Congestion Charging Zone that covers London’s 
historic and commercial districts.357 Unlike Singapore’s card readers, London installed 
Automatic Number Plate Recognition cameras to read vehicles within the zone. Vehicles have 
until midnight to pay the zone fee to the central system, either online or through a payment 
machine. Otherwise, the central system will send a violation notice to the owner of the vehicle 
plate recorded by the plate recognition cameras. London closely monitored its pricing program 
from 2003 to 2008 and documented an immediate impact to its traffic flow. After 
implementation, entry by cars into the congestion zone dropped 33% and remained at that lower 
rate through the monitoring period. Overall, the city saw a 25% reduction in congestion, and bus 
ridership increased by 38%.358 

 
Stockholm, in 2007, and Milan, in 2008, are the other two major cities to have 

implemented a cordon pricing scheme. Stockholm designed a time-variable toll for cars to pay 
when entering or exiting central Stockholm. Before trial implementation of the Stockholm 

 
355 Lehe, Lewis. (2019). Downtown Congestion Pricing In Practice. Transportation Research Part C: Emerging 
Technologies, Volume 100, pp. 200-223 
356 Lehe, 2019. 
357 Lehe, 2019. 
358 U.S. Department of Transportation. (2017). Transit and Congestion Pricing. Federal Highway Administration. 
Retrieved from https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop09015/cp_prim7_04.htm 
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Congestion Tax, public polls were strongly against implementing any congestion scheme. 
However, after the trial started, public opinion turned favorable, as the scheme worked to curb 
traffic.359 After a successful trial, Stockholm put careful attention to improving through-traffic 
tunnels, and later, using revenue generated from the congestion scheme to finance a new city 
metro tunnel.360 Overall, traffic fell about 20% from pre-scheme levels, and Stockholm saw a 7% 
increase in public transit ridership.361 Milan started a congestion pricing scheme specifically to 
control air pollution in the city. The scheme uses a camera-enforcing daily license system similar 
to London, with a sliding fee depending on the standard, residential, or service status of entering 
vehicles. However, Milan also specifically banned high-emissions vehicles from the cordon zone 
and exempted many renewable fuel vehicles.362 

 
After the congestion scheme was introduced in Milan, traffic decreased by about 31%, 

particulate matter decreased 18%, and carbon emissions decreased by 35%.363 Milan temporarily 
suspended their congestion scheme in 2012, revealing interesting data.364 Immediately following 
the scheme suspension, average congestion spiked back up to pre-scheme levels, then dropped 
down again once the pricing scheme was reinstated. However, the commuter routes close to 
public transportation experienced a smaller increase in traffic, compared to the city average 
increase, during the pricing suspension, where people continued taking public transportation 
regardless of the scheme. Overall, Milan’s congestion program controls congestion well and 
compliments the city’s public transportation system. 

 
New York is currently in the planning phase of implementing a congestion pricing 

scheme to be enacted in 2021. A congestion pricing plan has been under discussion since 2007, 
proposed as part of New York City’s PlaNYC 2030 sustainability document.365 Since then, the 
proposal has been debated and stalled several times until 2019 when New York’s governor and 
NYC’s mayor agreed upon a congestion pricing model whose revenue would be dedicated to 
New York City’s Metropolitan Transportation Authority. As it currently stands, the pricing 
scheme will consist of a cordoned zone encompassing Manhattan south of 61st Street and use 
variable-time pricing through an electronic tolling system.366 The pricing scheme, proposed to 
generate funding for the transportation sector more than to curb personal vehicle congestion, is 
currently being assessed by the federal government, but NYC plans to have the pricing scheme in 
place for the start of 2021. 

 
359 Meyer, David. (2017) Congestion Pricing was Unpopular in Stockholm Until People Saw it in Action. Retrieved 
from https://nyc.streetsblog.org/2017/11/28/congestion-pricing-was-unpopular-in-stockholm-until-people-saw-it-in-
action/ 
360 Lehe, 2019. 
361 U.S. Department of Transportation, 2017. 
362 Lehe, 2019. 
363 Jaffe, Eric. (2015). Milan Abruptly Suspended Congestion Pricing and Traffic Immediately Soared. CityLab. 
Retrieved from  https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2015/09/milan-abruptly-suspended-congestion-pricing-and-
traffic-immediately-soared/404521/ 
364 Jaffe, 2015. 
365 Schaller, Bruce. (2010). New York City’s Congestion Pricing Experience and Implications for Road Pricing 
Acceptance in the United States. NYC Department of Transportation. Retrieved from 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/schaller_paper_2010trb.pdf 
366 Plitt, Amy. (2019). Cuomo, de Blasio unveil plan to ‘transform’ MTA with congestion pricing, reorganization. 
Curbed. Retrieved from https://ny.curbed.com/2019/2/26/18241376/mta-new-york-subway-cuomo-de-blasio-
proposal 
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Philadelphia Cordon Pricing Model Assumptions 
Commuters from the Great Center City to suburbs outside of Philadelphia were not 

considered, as these commuters likely cannot transition easily from personal vehicles to public 
transit options. Commuters between districts outside of the Greater Center City were also not 
considered, as they likely do not enter Greater Center City over the course of a work day, and so 
would not cross the cordon zone. Finally, this team understands that the impacts of this modeled 
cordon scheme will be a conservative estimate of real cordon zone forcings, as this model does 
not capture anyone other than commuters moving through the Greater Center City over the 
course of a day. This model also assumes stationary proportional growth between districts, 
assuming that the same proportion of commuters will come from each district each year through 
2050, when in fact some districts may grow more quickly than others, changing the proportion of 
commuters that district is contributing to the scheme.  

 
The model assumes that commuters shifting from personal vehicles will move equally 

into either buses, trains, or regional rail, as the next most convenient transit options. The model 
structures a cordon zone similar to that of London or Milan, and assumes comparable results 
regarding a personal vehicle mode shift of 25% of vehicles currently commuting moving into 
public transit. 

Parking Maximum Standard Barriers and City Implementations 
While parking maximums are an effective mechanism for reducing personal vehicle use 

and encouraging public transit alternatives, imposing these policies can be challenging for a 
variety of reasons. First, determining the limit on parking spaces is an analytically intensive 
exercise that requires precise projections of demand. Second, removing centralized parking lots 
may lead to spillover effects, such as increased use of street and neighborhood parking. The use 
of resident permits can help mitigate these effects. Third, getting parking maximum policies 
passed can be quite difficult. The developer industry may fight back against parking maximums 
due to fears that the long-term marketability of their properties will be reduced, threatening their 
financial returns. However, if the policy is broadly applied across a large area, then it is less 
concerning to developers because there is little differential in the competitive advantage of 
developing in one part of town, or another; all areas of the city would be facing the same 
constraint.367  

 
Cities that have implemented parking maximum policies include Portland, San Francisco, 

and Seattle. Portland’s policy goes as far back as 1975, when an overall limit of 40,000 spaces 
was set for the downtown area. Though this cap has increased over time, the city attributes a 
significant share of the public transit use to this and other progressive policies. San Francisco’s 
policy is a bit more nuanced. Parking can only constitute a maximum of 7% of a building’s gross 
square footage and new developments must get their parking plan approved before they can 
receive occupancy permits. In comparison, Seattle limits parking on a rate basis: one parking 
space for every 1,000 square feet of office space in downtown.368 

 
 

367 Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2018.  
368 Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2018. 
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Boston is an example of just how potent maximum parking policies can be. In the late 
1970s, Boston suspended the growth of commercial parking that could be used by the public, but 
commercial parking within office buildings that were dedicated to companies’ use was 
exempted. The number of commercial parking spaces remained the same while the quantity of 
exempted spaces increased by 26% between 1984 and 1987. This increase corresponded to a 
time where the city experienced a dramatic uptick in traffic on major city corridors.369 
 

Maximum Parking Standard Model Assumptions 
 The relationship between parking space numbers and personal vehicle mode share which 
this model uses was pulled from McCahill et al’s paper on the “Effects of Parking Provision on 
Automobile Use in Cities: Inferring Causality.”370 The paper establishes that an increase from 
0.2 to 0.5 parking spaces per person available in a city results in a personal vehicle mode share 
increase from 60% to 83%. We extrapolated from that relationship the linear line’s slope and y-
intercept, so that we could use the same linear relationship to project mode share changes in 
Philadelphia. We assume that the number of parking spaces in Philadelphia does not change 
from 2018, where we having parking space count data, to 2025, when we start implementing a 
parking standard. With a starting parking spaces per person of 1.3 and end goal of 0.9, and using 
the linear relationship, we calculate mode share at each parking space per person value in order 
to find change in mode share when reducing parking spaces from 1.3 to 0.9 spaces per person. 
That is converted to an annual change which is then cumulatively applied to the baseline 
personal vehicle mode share from 2025 through 2050. 
  
 With a parking standard, final mode share of personal vehicles reduces to 20% by 2050. 
Not only that, but working with the baseline CAFÉ Standard mode share forcing, by 2045, it is 
modeled that no non-compliant cars are on the road anymore. This joint forcing out of non-
CAFÉ compliant personal vehicles from the city personal vehicle pool results in a very impactful 
decrease to total emissions for the city.   
 

 
369 Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2018.   
370 McCahill et al., 2015. 
 


